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Summary

Cliondrules are enigmatic components of chondritic meteorites. After decades of 

rosearch a consensus as to how chondrules formed has not been found. In general it 

has been assumed that chondrules formed in the solar nebula when dust clumps had 

been flash heated by some mechanism. An alternative to this is that they formed 

in a planetary environment.

This work aims to test the hypothesis that chondrules are the frozen spray result

ing from the disruption of molten planetesimals. A detailed numerical model of the 

heating, melting, and cooling of early-formed radioactive planetesimals is developed 

with a view to seeing whether the temperature, composition and timing of the melt 

is consistent with what is known of these same variables in relation to chondrules. 

In addition, the model can be used to constrain the timing of planetesimal accretion.

The model is a solution of the heat equation with variable parameters based on 

a Crank-Nicholson finite differencing scheme. Initially, the validity of the numerical 

model is confirmed by showing that, in the simple case where thermal properties 

have fixed values, it gives identical results to the corresponding analytical solution.

Estimates of variable parameters and starting conditions include (1) an ambi

ent nebular temperature of 250 K (2) ®̂A1 being the only significant heat source, 

(3) instantaneous formation of planetesimals from anhydrous primitive dust with 

a given porosity of 50%, and (4) heat transfer being entirely by conduction with 

temperature-dependent values of conductivity and heat capacity. The effects of in

cluding ice in the starting material, of phase separation under gravity, of allowing 

heat loss by convection, and of accreting planetesimals gradually, were also investi

gated.

The model shows that substantial melting occurred only where planetesimals 

formed within about 1.5 million years of calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs) 

formation, and had radii greater than about 10 km. It follows that such planetesi

mals were common in the early solar system because about 80% of known meteorite 

parent bodies melted. Planetesimals that incorporated more than about 60% by 

mass of ice could never have melted, and such planetesimals may have been carriers 

of CAIs.
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Once a planetesimal’s interior became sufficiently molten to perm it free move

ment of suspended crystals, the gravitational separation of nietal/sulphide and of 

olivine became possible. Also at this stage of melting, the onset of turbulent convec

tion became very likely. Modelling of heat loss by turbulent convection suggests that 

the melt would have been kept a t near-liquidus temperatures, would have remained 

largely unfractionated, and would have been available for nuiking spray for up to 

about 4 Ma. These predictions are in remarkable agreement with what is known of 

the peak temperatures, chemistry and ages of chondrules.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Meteorites are continually falling to earth. Almost all of them originate in the 

jLsteroid belt, with the obvious exception of the few which come from the Moon or 

Mars. The most common types of meteorite in the worlds’ collection are ordinary 

chondrites. These contain chondrules. Chondrules are mm-sized sub-spherical frozen 

droplets of mainly silicate material with igneous textures. Considerable research 

over the last century has focused on how chondrules were formed, but no general 

consensus has yet emerged. Models of chondrule formation can be grouped into two 

main scenarios, i.e. nebular and planetary. This works aims to test one particular 

jjlanetary scenario. This is the hypothesis that the disruption of early formed molten  

I)lanetesirnals resulted in the formation of chondrules. The aim is to develop a finite 

differencing model of the thermal history and melting behaviour of planetesirnals in 

which ®̂A1 is the heat source. If the chondrule-forming scenario is correct, then the 

computer model should predict an abundant supply of chemically unfractionated 

melt at precisely the time when chondrules are known to have formed.

1.1 Previous thermal models of m eteorite parent 

bodies

The literature includes a variety of thermal models of meteorite parent bodies. Both  

finite differencing models (Herndon and Herndon, 1977; Yomogida and Matsui, 1984; 

Akridge et al., 1998), and finite element models (Ghosh et al., 1995; Ghosh and
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McSween, 1998) have been employed as have analytic solutions (LaTourrette and 

W’asserburg, 1998; Wilson et al., 1999). The benefit of the numerical solutions 

over analytical solutions is that variable quantities and non-linear effects can be 

taken into account (Ghosh and McSween, 1999b). For example different models use 

different values for the diffusivity and the specific heat capacity. In some cases these 

are assumed constant (Herndon and Herndon, 1977; Grimm and McSween, 1989; 

LaTourrette and Wasserburg, 1998), while in other cases they are allowed to  vary 

(^bmogida and Matsui, 1984; Bennett and McSween, 1996; Ghosh and McSween, 

1999b).

The heat source of the thermal model is usually assumed to be the decay of 

radio-active nuclides, including short-lived ones (Miyamoto et al., 1981; Bennett 

and McSween, 1996; Ghosh and McSween, 1999b), long-lived ones (Yomogida and 

Matsui, 1984), or both (Herndon and Herndon, 1977; Grimm and McSween, 1989; 

Akridge et al., 1998; Cohen and Coker, 1999). Initially long-lived radionuclides were 

used as there was no direct evidence for short-lived ones, although the la tte r had 

been predicted to have existed in the early solar system (Urey, 1955).

Most models are used to constrain the sizes of parent bodies (Miyamoto et al., 

1981; Grimm and McSween, 1989), and the volume percent of each petrographic 

type th a t would have been produced in them (Grimm and McSween, 1989). In 

some cases onion shell models were predicted, with different portion of the body 

containing the different petrological types (Wood, 1967; Miyamoto et al., 1981). 

Aqueous alteration on the meteorite parent bodies has been discussed and modelled 

by numerous authors (Grimm and McSween, 1989; Wilson et al., 1999; Cohen and 

Coker, 2000b, 2000a; Coker and Cohen, 2001; Young et al., 2000; Young and Ash, 

2000; Young, 2001). The thermal evolution of the parent body while accretion is in 

progress has been modeled by Ghosh and McSween (1996a, 1998, 1999a) and Ghosh 

et al. (2000).

On a somewhat different front the possibility of melting and convection in mete

orite parent bodies has been mentioned (Fish et al., 1960; LaTourrette and Wasser

burg, 1998). This last approach comes closest to the model developed here.
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1.2 Thesis Layout

This thesis is divided into six chapters and three appendices. Chapter 2 is essen

tially a continuation of this introduction giving an overview of what is known about 

the formation of the solar system and how this relates to chondrules. Chapter 3 is 

a preliminary study of the heat equation, solving it analytically. Chapter 4 uses a 

finite differencing scheme to solve the heat transfer equation in planetesimals heated 

l)v the decay of radio-active isotopes. The results place constraints on the radii and 

formation times of planetesimals tha t melted. The effect of including ice in the 

starting material on these constraints is also discussed. Chapter 5 considers the 

iriteresting (juestion of what happens to a planetesimal once its interior is substan

tially molten. In particular it examines the possibility of phase segregation and of 

thermal convection. The effects of gradual accretion on the thermal evolution of the 

planetesimals is also modelled. Appendix A is an overview and explanation of the 

{•omi)Uter code th a t was developed for the model. Appendix B contains full source 

code listings for all the programs tha t were used to produce the results. Appendix 

C is a list of the symbols used throughout the thesis, explaining what they represent 

aiul the units associated with them.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 General Theory of Star Form ation

A general theory of how stars form is now widely accepted. It goes as follows. 

Initially a giant cloud of molecular gas becomes fragmented, either spontaneously 

or due to an instability, e.g. shockwaves from passing through the spiral arms 

in a galaxy. W ithin these fragments dense cores form. The cores collapse when 

gravitational forces exceed the thermal, magnetic and turbulent pressures supporting 

them (Andre et al., 2000). The collapse is due perhaps to ambipolar diffusion, which 

is where neutral particles slowly diffuse past ions that are closely coupled to the 

magnetic field lines, or some outside influence e.g. shockwaves from a super nova. 

After collapse of the central core the surrounding material forms a disk around the 

proto-star due to conservation of angular momentum, and bi-polar outflows form at 

this stage. The disk disperses from the inside out leaving a number of planets and 

many more smaller objects in orbit around the proto-star (Shu et al., 1987). The 

time-scales over which this whole process occurs is poorly constrained. Observation 

suggests that it may take from 1 million years (Ma) to 10 Ma for the entire process 

to occur (Strom et al., 1993).

During its evolution the proto-star goes through a number of phases (Hartmann, 

1996). The proto-star begins its life as an embedded object in the dense core. At an 

early stage there are periodic increases in the observed energy flux from the proto

star by several orders of magnitude. These FU Orionis events are believed to be



associated with periods of increased accretion onto the proto-star (Bell et al., 2000). 

After this it may become a classic T Tauri star (cTT) with infra-red excess emission.

A weakline T Tauri (wTT) phase may also occur when accretion onto the star has 

finished and the dust and gas in the disk have been dispersed or agglomerated into 

larger bodies. However wTTs and cTT phases maybe coeval.

There is ample evidence for this broad outline of star formation from both theo

retical models and observation. Much evidence has been gathered using telescopes, 

e.g. Hubble (Brandner et al., 2000), ISO (Brandner et al., 2000), VLA (Rodriguez 

et al., 1998). Emissions from young stars can be recorded at many wavelengths in

cluding infra-red (Lada and Wilking, 1984), and submillimeter (Andre et al., 1993). 

Also the Hubble Space Telescope has resolved some disks optically (O’Dell et al., 

1993; O’Dell, 1993). Other ground based work has also resolved these disks (Smith 

and Terrile, 1984).

As well as imaging the disks at various wavelengths it is possible nowadays to 

infer the existence of planets orbiting around other stars using Doppler shifts in the 

radiation from the central star. However the systems observed so far are unlike our 

Solar System. Instead a giant planet has generally been inferred to be orbiting quite 

close to a central star (Marcy et al., 2000). It is not yet known what a typical star 

and planetary system looks like as the observed systems are at the limit of what can 

be detected. Moreover studying how other star systems form cannot tell us exactly 

how our own system formed. Our solar system may not be typical. These systems 

are at the limits of current detection capabilites so there is a bias towards finding 

large planets orbiting close to a star.

2.2 Form ation of P lanets

The consideration of star formation on a large scale does not deal with the detail 

of how and when planets form. Considerable effort has gone into exploring, on a 

smaller scale, how an initial disk of dust and gas results in the formation of larger 

bodies like those we see in the solar system today. Obviously the original dusty 

material aggregated together to form larger and larger particles which eventually
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After this it may become a classic T Tauri star (cTT) with infra-red excess emission. 

A weakline T Tauri (wTT) phase may also occur when accretion onto the star has 

finished and the dust and gas in the disk have been dispersed or agglomerated into 

larger bodies. However wTTs and cTT phases maybe coeval.

There is ample evidence for this broad outline of star formation from both theo
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As well as imaging the disks at various wavelengths it is possible nowadays to 

infer the existence of planets orbiting around other stars using Doppler shifts in the 

radiation from the central star. However the systems observed so far are unlike our 

Solar System. Instead a giant planet has generally been inferred to be orbiting quite 
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be detected. Moreover studying how other star systems form cannot tell us exactly 

how our own system formed. Our solar system may not be typical. These systems 

are at the limits of current detection capabilites so there is a bias towards finding 
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2.2 Formation of Planets

The consideration of star formation on a large scale does not deal with the detail 

of how and when planets form. Considerable effort has gone into exploring, on a 

smaller scale, how an initial disk of dust and gas results in the formation of larger 

bodies like those we see in the solar system today. Obviously the original dusty 

m aterial aggregated together to form larger and larger particles which eventually
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formed the planets. However there is a great deal of debate as to how this happens 

and the time-scales over which it occurrs. The whole process can be divided into 

four main stages (Richardson et al., 2000).

Initially sub-micron sized particles coagulate together to form larger particles 

(Weidenschilling et al., 1989; Cameron, 1995). This may occur via particle-cluster 

agglomeration (PCA) or cluster-cluster agglomeration (CCA) (Schmitt et al., 1997-, 

Richardson, 1995). Experiments on how particles coagulate have been performed 

(e.g. Poppe and Blum, 1997) and these suggest that the growth is fractal in nature. 

The time-scales over which this initial process occurs depend on poorly constrained 

factors such as the ability of particles to stick together (Richardson et al., 2000).

The second stage is the growth of these larger grains into km-sized planetesi- 

mals (Safronov, 1969; Goldreich and Ward, 1973; Weidenschilling, 1980; Stepinski 

and Valageas, 1996). Gravitational instability was once presumed to be the method 

by which coagulation occurs (Goldreich and Ward, 1973; Safronov, 1969). This 

involves clumps of the nebula collapsing when a critical density is reached locally. 

However it has more recently been shown that some other mechanism must occur 

before gravitational instability can take effect (Weidenschilling et al., 1989; Cuzzi 

et al., 1993). This is because turbulence will prohibit the coagulation of grains (Wei

denschilling, 1995). One of the alternatives to gravitational instability is differential 

settling (Weidenschilling et al., 1989). In this case larger particles settle faster to the 

midplane of the disk, sweeping up smaller particles in their path. This appears to be 

a viable method of producing larger particle which can coagulate by gravitational 

instability (Weidenschilling, 1997b).

In the third stage the km-sized planetesimals aggregate into proto-planets. There 

are many models of how this may occur (e.g. Greenberg et al., 1978; Wetherill and 

Stewart, 1989; Stepinski, 1997). As there are a large number of planetesimals the 

general evolution of some physical property e.g. inclination and eccentricity or plan- 

etesimal velocities, is modeled, either analytically (Stepinski, 1997), or statistically 

(Greenberg et al., 1978; Inaba et al., 2000). It is also possible to combine these 

methods into a hybrid method (Weidenschilling and Davis, 2001). In some cases re

bound, cratering and fragmentation as well as aggregation are included (Greenberg



et al., 1978). Runaway growth is possible at this stage whereby a small fraction of 

the planetesimals gain mass much faster than the others (Stewart and Kaula, 1980). 

Semi-analytical formulae for the inclinations and eccentricities have been derived 

using three-body orbital integrations (Ohtsuki, 2000).

In the fourth stage the proto-planets undergo collisions and ejections which result 

in only a few planets being left in the region of the asteroid belt. Direct computer 

simulation of these events is possible due to the smaller number of proto-planets 

involved in the simulations (Richardson et al., 2000; Chambers and Wetherill, 1998, 

2001). Monte-Carlo simulations of this stage have also been performed (dell’Oro 

and Paolicchi, 1998).

However the fourth stage is highly conjectural and questions arise with regard to 

when Jupiter formed and why there is a significant lack of mass in the asteroid belt. 

It is possible that Jupiter formed early due to gravitational instability in the outer 

disk (Boss, 1997; Cameron, 1995). Under this scenario Jupiter would have formed 

very quickly, perhaps in only 100 years, and would have had a large effect on the 

formation of the asteroid belt (Wetherill and Kortenkamp, 1999; Kortenkamp and 

Wetherill, 2000) and the evolution of the disk in general.

2.3 T im e-scales of P lanet Formation and Short

lived R adio-active Elem ents

The so called standard model gives time-scales for the formation of planetesimals of 

about 10  ̂ -  10® years (Cameron, 1995; Podosek and Cassen, 1994). However these 

time-scales are uncertain and model dependent, e.g. they depend on the ability of 

fractal objects to stick together (Cameron, 1995).

Besides direct modeling of solar system formation, time-scales can be inferred 

from the existence of daughter products of short-lived radio-nuclides in meteorites. 

An overview of the different types of meteorites is given in the next section, (§ 2.4). 

The meteorites and their components can be dated by using long-lived and short

lived radio-nuclides. These radio-nuclides are important not only as chronometers 

one of them, ^®A1, is thought to have been a heat source for melting of planetesimals
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in the early solar system (Urey, 1955). (The heating effect of the other short-lived 

radio-nuclides is thought to be negligable as discussed in § 4.4).

Evidence for the presence of a variety of short-lived radio-nuclides has been 

found in many meteorites (see Table 2.1). Even though the radio-nuclides have 

long decayed away a record of their existence has been left usually in the form of 

an excess of their daughter products with respect to normal solar system isotope 

abundance values. These excesses testify to a brief period of intense processing of 

m atter in the early solar system. Its duration was of the same order as that inferred 

from disk evolution from astronomical observations. A review of the contributation 

of radio-isotopes to meteorite studies is given in section 2.5.

However the existence of isotopic anomalies can give information on time-scales 

of events in the early solar system only if the isotopes were originally distributed 

homogenously in the solar nebula. There has been much debate over this issue which 

still continues (Allegre et al., 1995; Swindle et al., 1996; Wood, 1998; Wadhwa and 

Russell, 2000). The problem is that if the distribution was heterogeneous then 

the data would have no relevance as a timing instrument. Currently, chronometric 

interpretation of isotopics anomalies are generally favoured, (e.g. Huss et al., 2001)

2.3.1 Sources of Short-Lived Radionuclides

The source of the short-lived nuclides is somewhat controversial. There are a variety 

of ways in which these nuclides could have been produced, as reviewed by Goswami 

and Vanhala (2000). These include production prior to the collapse of the solar 

nebula and production within the solar nebula. Sources for production prior to 

collapse include galactic cosmic rays (Clayton and Jin, 1995), supernovae (Woosley 

and Weaver, 1995), non-exploding Wolf-Rayet stars (Arnould et al., 1997; Arnould 

and Prantzos, 1999) and AGB stars (Wasserburg et al., 1995). Production within 

the solar nebula is possible due to the assumed high activity of the early sun, e.g. 

through solar energetic particles (Heymann and Dziczkaniec, 1976; Goswami et al., 

2001 ).

One particular model of production within the solar nebula is the X-wind model 

(Shu et al., 1996, 1997, 2000). In this model a reconnection ring forms around the
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Nuclide Daughter Half-Life 
[ Ma  1

Initial Ratio 
to Parent

Possible
Sources^^^

Ref^“)

4iCa 4iK 0.1 1 .5  X 10-*^ SN,AGB,WR 1 [1]
99 Tc 0.2 1 .0  X 1 0 - ^ AGB,WR [2]
36 C l 36 A r 0.3 1 .4  X 1 0 -® SN,AGB,WR [3]
26 A l 26 M g 0 .7 5 .0  X 1 0 -® SN,N,AGB,WR,L [4]
i°Be 10b 1.5 9 .5  X 1 0 - ^ SN,L [5]
60 F e 60N i 1.5 3 .9  X 1 0 - ^ SN,AGB [6]

53Mn 5 3 c r 3.7 4 .4  X 1 0 -® SN [7]
lo^Pd i°"Ag 6.5 2.0 X 10-® SN,AGB,WR [8]
182Hf 182^ 9.0 2.0 X 10-4 SN [9]
2 05 p b 205 rp j 15 3.0 X 10-4 AGB,WR [10]

129J i29Xe 15.7 1.0 X 10-4 SN [11]
92Nb 92Zr 35 2.0 X 10-® SN [12]

2 4 4 p ^ Fission
products

82 7.0 X 10-^ SN [13]

Table 2.1: Table of the short-lived radioactive elements in the early solar system. Ref
erences: [1] (Srinivasan et al., 1994) [2] (Yin et al., 1992) [3] (Murty et al., 1997) [4] (Lee 
et al., 1977; MacPherson et al., 1995) [5] (McKeegan et al., 2000) [6] (Shukolyukov and 
Lugmair, 1993a, 1993b) [7] (Birck and Allegre, 1985) [8] (Kelly and Wasserburg, 1978) [9] 
(Lee and Halliday, 1995; Harper and Jacobsen, 1996) [10] (Chen and Wasserburg, 1987) 
[11] (Jeffery and Reynolds, 1961) [12] (Harper, 1996a) [13] (Rowe and Kuroda, 1965; 
Hudson et al., 1988). SN =  Super Nova, AGB =  Asymtotic Giant Branch, WR = 
Wolf-Rayet, N =  Nova, L =  Local

protostar due to  magnetic interactions between the accretion disk and the protostar. 

Some of the infalling m aterial gets ejected by an X-wind which is a centrifugally 

driven outflow. As a result of the time-dependent nature of the magnetic fields the 

distance the reconnection ring is from the protostar varies with time. Twisting of 

the magnetic field lines induce flares which irradiates m aterial in the ring. This 

irradiation forms short-lived radionuclides.

Any model of the production of these nuclides needs to  account for the observed 

abundances a t the levels indicated by the meteoritic da ta  (see Table 2.1). In the 

case of external production of the source these are usually accomodated by varying 

the tim e since their creation and the distance th a t the source was from the solar 

nebula (Cameron, 1993; W asserburg et al., 1995). In the X-wind model the observed 

abundances of the short-lived nuclides are explained by the presence of a Fe-Mg 

m antle surrounding a refractory core (Gounelle et al., 2001; Russell et al., 2001). 

However the abundance of '̂^Fe cannot be adequately explained in this model. On
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the other hand the abundance of ^°Be (McKeegan et al., 2000). is accounted for. 

Production of ^°Be is difficult to account for in a stellar nucleosynthesis site unless 

its production is due to spallation reactions in the outflows from supernovae or 

Wolf-Rayet stars.

It is very difficult to arrive at a self-consistent model th a t explains the level of 

existence of all the short-lived nuclides although such attem pts have been made 

(Cameron, 1993; Harper, 1996b; Cameron, 2001). During stellar evolution the pro

duction of short-lived radio-nuclides occurs on a very short timescale compared to 

the lifetime of a star. It is preferred therefore tha t a single stellar source should 

account for the occurrence of all the nuclides as the occurrence of two sources a t the 

same tim e is statistically improbable. A single source is also preferred due to the 

correlation in the presence of ^®A1 and '^^Ca (Srinivasan et al., 1996; Sahijpal et al., 

1998, 2000).

Some believe th a t the collapse of the core may have been triggered by the pro

ducer of the short-lived nuclides (Wasserburg et al., 1995; Goswami et al., 2001). 

However it is possible th a t under some circumstances the proto-solar core could have 

been destroyed if the source was too close (Foster and Boss, 1995).

It is widely acknowledged th a t the presence of the decay products in meteoritic 

samples means th a t these samples formed when the short-lived radio-nuclides were 

extant (Swindle et al., 1996). However to understand what this says about early 

solar system evolution requires knowledge of which meteoritic components are being 

dated and how each of these are thought to fit into the overall picture. The history of 

any one m eteorite sample is usually quite complex but some samples have rem ained 

largely unchanged since there formation, 4.5 Gyr ago. The following section, 

(§ 2.4), provides an overview of how meteorites are classified.

2.4 M eteorite Classification

A recent review of the classification of meteorites has been published by Bischoff 

(2001), and a brief summary of the features which perm it classification is presented 

below. In the past, meteorites have been classified in three main groups i.e. stony,
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stony-iron and iron. However as can be seen in Fig. 2.1 a classification of meteorites 

into two main groups, i.e. undifferentiated and differentiated meteorites, is preferred 

by Bischoff (2001).
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Figure 2.1: A meteorite classification scheme from Bischoff (2001)

2.4.1 Undifferentiated Meteorites 

Chondrites

The following properties of meteorites allow for them to be classified into different 

groups.

Petrographic Properties

Chondrites are similar in appearance to sedimentary sandstones. The constituent 

grains include chondrules from where they derive their name. Chondrules are de

scribed below. Besides chondrules most chondrites also contain CAIs (described 

below) and variable proportions of silicate mineral dust and fragments, grains of



metal and iron sulphide and other less abundant ingredients such as phosphates and 

carbon.

Chondrules are mm-sized sub-spherical frozen droplets of mainly silicate ma

terial with igneous textures. The chondrules themselves are of two major types, 

porphyritic and non-porphyritic (Gooding and Keil, 1981). Porphyritic chondrules 

have phenocrysts of olivine and/or low Ca-pyroxene surrounded by a glassy or micro

crystalline mesostasis. They are subdivided in terms of the proportion of olivine (O) 

and pyroxene (P) in them, as porphyritic olivine (PO), porphyritic pyroxene (PP) 

and porphyritic olivine-pyroxene (POP) types. They maybe metal rich or metal 

poor. There are also barred olivine (BO) chondrules. These have parallel plates 

of olivine in optical continuity. The non-porphyritic types include radial pyroxene 

(RP), cryptocrystalline (CC), and granular olivine-pyroxene (GOP). Chondrules can 

also be classified in terms of their FeO content (McSween, 1977). Type I chondrules 

are FeO-poor while type II chondrules are FeO-rich. They can be further subdivided 

into types A and B. Type A are Si02-poor while type B are Si02-rich (Hewins, 1996).

Chondrites also contain objects called calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs) 

but these are far less abundant then chondrules. CAIs, also known as refractory 

inclusions, are of three main types, A, B and C (Davis and MacPherson, 1996). Type 

A are melilite rich and are subdivided into two types. There are irregular shaped 

“fluffy” ones which probably never melted (MacPherson and Grossman, 1984), and 

rounded and more compact ones some of which have been melted. Type B and 

C are coarse-grained and they crystallised from melt droplets (Jones et al., 2000). 

They have different proportions of melilite, spinel, pyroxene and anorthite. Type 

Cs have little or no melilite. Type B have been subdivided into B1 and B2 (Wark 

and Lovering, 1977). Type B1 have a melilite, spinel, pyroxene and anorthite core 

surrounded by a melilite mantle. B2s have a more or less homogeneous distributation 

of the above minerals.

Bulk Chemistry

The bulk chemistry of chondrities closely resembles that of the solar photosphere. 

When the abundance of the elements in the sun (determined spectroscopically) is 

plotted against the abundance in chondrites a straight line with slope 1 results.



Fig. 2.2. The few elements falhng off the line are mainly found to be volatile elements 

which exist prim arily as gases. Therefore chondrites record the chemical composition 

of the early solar system, (Grossman et al., 1988).
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Figure 2.2: A plot of the elemental abundance (normalised to 10® Si atoms) of the solar 
photosphere against that of carbonaceous chondrites. This correlation suggests that chon
drites formed from primitive material that has not been altered much since the formation 
of the solar system (McSween, 1996).

Deviations from Bulk Chemistry

Although chondrite chemical composition broadly m atches th a t of the solar pho

tosphere there are measurable differences amongst chondrites which allow them  to 

be subdivided into distinct groups. In particular the proportion of iron which is 

present as a m etal can be used as a tool for classification. Metal rich chondrites are 

term ed “reduced” while silicate rich chondrites are termed “oxidised” . On a plot of
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the ratio of iron metal to silicon against the ratio of oxidised iron to silicon distinct 

clusters of meteorites can be seen which allow for classification, e.g. see Fig 2.17 of 

McSween (1999).

Alteration

Even though chondrites are believed to represent early formed material which 

has remained largely unchanged for the last four and a half billion years there is 

evidence for alteration during the time these meteorites formed. The degree of this 

alteration is the basis for a classification scheme put forward by Van Schmus and 

Wood (1967)

The alteration is either due to heat or to reaction with water. Thermally meta

morphosed chondrites range from Type 3 (least altered) to Type 6 (most altered). 

The temperature range over which this thermal alteration occurred is between about 

400 °C (Type 3) and 950 °C (Type 6). Aqueously altered chondrites range from Type 

3 (least hydrated) to Type 1 (most hydrated).

Oxygen Isotopes

The oxygen isotope compositions of chondrites and of most other meteorites 

plot in distinct fields on a against <5̂ *0 plot, see Fig. 2.3. The quantity 

is defined as

I _  1 I X 1000
\ ( i 6 o ) s M O W  )

where SMOW represents standard mean ocean water. is defined in a simi

lar way. There is a line on the plot called the terrestrial mass fractionation line 

(TMFL). All the samples of rock on earth fall on this line due to mass dependent 

fractionation. However meteoritic samples plot off this line. This can be used to 

identify distinct groups of meteorites that are of the same type. Another way to 

express the deviation from the TMFL is by writing the excess of as which 

is equal to - 0.525^®0. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3 the R chondrites and H, L and 

LL ordinary chondrites (see Chondrites Groups below) plot above the TMFL, while 

the EH/EL chondrites plot on the line. Carbonaceous chondrites plot mainly below



the TMFL. It has been suggested that the oxygen isotope data is distinct for all 

the carbonaceous chondrites except for the CO and CV chondrites (Clayton, 1993). 

However when the whole rock values from Clayton and Mayeda (1999) are actually 

plotted there appears to be considerable overlap between the various carbonaceous 

chondrite groups.
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the against for various meteorite samples. This expresses 
the difference in parts per thousand of the oxygen isotopes from standard mean ocean 
water (SMOW). Different meteoritic samples tend to plot in distinct areas of the graph. 
Data is taken from Clayton et al. (1991), Clayton and Mayeda (1996, 1999).

Chondrite Groups

Based on the above properties chondrites can be divided into four major groups. 

These four groups and their subdivisions are described below.

1. Carbonaceous chondrites

These chondrites contain a higher percentage of volatile elements compared 

with the other chondrites. They range in petrologic grade from 1-4, (see 

above) and apparently formed at lower temperatures. They are divided into 

seven groups as follows:



Cl: These have been aqueously altered and they contain no chondrules. They 

are volatile rich. Their chemistry is most like that of the sun compared to all 

the other chondrite groups.

CM; These have mini-chondrules and they are also aqueously altered.

CR: These contain metal and primitive chondrules. Again these have been 

aqueously altered. They contain large chondrules, similar to CV.

CO: These bear mini-chondrules and metal.

CV: These have large chondrules and abundant CAIs. They have been par

tially aqueously altered.

CK: These have large chondrules and darkened silicates.

CH: These are micro-chondrule bearing metal rich and volatile poor. This 

group is very different to the other groups (Jones et al., 2000).

The different carbonaceous chondrite groups are named after a typical mete

orite from that group, e.g. CR are Renazzo-type.

2. Ordinary chondrites

These contain less volatile elements than carbonaceous chondrites or enstatite 

chondrites. They are divided into three main groups, H, L and LL, related 

to iron content. (Initially only the H and L group were defined (Urey and 

Craig, 1953)). H, L and LL fall into three distinct clusters on a plot of the 

ratio of Fe-metal/total Fe against Fe-metal/Si. H has high total iron whereas 

L has low total iron. LL has low total iron and metaUic iron. They also 

plot in distinct regions of an oxygen isotopic composition plot, (Fig. 2.3). A 

division of ordinary chondrites into “equilibrated” (EOC) i.e. heating was 

sufficient to equilibrate silicates to a single composition and “unequilibrated” 

(UOC) can also be made. This division is in relation to the amount of thermal 

metamorphism they have undergone, EOCs are of type 4-6 while UOCs are of 

type 3 in the Van Schmus and Wood (1967) classification system.

3. Enstatite chondrites

There are two types of enstatite chondrites, EH and EL.



EH: These have high total iron and they are highly reduced, i.e. the iron in 

them is mainly as iron metal. They also contain mini-chondrules.

EL: These have lower total iron and moderately sized chondrules. They are 

also highly reduced. Most of the enstatite chondrites show a petrologic type 

of 6, and none have been aqueously altered. They also have high abundances 

of MgSiOa i.e. enstatite.

Due to their chemical composition and petrologic type it has been suggested 

that the enstatite chondrites formed in conditions of higher temperatures and 

carbonaceous chondrites formed at the lowest temperatures of the three types 

(McSween, 1999)

4. Rumuruti chondrites

These are regolith breccias showing typical light/dark structure (Bischoff, 

2001). They contain unequilibrated, type 3 fragments and clasts. These chon

drites are rich in modal olivine. Pyroxenes and plagioclase have abundances 

of 10% by volume. They are also rich (Bischoff, 2000) which means they 

plot above the TMFL on an oxygen isotopic composition plot as can be seen 

in Fig. 2.3. This is the group labelled R in the plot.

2.4.2  D iflferentiated M eteorites  

Achondrites

These are meteorites that are lacking chondrules. They formed through igneous 

processes. There are four main types, primitive, asteroidal, lunar and martian.

1. Primitive

These are divided into:

Acapulcoites: These are a nearly chondritic residue from which only a small 

amount of melt has been extracted.

Lodranites: These have sub-chondritic abundances of plagioclase and troilite. 

They are coarse-grained.

Winonaites: These are silicates related to the lAB iron meteorites.



2. Asteroidal

(a) Eucrites: These look like terrestrial basalt. Their composition is of pla- 

gioclase which is rich in calcium and minor amounts of sodium. The 

pyroxene in these is pigeonite (MgFeSi206). They contain no water and 

they are reduced.

(b) Diogenites: These consist of almost entirely Ca-poor pyroxene with only 

small amounts of plagioclase or olivine. They are similar in mineralogy 

and oxidation state to eucrites. They are often found mixed together to 

form breccias.

Eucrites are fine-grained which implies that they had an igneous source 

tha t cooled relatively quickly. Diogenites are coarse-grained plutonic 

rocks. They are believed to be formed through fractional crystallisation 

in eucrite magma chambers.

(c) Howardites: These are breccias consisting of eucrites and diogenites.

(d) Angrites: These are fassaitic pyroxene bearing basalts.

(e) Aubrites: These are enstatite achondrites.

(f) Ureilites: These are the most bizarre and perplexing of all achondrites. 

They are composed mainly of olivine and pigeonite. They have a m atrix 

of graphite or diamond, iron-nickel metal, troilite and other minor phases. 

They are also coarse-grained which implies that they are plutonic rocks.

(g) Brachinites: These are equi-granular and contain olivine, clino-pyroxene 

and ortho-pyroxene.

3. Lunar

Meteorites from the moon are of two main types, reflecting the lunar surface. 

There are “seas” (mares) of basalt and lunar highlands. The highlands consist 

mainly of anorthosites and breccias rich in plagioclase. Lunar meteorites are 

distinguished from other achondrites by the ratio of MnO to FeO. 0-isotope 

plots also help to distinguish them from other achondrites. Some lunar breccias 

also have appreciable quantities of noble gases from the solar wind.
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4. Martian

(a) Shergottites:

There are two types of shergottites: Basaltic and Lherzolitic.

Basaltic shergottites are similar to terrestrial basalts. They contain two 

pyroxenes, Ca-rich augite and Ca-poor pigeonite. Plagioclase consists of 

approximately equal parts of Ca-Na rich end members. They are oxidised. 

There are also small amounts of hydrous minerals e.g. the amphibole, 

kaersutite. They are cumulates i.e. they show signs of crystal settling in 

a chamber as they have horizontal elongate crystals, similar to nakhlites 

and chassignites. Trace elements are very similar in shergottites and 

terrestrial basalts.

Lherzolitic shergottites are coarser grained than basaltic shergottites and 

this means that they are plutonic rocks. They are ultramafic cumulates 

consisting mostly of orthopyroxene and olivine. They have suffered from 

shock metamorphism as plagioclase has been converted to maskelynite. 

They crystallised about 1.3 Gyr ago. Isotopic data suggests that the 

parent body was differentiatied 4.5 Gyr ago (Nyquist et al., 1995)

(b) Nakhlites

These are cumulates of augite bearing pyroxenites.

(c) Chassignites

These are composed of dunite which is a rock composed mostly of olivine. 

Both nakhlites and chassignites contain hydrous minerals and they are 

oxidised.

Irons

These can be divided into magmatic and non-magmatic groups. The magmatic 

group is subdivided into IC, IIAB, IIC, IIF, IIIAB, HIE, IIIF, IVA and IVB. The 

non-magmatic is divided into lAB, IIICD and HE. These are chemical groupings. 

A structural classification scheme exists as well.

Irons are mainly composed of iron-nickel alloy of two main types: kamacite which
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contains < 7.5% by weight of Ni and taenite which has 20% < Ni < 50% by weight. 

Kamacite is body centred cubic while taenite is face centred cubic. They solidfy at

1400 °C and exhibit the Widmanstatten structure. They contain troilite (FeS) 

and small amounts of C and P.

Structural Classification

Irons containing < 6% by weight of Ni contain kamacite but no taenite. These 

are cubic and are called hexahedrites. Octahedrites vary in range between 6-17% 

by weight of Ni and these exhibit the W idmanstatten structure. They are divided 

into groups on the basis of the width of kamacite bands. The group names are Ogg, 

Og, Om, and Off, ranging from coarsest to finest grade. The finest grade towards 

iron meteorites with no obvious structure. These have high Ni content and they are 

called ataxites. They have microscopic kamacite plates.

Chemical Classification

This system uses trace elements. Initially four groups were named from I to IV. 

This division was based on varying amounts of Ga, Ge and Ni. These have been 

further subdivided. About 12 groups exist with at least 5 members in each group. 

Plots of Ge content versus Ni content group these. Meteorites in each chemical 

group generally belong to a limited range of structural classes. Not only does Ni 

content determine the size of kamacite bands but cooling rates afl̂ ’ect them as well. 

Ir abundances in iron vary a thousand fold due to crystallisation processes which 

formed the cores. Partition coefficients, which are the ratios of a given element 

in a solid compared to that in the liquid, can be measured and these correctly 

predict trends of elements observed within iron groups. This means that information 

about parent body chemistry can be found. The slopes of the M structure in the 

W idmanstatten structure allows for calculations of cooling rates (McSween, 1999). 

Also some irons have silicate inclusions which allow for isotopic dating of these irons 

(Snyder et al., 2001)

Stony-Irons

1- Pallasites

These have olivine to metal ratios of 2:1. The olivine is very rich in magnesium.



The metals have Ni, Ge, and Ga components. The metal in most pallasites 

actually defines an extension to the IIIAB trend. The composition appears to 

be that of the liquid that would have been left after extensive crystallisation 

of a IIIAB melt. They are believed to be core mantle boundary samples. The 

Eagle Station trio pallasites contain Fe-rich olivines and metals with composi

tions unlike those of other groups. Different 0-isotope ratios are also evident 

in the olivines.

2. Mesosiderites

These have been dubbed wastebuckets. They contain roughly equal propor

tions of metal and silicates. They appear to have been mixed by chance. The 

silicate fraction of mesosiderites consists mainly of olivine, pyroxene and calcic 

plagioclase similar to eucrites. The bulk chemical composition of the silicate 

fractions are similar to those of howardites. However subtle chemical distinc

tion preclude mesosiderites being simple mixtures of howardites and metal. 

The metal in mesosiderites has very uniform compositions unlike the wide 

chemical ranges in irons. The material is commonly shocked and mixed physi

cally by impacts on the parent bodies. The resultant breccias were apparently 

deeply buried and have been metamorphosed to varying degrees. The cooling 

rates of mesosiderites as measured from Ni profiles in taenite are exceptionally 

slow i.e. < 0.5 °C /  Myr.

2.5 A ges from radio-metric dating

The following is a summary of the main isotopic systems that are in use as chronome

ters, and of some of the more important results of each system. However it is im

portant to note here that these isotopic systems can only be used as chronometers 

if the distributation of the parent was homogeneous throughout the region where 

the samples being compared formed. If some of the short-lived radionuclides were 

produced locally (e.g. in the X-wind, see §2.3.1) this would negate their use as 

chronometers and would only give information about the processes involved in their 

production (Goswami and Vanhala, 2000).



2 .5 .1  I29i_i29xe

The first confirmation of an extinct radio-nuclide found in a meteorite sample was the 

presence of excess ^^^Xe in the Richardton meteorite (Jeffery and Reynolds, 1961). 

This system has been used to date chondrules mainly in unequilibrated ordinary 

chondrites of petrographic type 3. However most of these ages have been interpreted 

as postformational ages (Swindle et al., 1996), which can occur when the sample 

has been shocked. The ages for this system are usually given relative to the age of 

the L4 chondrite Bjurbole (Swindle et al., 1996; Brazzle et al., 1999), or Shallowater 

(Brazzle et al., 1999). The I-Xe chronometer can be converted to an absolute age by 

using analyses of certain meteorites that have also been dated by the U-Pb system 

(Brazzle et al., 1999; Gilmour et al., 2000). Dating of Acapulco phosphate has also 

been done by the Pb-Pb system (Nichols et al., 1994) as have LEW 86010 and St. 

Marguerite feldspar. Clasts from Barwell, (L6), have closure ages 4 Ma earlier than 

Bjurbole (Gilmour et al., 2000), suggesting a formation time prior to chondrules. 

Also I-Xe dating of two macrochondrules resulted in no excess ^^^Xe found, even 

though the total I content is comparable to the other samples (Gilmour et al., 1995, 

2000). This would suggest formation of these macrochondrules at least 50 Ma after 

most other chondrules. There is growing evidence that chondrules formed over a brief 

period, 2 Ma either side of the time of formation of the I-Xe standard , Shallowater 

(Whitby and Gilmour, 2001).

2.5.2 26Al_26]y[g

Since the initial discovery of excess ^®Mg (Gray and Compston, 1974; Lee et al., 

1976, 1977) in Allende (CV3), alot of data has been gathered on excess *̂̂ Mg in 

CAIs from carbonaceous chondrites (MacPherson et al., 1995). This has led to the 

so called “canonical” ratio of ^®A1/̂ ^A1 Ri 5 x lO”®. Besides the abundant data for 

the existence of ^®A1 in CAIs in carbonaceous chondrites there has recently been 

evidence for its existence in other meteoritic components. Data from Axtell (CVS) 

on CAIs and chondrules, suggest formation of the chondrules > 2 Ma after CAIs 

(Srinivasan et al., 2000).

Searches have also been made for excess ^®Mg in CAIs and chondrules in unequi-
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librated ordinary chondrites. Four CAIs in these yield the same initial canonical 

value (Russell et al., 1996; Huss et al., 2001). Some chondrules have excess 

suggesting formation 2 Ma after CAIs. Chondrules from Semarkona (LL3.0) have 

been found with ^®Mg excess showing a narrow range suggesting a short duration of 

formation of less than 1 Ma (Kita et al., 2000). The formation of the chondrules is 

also suggested to have taken place 2 Ma after CAIs. However other chondrules 

show no ^®Mg excess suggesting either a formation time > 1 - 3  Ma after the ^®Mg 

bearing chondrules or resetting. Studies of Bishunpur (LL3.1) also suggest a short 

duration for chondrule formation of about 1 Ma (Mostefaoui et al., 1999, 2000). Dat

ing of CAIs in enstatite chondrites has also been recently performed (Guan et al.,

2000), implying the existence of live ®̂A1 at the “canonical” value.

^®Mg excesses have also been found in the Piplia Kalan eucrite (Srinivasan et al., 

1999, 2000), which suggest formation of the eucrite 3 Ma after Allende CAIs.

Recent data on one CAI in Allende suggests that CAI formation may have oc

curred over an extended period of time (Hsu et al., 2000). The CAI has three distinct 

growth increments, whose ages span 0.4 Ma.

2 .5.3

The first excess of ®^Cr that was correlated with ®®Mn/^^Cr ratios of the sample were 

reported by Birck and Allegre (1985). These were found in refractory inclusions 

in Allende. One of the advantages of the Mn-Cr system is that Mn and Cr are 

abundant in solar system material (Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 1998; Nyquist et al.,

2001). Since the initial find ®^Mn-®^Cr systematics of a large number of meteorites 

and their components have been reported, e.g. in carbonaceous chondrites (Rotaru 

et al., 1992; Hutcheon et al., 1998; Shukolyukov and Lugmair, 2000), iron meteorites 

(Hutcheon et al., 1992), ordinary chondrites (Lugmair and Maclssac, 1995; Nyquist 

et al., 2001) enstatite chondrites (Rotaru et al., 1992; Wadhwa et al., 1997), angrites 

(Lugmair et al., 1992; Nyquist et al., 1994), and eucrites (Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 

1998).

There is generally a correlation between excess ^^Cr and the M n/C r ratio which 

indicates in situ decay of ^^Mn (Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 1998). The data suggest



that aqueous alteration on the Cl and CM asteroids occurred at the same time as 

igneous differentiation on other asteroids, e.g. the HED parent body, ft! 5 - 20 Ma 

after CAI formation (Hutcheon et al., 1998). As mentioned above, (§ 2.5.1), Mn-Cr 

relative ages can be linked to an absolute age by using the Pb-Pb age of LEW 86010 

(Lugmair and Galer, 1992).

There is some debate about whether ^^Mn was homogeneously distributed in the 

early solar system. Birck et al. (1999) favour a homogeneous distribution whereas 

others favour a radial distribution (Lugmair and Maclssac, 1995; Lugmair and Shuk- 

olyukov, 1998). The debate centers around whether the apparent radial distribution 

is due to original hetrogeneity or due to fractionation within the nebula resulting 

from the slightly higher volatility of Mn in comparision to Cr.

2 .5 .4  182jjf_182'V^

The Hf-W system can be used to give relative ages of when silicate melt fractionated 

from iron. A deficit of is found in iron meteorites. This results from the 

fractionation of Hf from W when the parent bodies underwent metal core formation 

(Lee and Halliday, 1995). W is siderophile (metal-loving) while the Hf is lithophile 

(silicate loving). The separation is reflected in diff'erences as compared to a terrestrial 

standard of W (Horan et al., 1998). The parent ^®̂ Hf is depleted in the metal core 

before it has fully decayed. This leads to a negative anomaly in the core. 

This gives timing on when the silicate metal fractionation occurred in differentiated 

meteorite parent bodies, e.g. mesosiderites (Ireland, 1991), and iron meteorites 

(Harper and Jacobsen, 1996; Snyder et a l, 2001), and larger bodies e.g. the Earth 

(Newsom et al., 1996; Harper and Jacobsen, 1996), and the Moon (Rammensee and 

Wanke, 1977; Lee and Halliday, 1995, 2000).

Iron meteorites are one of the main meteorite types whose relative ages are de

termined by systematics. HE irons contain up to 20% silicate inclusions

(Snyder et al., 2001). This allows for age determinations of the iron and silicate por

tions in the same meteorite. Some of the HE iron meteorite would appear to have 

a protracted history spanning over 3 billion years, (Snyder et al., 2001). However it 

is of more interest in the context here to constrain the time differences between the
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formation of differentiated meteorites and chondrites. It is behaved that both prob

ably accreted and differentiated within the first 10 Ma of the solar system (Lee and 

Halliday, 1996). Eucrites formed about 11 Ma after primitive ordinary chondrites, 

but iron differentiation occurred much earlier than this (Quittee et al., 2000). Some 

irons represent cores whereas others probably represent masses of metal dispersed 

throughout the parent bodies (Quittee et al., 2000). Horan et al. (1998) suggest, 

based on and ^®̂ Re-̂ ®̂ Os systematics that all the iron meteorites sam

pled underwent metal segregation within 5 Ma of each other. Core crystallisation 

occurred at least 15 Ma after core segregation. Metal segregation was complete or 

near complete prior to core crystallisation as suggested by the constant W isotopic 

ratios (Horan et al., 1998).

2 .5 .5  238u_206p b a n d  235u_207pb

Pb excesses were first found in meteorites in the early 70s (Tatsumoto et al., 1973; 

Tilton, 1973). The U-Pb system has many advantages over other systems. The 

chemical behaviour of and is similar (Allegre et al., 1995). This makes it 

possible to check whether disturbances have occurred or not (Gopel et al., 1994). 

The ages for the two U-Pb systems can be combined to get a Pb-Pb model age which 

allows precise results to be obtained with a single mass spectometer measurement 

(Allegre et al., 1995). As well as this the half-life of is short relative to the 

age of the solar system so high age resolutions are possible (Allegre et al., 1995). 

These ages are also absolute which allows for the relative ages of the short-lived 

chronometers to be given an absolute age (Tera and Carlson, 1999).

Dating of a variety of meteoritic components using the U-Pb system has been 

undertaken. This includes phosphates from equilibrated ordinary chondrites (Gopel 

et al., 1994). The phosphates are secondary minerals phases which are produced dur

ing post-formational thermal processing of chondrites (Gopel et al., 1994). Angrites 

(Lugmair and Galer, 1992), and eucrites (Tera et al., 1997), as well as refractory 

inclusions in Allende (Tatsumoto et al., 1973; Chen and Wasserburg, 1981) have also 

been dated. The absolute ages of the angrites is given as 4557.8 Ma (Lugmair and 

Galer, 1992; Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 1998). Allende refractory inclusions record



dates of 4565-4568 Ma (Allegre et al., 1995). According to Allegre et al. (1995) ac

cretion of chondritic bodies occurred at a rnaximum of 3 NIa after Allende refractory 

inclusions and 5 Ma later still magmatic activity including partial melting, magma 

segregation and eruption occurred on planetary bodies.

However questions have been raised about the validity of the Pb-Pb ages based 

on a number of points (Tera and Carlson, 1999). These include the uncertainty 

involved in understanding how much terrestrial contamination of the samples has 

occurred. Also the initial primitive Pb composition is uncertain i.e values different 

from the Canyon Diablo (PAT), which was assumed to be the most primitive value, 

have been found. Also the method of calculating the ages is questionable where 

there is uncertainty in resolving concordant ages that are > 4 . 5  Ma. The suggestion 

is that Allende refractory inclusions formed at 4566 Ma, and the Allende chondrules 

formed 6 Ma later (Tera and Carlson, 1999).

2.5.6 A Coherent Picture

It is clear from the discussion above that a wealth of data with regard to early solar 

system chronology has been collected using the various isotopic systems. The short

lived radioactive systems only give relative times whereas the long-lived radioactive 

systems can give absolute times but usually they are less precise. Recent reviews of 

the data have been compiled with a view to arriving at a coherent and consistent 

timeline of events in the early solar system (Gilmour et al., 2000; Gilmour and 

Saxton, 2001; Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 2001)

A short summary of these reviews can be made as follows. Lugmair and Shuk

olyukov (2001) suggest that CAIs were some of the first solid objects to form in the 

early solar system. These formed over a period of perhaps several hundred thou

sand years. At the same time small planetesimals were forming which stored these 

CAIs and prevented them from drifting into the sun due to gas drag. In a centrally 

condensed solar nebula a pressure gradient exists. This gradient causes the nebula 

to rotate slower than the free orbital velocity. Drag forces cause solid bodies to spi

ral in towards the centre of the nebula (Weidenschilling, 1977). Chondrules formed 

over a period of 2 Ma. After this larger bodies, i.e. a few hundred kilometres in
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size, formed and differentiated over a period of 3 4 Ma (Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 

2001).

However Gilmour and Saxton (2001) take the view that the CAI data is not 

consistent. They suggest that planetesimal formation was rapid and occurred prior 

to chondrule formation. Chondrule formation is believed to have taken place over 

6 Ma.

2.6 Scenarios for chondrule formation

There are two main scenarios under which chondrules are proposed to have formed, 

namely, nebular and planetary schemes. There is much debate over which scenario is 

most plausible. Several reviews of the models have recently been published (Gross

man, 1988; Boss, 1996; Jones et al., 2000; Rubin, 2000). A brief overview of the 

models is given below.

2.6.1 P lanetary M odels

Some of the planetary models involve impacts while others invoke volcanism. Chon

drules were assumed to have been produced in collisions between asteroids (Urey 

and Craig, 1953; Fredriksson and Ringwood, 1963; Ringwood, 1965). A lunar source 

for the chondrules via impacts was also proposed (Urey, 1967). However there were 

problems with all these models. The abundance of chondrules in chondritic mete

orites is far higher than could be expected from impacts (Taylor et al., 1983), as 

broken rock is thought to be produced in far higher abundance than melt (O’Keefe 

and Ahrens, 1975). Also the velocity of the impactor would have to be higher than 

the escape velocity of the body, so much of the material would be ejected rather 

then fall back onto the parent body.

An alternative to impacts between solid bodies is collisions between molten plan- 

etesimals in the early solar system (Zook, 1981; Sanders, 1996). In this scenario 

chondrules are the “splash ejecta” resulting from the collisions of molten planetesi- 

mals which have been heated by ^®A1, as suggested by Urey (1955).

Volcanism has also been suggested as a mechanism for producing chondrules
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(Ringwood, 1959; Fish et al., 1960; Fredriksson and Ringwood, 1963). One of the 

main problems with this model is that millimetre sized droplets would not be formed 

in the quantites tha t are present in chondritic meteorites (Taylor et al., 1983). Also 

chondritic abundances of the elements would be difficult to explain in a volcanic 

scenario.

Collisions during accretion of the chondrite parent bodies has also been pro

posed as a chondrule forming mechanism (Dodd, 1978, 1981). In this model dust 

would have been melted by impacts and this would produce a microporphyritic rock. 

Further impacts would produce the chondrules.

Ablation of small planetesimals has also been suggested as a chondrule forming 

scenario (Genge, 2000). In this scenario material would be ablated off the planetes

imals as they traversed shock waves in the nebula.

2.6.2 Nebular M odels

Formation of chondrules in the nebula has been suggested to occur via direct con

densation from a vapour or through the heating of pre-existing solids (Taylor et al., 

1983; Grossman, 1988).

Earlier condensation models require a hot-nebula stage where all of the material 

is vapourised before condensing into droplets (Wood, 1962, 1963; McSween, 1977). 

Later condensation models were restricted to more localised areas of the nebula, 

requiring partial isolation (Petaev and Wood, 1998), or dust-enriched areas (Ebel 

and Grossman, 1997, 2000)

There are a wide variety of nebular models where pre-existing solids are heated. 

The proposed heat sources include lightning (Whipple, 1966; Cameron, 1966; Horanyi 

and Robertson, 1996; Weidenschilling, 1996, 1997a), various types of shocks, includ

ing shocks from supernovae (Wark, 1979), accretional shocks (Wood, 1984; Ruz- 

maikina and Ip, 1996), gas dynamic shock waves (Hood and Horanyi, 1991; Hood 

and Kring, 1996; Connolly and Love, 1998), and planetesimal bow shocks (Hood, 

1998; Weidenschilling et al., 1998). Alternative heat sources include magnetic recon

nection flares (Sonnett, 1979; Levy, 1988; Levy and Araki, 1989; Cameron, 1995), 

FU Orionis outbursts (Herbig, 1977; Huss, 1988), bi-polar outflows (Skinner, 1990;
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Liffman, 1992; Shu et a l ,  1996, 2000) intense gamma-ray bursts (McBreen and 

Hanlon, 1999) and radiative heating (Eisenhour et al., 1994; Eisenhour and Buseck, 

1995).

None of these models can explain all the data that is in the literature with 

regard to chondrules. However most researchers prefer a nebular scenario where 

pre-existing dust gets melted to form chondrules (Taylor et al., 1983; Boss, 1996; 

Jones et al., 2000; Rubin, 2000) with lightning, shock waves, or bipolar outflows 

as the heat source. This is because it is felt that the properties of chondules and 

chondrites can best be explained in a flash heating model.

2.7 Chondrule Properties

A brief description of the petrography of chondrules has been given in section 2.4.1. 

The chemistry of chondrules and their physical properties give clues as to how and 

where they formed in the early solar system. The following is a guide to the prop

erties and what they say about the chondrule formation process.

2.7.1 Abundances

In some chondrites chondrules form between 75% to 80% of the volume (Grossman 

et al., 1988; Connolly et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2000). This means that the process 

that produced chondrules must have done so with great efficiency. However in some 

chondrites, chondrules are non-existent i.e. the Cl group. This group however 

contains objects that were probably once chondrules.

2.7.2 Size Range

Chondrules come in a restricted size range. Mean diameters are between 0.2 mm and 

1.0 mm (see Table 2 of Rubin, 2000). Different groups have distinct mean chondrule 

diameters, which suggests that each group’s chondrules formed in localised area of 

the nebula as opposed to forming in one area and thereafter being dispersed (Rubin, 

2000).
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However micro chondrules, < 40 //m, and macrochondrules, Ri 5 cm, also exist. 

Size selection mechanisms are necessary either in the formation of these or else the 

heating mechanism was particular to the size range evident in chondrules. Suggested 

size sorting mechanisms include gas drag in the solar nebula (Dodd, 1976; Rubin, 

1984), and spattering of droplets from a parent melt spherule (King, 1983).

2.7.3 Com position

The overall elemental abundance of chondrites is remarkably similar to solar abun

dance. This shows the primitive nature of the chondrites and the fact that the Sun 

and chondrites formed from the same primitive material (Shu et al., 1996). Also 

rare-earth abundance patterns are fiat, which means that the chondrules were not 

derived from a large scale igneous process, where fractionation would have occurred 

(Grossman et al., 1988). Most chondrules are ferromagnesian, with major com

ponents Fe, Mg, Si and O. However there is considerable compositional variation 

(Grossman et al., 1988). These can be divided in terms of their FeO/MgO ratios 

and Si02 content. It has been proposed that all Fe/Mg compositions can be derived 

from FeO rich material by a combination of evaporative loss and loss of metal beads 

during prolonged heating (Sears et al., 1996). However this is inconsistent with the 

short timescales from chondrule heating constraints.

Chondrules show depletions in siderophile, volatile lithophile and chalcophile el

ements when compared to the host chondrite (Grossman et al., 1988). It is possible 

that these depletions occurred in the precursor material or in the chondrule forma

tion process. It is believed that chondrules in different chondrite groups formed from 

different precursor material.

Olivine and pyroxene are the main mineral phases in chondrules. Minor phases 

include Ca-rich pyroxene, Fe-Ni metal, (kamacite and taenite), troilite, chromite 

and Mg-Al spinel (Grossman et al., 1988).

Alot of experimental work has been performed creating chondrule analogues in 

the laboratory (e.g. Hewins, 1988; Connolly and Love, 1998). This allows researchers 

to test what effect the composition of the precursor material has on the chondrules 

produced.



There is also much debate as to whether chondrules formed in an open or closed 

system, i-6. whether the composition of chondrules reflects the precursor m aterial 

or whether volatile loss was important.

2.7.4 Oxygen Isotopes

Variations of oxygen isotopes in m eteorite samples are widespread in the solar system 

(Clayton, 1993). Different constituents of unequilibrated chondrites all have their 

own O isotope variation patterns (which has been discussed previously in §2.4.1). 

This is another tool th a t can be utilised in classifying samples. The 0  isotope 

patterns can be interpreted as a m ixture of two or more distinct components with 

different O isotopic composition. This could be a 0^®-rich component from a su

pernovae and a 0^®-poor nebular gas (Clayton et al., 1973). The da ta  can also be 

explained by mass independent isotopic fractionation (Thiemens and Heidenreich, 

1983; Thiemens, 1996). In a 5 ^ ^  O s m o w  against <5^^ O s m o w  plot different meteorite 

groups have lim ited range in these plots (Clayton, 1993). This suggests different for

mation sites for each type or else different times for chondrules in different chondrite 

groups.

2.7.5 Thermal Histories

There are four main therm al features which constraint the chondrule form ation 

process (Jones et al., 2000). These are the ambient tem perature, peak tem peratures 

reached, the duration of melting and the cooling rate.

The ambient tem peratures can be constrained by the presence of volatiles ele

ments. Suggested ambient tem peratures are below 650 K (Wasson, 1985).

The peak tem peratures reached can be inferred from a comparision of chondrules 

found in m eteorites with synthetic chondrules (Hewins and Radomsky, 1990; Lof- 

gren, 1996; Connolly et al., 1998). Estimates of the range of peak tem peratures 

vary from 1800 K to 2200 K. These are constrained by the need for crystal nuclei 

to remain in the melt which thereafter form porphyritic textures (Hewins, 1988). 

However seeding of melt droplets by collisions with dust is also a possibility (Con

nolly and Hewins, 1995). A relationship between the peak tem peratures and the
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structure of the chondrules has been inferred (Hewins, 1988). Having an average 

initial temperature close to 1500 °C would explain the granular nature of type I PO 

chondrules and the microporphyritic nature of type II PO chondrules.

Duration of the heating event is constrained by the presence of volatile elements 

such as Na. This suggests that chondrules would not retain volatiles if they remained 

at peak temperatures for longer than a few minutes (Radomsky and Hewins, 1990; 

Yu et al., 1996; Hewins, 1997). However, retention of Na could be achieved by 

high Na partial pressure in the gas, or high total gas pressure and high oxygen 

fugacity (Rubin, 2000). Similarly the lack of K isotopic fractionation implies that 

chondrule melts suffered no evaporative losses (Humayun and Clayton, 1995). Also 

the presence of relict grains imply that these were not in contact with the melt for 

long enough to dissolve. This constrains the time spent at peak temperatures to 

less than several minutes (Connolly et al., 1994; Greenwood and Hess, 1996).

Variations in cooling rates affect the texture and mineral chemistries of chon

drules. Chondrules cooled at rates of 50 °C- 1000 °C /h r  (Lofgren and Russell, 1986; 

Radomsky and Hewins, 1990; Jones and Lofgren, 1993). The preservation of chem

ically zoned mineral grains and the presence of glass are indicators of fast cooling 

(Grossman et al., 1988). Also the presence of large variations in the ratio

within individual chondrules (Chaussidon and Robert, 1995), suggest rapid cooling 

times in order to retain these anomalies (Rubin, 2000). The cooling rates are much 

slower than would be expected from radiative cooling of isolated droplets to the 

ambient nebular temperature which suggests there was some heat buffering system 

in operation (Wood, 1984; Grossman et a l, 1988; Sahagian and Hewins, 1992).

2.7.6 M ultiple Heating and Recycling

At least a quarter of chondrules provide evidence that they have experienced multiple 

heating events (Rubin and Krot, 1996). The evidence for this includes coarse

grained rims (Rubin, 1984; Krot and Wasson, 1995), compound chondrules, which 

can be divided into siblings and independents, depending on whether they have 

similar textures and compositions or not (Wasson et al., 1995) and relict grains 

(Nagahara, 1981; Jones, 1996b). Certain types of compound chondrule consist of one
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chondrule completely enveloped by the other (Wasson et al lo g «  t i. -I j-yyoj. in e  secondary
chondrule .  considered to have formed by heating and melting of a fine-grained

dust that had accreted onto the surface o f the primary (Wasson et al 1 9 9 5 ) r  ,• j 

grains have chemistries, textures and O istopic compositions that indicate they are

perhaps recycled from a previous generation o f chondrules (Jones, 1996a; and 
Danielson, 1997).
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Chapter 3

M odelling the Thermal History of 

Early Planetesimals: 1. A  

Prelim inary Study

3.1 The Heat Equation

The temperature profile of a planetesimal that has a heat source due to the decay 

of radioactive elements is sought. The heat equation needs to be solved in radial 

form. The heat equation is

where T  = T{r, t)  =  temperature as a function of radial distance from the plan

etesimal centre and time, K  = K{T) -  conductivity as a function of temperature, 

P =  p{T) = density as a function of temperature, Cp = Cp{T) = specific heat ca

pacity as a function of temperature and Ao{r,t) =  the heat source term per unit 

volume per unit time as a function of radial distance and time.

There are a variety of ways in which this can be solved depending on whether 

the parameters in the equation are constant or variable. If the parameters are held 

constant the heat equation can be solved analytically (Carslaw and Jaegar, 1959).

(3 .1)



If the pa ram ete rs  are not constant, then a numerical solution is required. In the first 

instance the equation is solved analytically. This allows for a first approximation to 

be made against which more detailed numerical models can be tested. This chapter 

compares analytical and numerical solutions to the heat equation.

3.1.1 A nalytical solution

The analytical solution to Eqn. (3.1) is as follows

where To is the ambient temperature, n is the diffusivity, A q is the heat source per 

unit volume per unit time at the time of formation, K  is the thermal conductivity, 

R is the radius of the body, t is the time since formation, r is the radial distance 

from the centre and A is the decay constant.

The diffusivity is given by

The value of T{r,t) can be calculated (Appendix B.l) by solving for T  in 

Eqn. (3.2). The values chosen for the thermal properties of the material are in 

Table 3.1. The temperature can be plotted as a function of time at a given radial 

distance from the planetesimal centre. A selection of typical results are plotted in 

§3.2.

3.1.2 F in ite Differences

The analytical solution is limited in that there is no room for extending it to ac

count for variable parameters. The heat equation, Eqn. (3.1), can also be solved 

numerically using a finite differencing scheme (Gerald and Wheatley, 1994). Finite 

differencing involves using a Taylor Series expansion and rewriting the partial dif-

2R^Aq ^  ( - 1)"
rTT^ii' n ( n ^  — A i?2/K 7r2)

mrr
(3.2)
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Term Symbol Units Value
Thermal Conductivity K W  m -^ K -i
Specific Heat Capacity Cp J  k g - i  K - i 83 7 (“)
Density P kg m “ ^ 3300(<^)
Diffusivity K m^ s“ ^ 7 .6  X 10-^

Half Life y r 0 .7 3  X 10®

Decay Constant A y r - i 9 .5 0  X 1 0 -7

Initial Power per unit Volume ^ 0 W  m-3 6 .4  X 1 0 -4

Initial Power per unit Mass Ho W  k g - i 1 .9  X 1 0 -7

Ambient Tem perature To K 250^*')

Table 3.1: Values of the quantites required to solve Eqn. (3.2). (a) LaTourrette and 
Wasserburg (1998), (b) Woolum and Cassen (1999).

ferentials as finite changes of the tem perature in space and time. A uniform grid is 

constructed in the r plane and Ti is calculated a t each of the grid points at successive 

timesteps. Therefore the partial differential can be approxim ated as follows

where T (r  +  A r) and T (r) are neighbouring points on a grid separated by a distance 

dr. The error resulting from this approximation is of order A r as signified by 0{Ar) .  

The change of tem perature with respect to tim e can be found in a similar way.

The simplest finite differencing scheme is the explicit method. This m ethod 

calculates the tem perature at each grid point at the next timestep based on the 

tem perature a t the previous timestep at this grid point and the two adjacent ones. 

However this m ethod requires a prohibitively small timestep to be taken to get a 

stable result. This makes it unsuitable for use in most real problems.

An alternative is the Crank-Nicholson method which is an implicit m ethod (Ger

ald and W heatley, 1994). This method is more complicated than the simple explicit 

m ethod but it has the advantage th a t there is no limit on the tim estep th a t can be 

chosen to get a stable result. Using this method a set of tridiagonal equations is 

arrived at which can be solved using the Thomas algorithm (M orton and Mayers,



3.2 R esults and Discussion

Results frorti the analytical solution are plotted in (a) of Figs. 3.1—3.9. Forxnation 

times of 0.0, 0.75 and 1.50 Ma. are chosen along with radii of the bodies of 5 km, 

20 km and 50 km. In each of the plots three temperature profiles are shown. These 

profiles are at different percentage distances from the centre, i.e. 0%, 50%, and 90% 

of the radius. Note that here, and throughout the thesis, zero time is the time when 

26A1/27A1 had the canonical value of 5 x 10“®.

Results from the Crank-Nicolson scheme using the same input parameters, (in 

Table 3.1), are shown in part (b) of Figs. 3.1-3.9. These results are obtained by using 

the function d if  fusivity_K_Cp. c . c o n s tan t. c included with the code, §B.3.14.

It is reassuring to see that the results obtained by the two different methods 

are the same. The identical nature of the two sets of results is the most important 

outcome of this preliminary study. It confirms that the numerical model is working, 

and paves the way for its development, using temperature dependent parameters, 

in the next two chapters.

Before moving on, however, one aspect of the results cannot pass without com

ment. Figs. 3.1-3.5 depict extremely high temperatures in the planetesimal interiors. 

These temperatures are not real. They are a consequence of the model’s assump

tion that heat is lost only by thermal conduction, even after melting occurs. This 

assumption is quite invalid. Silicate materials would vapourise at such high tem

peratures. However, the high temperatures are an indication that energy from the 

decay of A1 is over-abundant. The manner in which this energy ultimately escapes 

from the planetesimal is examined in chapter 5.

Incidentally the peak temperature at the centre of a planetesimal that is com

pletely insulated can be easily calculated. To do this it can be assumed that all the 

available energy goes into heating up the material. The change in temperature, A T , 

can be calculated from

AT = ^  (3.5)
Op

where Cp is the specific heat capacity and Etot is the total energy available from the
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decay of ‘̂ ^ A l  From this AT «  7,650 K which is in broad agreement with the peak 

temperature shown in Fig. 3.1, considering the ambient temperature is assumed to
I, r\r rv T/"be 250 K.
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Figure 3.1; P lot of tem perature against time with R =  50 km and an instantaneous 
formation time of 0.0 Ma after CAI formation using (a) the analytical solution and (b) 
the code in §B.3 w ith constant diffusivity.
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Figure 3.2: As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  50 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
0.75 Ma
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Figure 3.3: As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  50 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
1.50 Ma
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Figure 3.4: As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  20 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
0.00 Ma
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Figure 3.5: As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  20 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
0.75 Ma
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Figure 3.6; As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  20 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
1.50 Ma
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Figure 3.7; As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  5 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
0.0 Ma
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Figure 3.8: As in Fig 3.1 but with R =  5 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
0.75 Ma
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Figure 3.9: As in Fig 3.1 but with R == 5 km and an instantaneous formation time of 
1.50 Ma
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Chapter 4

M odelling of the Therm al History  

of Early Planetesim als: 2.

Starting Conditions, Thermal 

Properties and Limiting 

Conditions Required for M elting

In the previous chapter the analytical solution to the heat equation, Eqn. 3.1, was 

calculated for different formation time and radii. In getting these solutions a number 

of assumptions were inherently present.

These assumptions include the following:

1- the surface temperature is constant and is equal to the ambient temperature.

2. only one radioactive heat source is present.

3. the thermal properties of the material are constant, and latent heat is ignored.

4. the starting material is anhydrous.

5. the body forms instantaneously to a set radius.

The numerical model allows for these parameters to be varied in different ways.



In order to optimise their values, the parameters are reviewed below, and the chosen 

values are then incorporated into the finite differencing model.

4.1 A m bient Nebular Tem peratures w hen Plan- 

etesim als Formed

As described in chapter 1, a star forms from the collapse of a dense core in a 

cloud of gas. Material is accreted onto the star via the accretion disk and this 

results in the release of the potential energy of the infalling material. Temperatures 

in the disk increase during this accretion period and when the star starts nuclear 

reactions. Temperatures during this early stage of star formation maybe high enough 

to vaporise material in the disk (Hartmann, 1996). The temperatures will be highest 

near the star and they will decrease at further distances from the star. The fall off 

in temperature as a function of radial distance from the star from theoretical models 

depend on the assumptions made. For a purely viscous disk the temperature T is 

inversely proportional to the radial distance raised to the power of 3/4, T oc 

(Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974). However from observational evidence an infra-red 

excess is present in the spectral energy distributations of young stellar objects and 

a power law of T  oc matches the observed temperature distributation better 

(Beckwith et al., 1990).

Midplane temperatures of 100 - 400 K in the asteroid belt at 1 Ma have been 

suggested by Woolum and Cassen (1999). In this study the assumption is made 

that the ambient temperatures remains constant at 250 K during the formation and 

evolution of meteorite parent bodies.

4.2 Surface Tem perature of the Planetesimals

In solving the heat equation analytically the surface temperature of the planetesimal 

is assumed to remain constant at the same temperature as the ambient nebular 

temperature. However the surface temperature may change depending on the heat 

flow from the body



To solve the heat equation with a variable surface temperature a radiation bound- 

arv condition can be used at the surface. This is as follows

where e is the emissivity, agb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Tsur is the surface 

temperature of the body and Tamb is the ambient temperature of the surrounding 

nebula.

This takes into account an energy balance between the surface of the planetesimal 

and the surrounding nebula. However this equation is non-linear and requires use 

of an explicit method to solve it (§B.2). Fortunately, as can be seen in §4.2.1, the 

temperature profiles for this radiation condition are practically the same if it is 

assumed that the surface temperature remains at a constant value.

4.2.1 Constant Surface Temperature Results

The effects on the temperature profiles when a radiation boundary condition is 

included can be seen in Table 4.1 and Figs. 4.1-4.6. Table 4.1 compares the surface 

temperature when a radiation boundary condition is used instead of assuming a 

constant surface temperature which is equal to the ambient nebular temperature in 

the region where the planetesimals form. The core temperature at 3 Ma after the 

formation of CAIs, to, is also given for both cases.

Figs. 4.1-4.6 show selected temperature profiles at 3 Ma for planetesimals of 

radius 5 km, 20 km and 50 km with formation times of 0.0 Ma and 0.75 Ma relative 

to to and ambient temperatures of 100 K and 250 K. There are two profiles on each 

plot, one assumes a constant surface temperature while the other uses the radiation 

boundary condition to calculate the surface temperature. As can be seen from these 

the temperature profiles are nearly identical even at low ambient temperatures. In 

the plots of temperature against radial distance the two curves plot on top of each

As can be seen from Table 4.1 the differences in the temperature profiles between 

having a constant surface temperature equal to the ambient temperature and having

(4.1)
sur

other.
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a variable surface temperature are negligable at the temperature of 250 K that is 

chosen for the remainder of this work.
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Form ation R  [km] T.„.(0) [K] Max. Tsur [K] Tcore(3 Ma) [K]
Time [Ma] (a) (b) (c) (d)

0.00 5 100 105.0 183.3 182.8
0.00 5 250 250.3 332.8 332.8
0.00 5 400 400.1 482.8 482.8
0.75 5 100 102.6 183.3 182.8
0.75 5 250 250.2 332.8 332.8
0.75 5 400 400.0 482.8 482.8
1.50 5 100 101.3 183.3 182.8
1.50 5 250 250.1 332.8 332.8
1.50 5 400 400.0 482.8 482.8
0.00 20 100 108.9 4194.5 4189.6
0.00 20 250 250.7 4339.9 4339.6
0.00 20 400 400.2 4489.7 4489.6
0.75 20 100 104.6 2581.0 2579.2
0.75 20 250 250.3 2729.1 2729.2
0.75 20 400 400.1 2879.0 2879.2
1.50 20 100 102.3 1382.5 1382.5
1.50 20 250 250.2 1532.0 1532.5
1.50 20 400 400.0 1682.0 1682.5
0.00 50 100 110.0 7333.4 7335.4
0.00 50 250 250.7 7483.3 7485.4
0.00 50 400 400.2 7633.3 7635.4
0.75 50 100 105.3 3421.9 3422.9
0.75 50 250 250.4 3571.9 3572.9
0.75 50 400 400.1 3721.9 3722.9
1.50 50 100 102.7 1502.8 1503.4
1.50 50 250 250.2 1652.8 1653.4
1.50 50 400 400.0 1802.8 1803.4

Table 4.1: Table showing the effect of the radiation condition on the surface temperature, 
Tsur, and the core tem perature, Tcorê  of a given planetesimal. (a) value oiTg^r assuming 
it is held constant at the ambient temperature, (b) the corresponding maximum value of 
T!sur when the radiation condition is included, (c) Tcore at 3 Ma after the time of formation 
of CAIs, io, when Tgur is constant (d) the corresponding Tcore when the radiation condition 
is included. The results are shown for planetesimals of 5 km, 20 km and 50 km which form 
at 0.0 Ma, 0.75 Ma and 1.5 Ma after to which are in an ambient temperature of 100 K, 
250 K and 400 K.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of temperature against radial distance at 3 Ma for a planetesimal with 
R = 50 km and a formation time of 0.0 Ma showing the temperature profile with and 
without a radiation boundary condition assumed. The two profiles overlay each other.
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F ig u r e  4 .2 ;  As in  Fig. 4 .1  b u t  w it h  R =  50 k m  a n d  a fo rm a tio n  t im e  o f  0.75 Ma.
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Figure 4.3: As in Fig. 4.1 but with R =  20 km and a formation time of 0.0 Ma.
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Figure 4.4: As in Fig. 4.1 but with R =  20 km and a formation time of 0.75 Ma.
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Figure 4.5: As in Fig. 4.1 but with R =  5 km and a formation time of 0.0 Ma.
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Figure 4.6: As in Fig. 4.1 but with R =  5 km and a formation time of 0.75 Ma.
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4 3 R adioactive H eat Sources
I

In order to solve the  heat equation the energy source per un it volum e per unit time, 

4o has to be knovv^n. In the case of a single radioactive source e.g. ^®A1 the value 

for Ao is calculated from

A{) =  poEpddNo (4.2)

where po is the density  of th e  m aterial, Ep^ is the  energy per decay and  SNq, the 

num ber of decays per un it tim e per un it mass which is given by

6No =  NilZwgtiXi  (4.3)

Here Ni  is the  num ber of a tom s per kg of elem ent i, 71 is the atom fraction of i 

nuclides th a t are unstab le , wgt i  is the weight fraction of i in the m aterial, \  is the 

decay constant.

An in itia l heat p roduction  value of 6.4 x 10“ '̂  W  m “  ̂ results from using the  

values for ^®A1 in Table 4.2 which corresponds to  1.9 x 10“  ̂ W kg“ ^ This value 

assumes the  bulk m ateria l had  the chem istry of C l chondrite m aterial w ithout w ater 

(Anders and  Grevesse, 1989). In itial heat production values in the literature include 

1.8 X 10“  ̂ W  kg“  ̂ (H erndon and Herndon, 1977), 2.1 x 10“ '̂  W  kg“  ̂ (Grim m  and 

McSween, 1989; W ilson et al., 1999) and 2.7 x 10''^ W  kg“  ̂ (LaTourrette and  

W asserburg, 1998) assum ing the “canonical” value of 5 x lO “ ® for ^  (M acPherson 

et al., 1995).

However due to  its short half life, (0.73 Ma), other short-lived and long-lived 

isotopes m ay have a noticeable heating effect after ^®A1 has decayed away. The 

possibility of th is  has been tested  by including other radionuclides as heat sources 

(see Table 4.2).

4.4  E ffects o f  O ther R adioactive Isotopes

T he effects of including the o ther long and short lived nuclides in Table 4.2 can be

seen in Table 4.3 and  Figs 4.7-4.12. C learly ^®A1 is by far the m ost po ten t rad ioactive
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Element Epd [J] A yr  ̂ ] -f̂ o [ W kg 1] 1
Short Lived

26 A I 

41 Ca 
53]y[n 
eope

6 .4  X 1 0 "^^  

6 .7  X 10-14 
9 .6  X 10-14 

4 .9  X 1 0 -1 ^

9 .5 0  X 1 0 - ° ^

4 .6 2  X 1 0 “ °® 

1 .8 7  X lO-o^
4 .6 2  X 1 0 - ° ^

R atio to  Stable Ref. 
Isotope at to 
5 .0  X 1 0 - 5

1 .5  X 10-®

4 .4  X 1 0 - ^

1 .6  X 1 0 - ^

1 .9  X 1 0 -^

1 .9  X 10-11  

5 .5  X 10-10 

2 .1  X 1 0 -«

Long Lived 
40k

235 u  

238u

232T h

2 .1  X 1 0 "^^

7 .5  X 1 0 -1 3

6 .6  X 1 0 -1 3
6 .6  X 1 0 -1 3

5 .5 0  X 1 0 - i«  

9 .8 5  X 1 0 -1 °  

1 .5 5  X 1 0 - 1 “ 

4 .9 5  X 1 0 -1 1

Initial Abundance
6 .6  X 1 0 - ^

8 .6  X 1 0 - 9

2 .6  X 10-®

1 .0  X 1 0 - ^

3 .7  X 10-11

5 .1  X 10 -1 3

2 .1  X 10 -1 3

2 .7  X 10 -1 3

Table 4.2; Table of the radioactive elements considered here as heat sources and the 
values of their decay energy, Epd, decay constant, A, abundance and initial power per kg 
of primitive material, H q. (a) This is the total decay energy of ®°Fe, which decays to 
‘̂’Ni via ®°Co. (b) (MacPherson et al., 1995) (c) (Srinivasan et al., 1994) (d) (Birck and 

Allegre, 1985) (e) (Birck and Lugmair, 1988)

heat source in the early solar system. The effect of including the other sources is 

most noticeable in the larger bodies at later formation times. This is intuitive as 

about seven eighths of the ^®A1 will have decayed away after 2.25 Ma, and with a 

larger body the heat takes longer to diffuse out and therefore the peak temperatures 

will be higher.

The higher tem peratures achieved where eight radio-active elements are consid

ered results m ainly from the inclusion of ®°Fe. However there is some uncertainty as 

to what the initial ratio of was at the time of formation of early planetesimals. 

A ratio of 1.6 x lO “® has been found in CAIs (Birck and Lugmair, 1988). Differen

tiated meteorites have also been examined resulting in a ratio of =  3.9 xlO~® 

(Shukolyukov and Lugmair, 1993b) at the time of their formation and it is sug

gested here th a t the interpretation of the CAI value is speculative. Most authors 

quote the initial ratio  of S f f  as lying between 1 xlO"® and 2 xlO"* i.e. two orders 

of m agnitude lower th an  the values in Table 4.2 (Clayton and Jin, 1995; H artm ann, 

1996; Goswami and Vanhala, 2000). Therefore the increased tem peratures due to 

the addition of ®̂ Fe and other nuclides is probably much too high. In this thesis, 

therefore, ^®A1 is the only energy source th a t is used.
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Formation R [km] Peak Temp. [K] Time [Ma]
Time [Ma] 26 Ai +  Others 26AI +  Others

0.00 5 1226 1303 0.3 0.3
0.75 5 729 783 1.0 1.0
1.50 5 485 524 1.8 1.8
2.25 5 365 393 2.5 2.5
0.00 20 5628 6182 1.7 1.7
0.75 20 2888 3285 2.4 2.4
1.50 20 1544 1830 3.2 3.2
2.25 20 884 1092 3.9 4.0
0.00 50 7775 8799 4.6 5.0
0.75 50 3940 4680 5.3 5.8
1.50 50 2060 2597 6.1 6.7
2.25 50 1138 1530 6.7 7.7

Table 4.3: Table showing the peak temperature reached , and the time it is reached, 
for planetesimals of radius 5 km, 20 km and 50 km that formed instantaneously at 0 Ma, 
0.75 Ma, 1.5 Ma and 2.25 Ma after CAIs in an ambient temperature of 250 K (a) assuming 

A1 is the only source and (b) assuming the 8 elements listed in Table 4.2 are all decaying.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of core temperature against time for a planetesimal of radius 50 km 
and formation time of 0.0 Ma after CAI formation comparing a heat source of A1 alone 
against a heat source due to the decay of the eight radio-nuclides in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of tem perature against time as in Fig. 4.7 with a radius of 50 km and a 
formation time of 2.25 Ma after CAI formation.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of temperature against time as in Fig. 4.7 with a radius of 20 km and a 
formation time of 0.0 Ma after CAI formation.
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Figure 4.10; Plot of temperature against time as in Fig. 4.7 with a radms of 20 km and 
a formation time of 2.25 Ma after CAI formation.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of tem perature against time as in Fig. 4.7 with a radius of 5 km and a 
formation time of 0.0 Ma after CAI formation.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of tem perature against time as in Fig. 4.7 with a radius of 5 km and a 
formation time of 2.25 Ma after CAI formation.
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I 4.5 Effects of Variable Porosity and Variable Ther

mal Diffusivity
t

^  It is assumed in the previous chapter that the thermal properties of the planetesimal 

I  material are independent of temperature. Most models of meteorite parent bodies 

 ̂ in the literature also make this assumption (Herndon and Herndon, 1977; LaTour- 

rette and Wasserburg, 1998). However it has been shown that having temperature 

dependent thermal properties can have a significant effect on the thermal history of 

the meteorite parent bodies (e.g. Yomogida and Matsui, 1984; Ghosh and McSween, 

1999b).

The coagulation of material in the early solar system would have been fractal 

in form (Poppe and Blum, 1997; Richardson, 1995; Nuth, 2001). This would have 

resulted in highly porous bodies being formed (Leinhardt et al., 2000). In these 

bodies heat transfer would be mainly by radiation as the contact between the grains 

would be very small and therefore conduction would not be very effective (Yomogida 

and Matsui, 1984).

In this study the equations from Yomogida and Matsui (1984) are used to simu

late the thermal properties of the material that formed the meteorite parent bodies. 

Equations for the density, p, specific heat capacity, Cp, and thermal conductivity, 

K,  are used to calculate the thermal diffusivity, «, from Eqn. (3.3) unless it is given 

explicitly as a function of some parameters. In the model the bodies start off with 

an initial porosity, (f)g, and as sintering occurs, at approximately 700 K, the density 

increases. This results in a change of the thermal properties of the material.

4 .5.1 P orosity /density

The formula used to calculate the change of porosity with time, (Yomogida and 

Matsui, 1984), is given as

=  6.5 X (4 -4 )
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■ where (f) is the porosity, G is the radius of the grains in the material (in cm), R  is

I the constant, cr is the effective stress on the neck of two grains in contact, (see 

Fig. 2. of Yom ogida and Matsui (1984)) and T  is the temperature. The values for 

the parameters in the formula are taken from Schwenn and Goetze (1978).

The density, p, is thus given by
f

p = (1.0 -  ^)po (4.5)

where Po is the density at zero porosity.

4.5.2 Specific Heat Capacity

The value of the specific heat capacity, Cp (J kg'^ K“ ^), as a function of temperature 

of the rock (Yomogida and Matsui, 1984) is calculated from

Cp = 800 +  0.25T -  1.5 x lOV^^ (4-6)

The dependency as a function of temperature can be seen in Fig (4.13). Many 

different values of Cp have been used in previous modelling, (see Ghosh and McSween 

(1999b) for a review), and the values here are in the same range as that used by 

others.

4.5.3 Conductivity

There are three different regimes for which the conductivity is calculated (Yomogida 

and Matsui, 1984). In one the material is highly porous and heat transfer is only 

by radiation. At the other extreme the material has sintered and heat transfer is 

mainly by conduction. There is also an intermediate regime between these two.

In the first regime, the radiation regime, the thermal conductivity, K  (W m K ), 

is denoted by Kr and is given by

Kr = A + BT  ̂

where A =  (7.46 — 17.7^ + ) ^ 10
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Figure 4.13: Plot of heat capacity against temperature for rock, (Yomogida and Matsui, 
1984)

and 5  =  (1.93 -  5.18?i +  3.81(/)^) x 10“ °̂

In the third regime, the conduction regime, the thermal conductivity, K , is given

by

K  =  pCpK + Kr (4-8)

where K = (6 x 10”  ̂+  2.6 x 10 ‘*/T)(l — 1.130s)

In the intermediate regime K  is considered to be proportional to {a/GY  where 

a. is the neck size of the overlapping region between two spheres, (see Fig. 2. of 

Yomogida and Matsui (1984)).

K = kJ ^ Y  (4-9)
V(Jo/
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where

7T

^0 2\/3 {[4^3(1 -  0)2/3r2] - 1 }

where r„ is the normalised radius defined as;

(4.10)

Airrl
2 | 2 + | « f

Tn) 7 1 '

2\ 1/2

=  1 (4.11)

and

1 - ^ 0
1 - 0

2/3

The dependency as a function of tem perature can be seen in Fig (4.14)

(4.12)
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Figure 4.14; Plot of thermal conductivity “̂ he lower values
(Yomogida and Matsui, 1984) assummg values (above «  700 K)
of K  correspond to the material bemg porous,
relate to sintered material with zero porosity.



4.5.4 M iscellaneous D ata

The latent heat of fusion of rock is taken to be 256 x 10  ̂ J kg'^ (Young, 1992). 

The solidus and liquidus temperatures are assumed to be 1425 K and 1850 K, 

respectively (McKenzie and Bickel, 1988). The temperature at which 50% of the 

material is melted is taken to be 1725 K (McKenzie and Bickel, 1988). The latent 

heat of fusion of the rock is assumed for modelling purposes to be taken up at 

equal temperature intervals in equal amounts between the solidus and liquidus. The 

number of intervals over which this occurs can be varied.

4.6 Results

Introducing a temperature dependent porosity and diffusivity into the model results 

in a number of changes in the evolution of the planetesimal thermal profiles relative 

to the model based on constant values of these parameters (§ 3.2). There are a few 

main differences in the thermal history and these are explained below.

4.6.1 H eating from 250 K to 700 K

At temperatures above 700 K sintering occurs. However below this temperature 

the thermal conductivity is very low prior to sintering (see Fig. 4.14). This results 

in a low heat transfer throughout the planetesimal at this stage. As a result there 

is a uniform increase in temperature throughout the interior of the planetesimal. 

A high temperature gradient develops in a thin layer beneath the surface, as the 

surface is held constant at the ambient nebular temperature of 250 K. This can be 

clearly seen in Fig. 4.16(a) for temperature profiles at times less than 0.07 Ma.

4.6.2 Sintering and Volume Loss at «  700 K

As already mentioned (§ 4.5) the material starts off porous and sinters at a temper

ature of about 700 K. This results in the body shrinking in size as it sinters. The 

potential energy released during this shrinking process is ignored as it is negligible. 

(The amount of potential energy per kg equals the acceleration due to gravity times
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the  distance over which the mass is moved. O n sm all planetesimals the gravity field 

is low and the distance travelled is small.) Once sintering starts inside the plan-

seen in Fig. 4.16(a).

For the  results in th is section initial radii are chosen such th a t the final radii 

after sintering occurs are 5 km, 20 km and 50 km. This allows for comparisions 

to  be m ade w ith the  previous results. To calculate the  in itia l radius the  following 

equation can be used

where and  r j  is th e  in itia l and final radius respectively and Vi and V f  is the initial 

and final volume respectively.

4.6.3 Post Sintering to Completion of M elting

After the planetesim al has gone through the sintering process it will continue to  heat 

up, (assum ing ^®A1 is still extant). W hen the tem perature reaches the solidus la ten t 

heat of fusion of the rock will be taken up. If latent heat of fusion was not included 

in the model the tem perature profiles a t equal tim e intervals would be successively 

closer together. However as can be seen in Fig. 4.16(a) this is not the case due to  

the la ten t heat of fusion acting as a heat sink. It can be seen th a t the tem peratu re 

difference between 0.2 M a and 0.3 Ma is slightly less than  th a t between 0.4 M a and 

0.5 Ma.

More im portan tly  however is the obvious change in the tem perature gradient a t 

~  700 K. C onductiv ity  is greatly increased above this tem perature and the  tem 

peratu re gradient is therefore less steep. (This is expected as the heat transfer ra te  

is proportional to  the  tem peratu re  gradient times the conductivity from Fourier’s 

law of heat conduction.) However below ~  700 K there is still an extrem ely steep 

tem pera tu re  gradient through th e  th in  porous layer th a t never sinters.

These results are different to  previous results where it was sta ted  th a t there would 

be a significant build up of heat throughout most of the planetesim als (Hevey and

etesim al th e  radius of th e  planetesim al decreases as i t  collapses. This can be clearly

(4.13)



Sanders, 2000). The reason for this was an error in the code which resulted in the 

diffusivity being calculated incorrectly. Prior to finding this error the tem perature 

gradients were steeper towards the surface than  they should have been and a higher 

volume percent of the the bodies was thought to have been molten.

4.6.4 High Resolution of Thin Surface Layer

In order to model the th in  porous surface layer the resolution of the finite differencing 

grid has to be on the order of metres. This results in long run times as a large 

number of grid points are required for this m-scale resolution, and a large number 

of calculations are required at each timestep. This is why the simulation ends at 

0.5 Ma in Fig. 4.16(a).

4.6.5 Assum ption of 700 K Surface Temperature

The run times required to show the thermal evolution of a planetesimal are very 

long at the high resolution needed when the thin porous layer is included. However, 

because the tem peratures at the base of the thin, porous surface layer is always 

~  700 K during heating, it is possible to ignore the surface layer and make the 

assumption th a t the surface is a t 700 K. This assumption is plausible because 

this layer will continue to thin down until an equilibrium is reached where the heat 

flow from the underlying rock is the same as the heat flow through this layer. No 

significant heat build up will result from this porous layer as any heat build up 

would cause the porous material closest to the rock to sinter. In essence this layer 

has no insulating effect at this stage as the heat flow through it is the same as the 

heat flow through the rock beneath it.

This assumption can be seen to be valid by comparing (a) and (b) of Fig. 4.16. 

In Fig. 4.16(b) the surface tem perature is assumed to be 700 K and the porosity is 

taken to be 0% i.e. it is a “sintered” body with a radius of 50 km equal to the final 

radius in Fig. 4.16(a). The formation time in Fig. 4.16(b) is chosen to be the time 

at which the core tem perature in Fig. 4.16(a) is at 700 K. This allows for a direct 

comparision to be made to test this assumption.

However this assumption is only valid where the heat flow is sufficently high th a t



tli6 n6cir-surf£ic6 t6inp6ratur6 is kept a,t B.bout TOO K. Once the heat flow decreases 

the near-surface will start to cool down towards the ambient temperature of 250 K. 

This can be clearly seen to happen in Fig. 4.23(a). In this case the assumption of a 

constant surface temperature of 700 K becomes invalid. This is one of the reasons 

why the results in parts (a) and (b) of Figs. 4.16-4.23 are not identical.

4.6.6 Temperature Profiles during H eating with Assump

tion of 700 K Surface Temperature

Figs. 4.24- 4.29 show the heating cycle of 20 km and 50 km radius bodies which 

form at 0.063 Ma, 0.883 Ma and 1.792 Ma where the assumptions of a 700 K sur

face temperature and 0 % porosity are made. These are equivalent to bodies with a 

porosity of 50% which form at 0.0 Ma, 0.75 Ma and 1.5 Ma. Very high peak temper

atures are reached because conduction is the only form of heat transfer modelled in 

this section. The high temperatures have no physical meaning, as explained earlier 

(§3.2).

Part (b) of Figs. 4.24- 4.29 show the bodies with the temperature plotted against 

volume. Fig. 4.15 is a plot of the volume percent as a function of radial distance from 

the centre for a 50 km body. From this figure it can be noted that approximately 

50% of the volume of the body resides in 20% of the radial distance of the body i.e. 

from 40 km to 50 km. This format emphasizes the volume of material that is above 

a given temperature at any given time.

These results are different from those in the previous chapter because the thermal 

properties are now functions of temperature. The main difference is that lower peak 

temperatures are reached. This is because of the higher average value of Cp, and 

because latent heat capacity of rock is also accounted for.

4.6.7 Effect of Porous Insulating Layer During Cooling

It was stated above, § 4.6.5, that the porous layer would have no insulating effect 

during heating. However there will be an insulating effect as the planetesimal goes 

through the cooling phase. This effect can be seen in Fig. 4.30. It can be seen here
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Figure 4.15: Plot of the volume percent of material as a function of radial distance from 
the centre for a 50 km body.

that a 5 km body (a) and a 20 km body (b) reach higher peak temperatures and 

remain hotter for longer when the porous layer is present on the surface.

The results in Fig. 4.30 are calculated by solving the equation using a high 

resolution and low resolution grid. At high resolution there is upto 50,000 grid 

points used per run. For a 50 km body this means the temperature etc. is calculated 

every metre. Thus the thin surface layer can be resolved by the simulation. When a 

low resolution grid is used the thickness of the porous layer is less than the distance 

between two successive grid points. Thus the simulation does not resolve the surface 

layer.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of temperature against radial distance from planetesimal centre at 
selected times after CAI formation, (to)- (a) for a planetesimal whic ^ o m aii
ambient nebular temperature of 250 K. The initial porosity is 50% and the planetesimal 
shrinks to a final radius of 50 km. (b) In this case the assumption of a surface temperature 
of 700 K is made, (see § 4.6.5). The porosity is fixed at ,
50 km. The formation time is 0.063 Ma after io- The time of a063 Ma corresponds to 
the time taken to heat the planetesimal from 250 K to 700 K. Ca cu a ions assume e 
variable thermal properties discussed in § 4.5.
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Figure 4.17: As in Fig. 4.16 but with (a) a formation time of 0.75 Ma after to and (b) a 
formation time of 0.883 Ma.
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Figure 4.20: As in Fig. 4.16 but w ith (a) a formation time of 0.75 Ma after to and a final 
radius of 20 km (b) a formation time of 0.883 Ma and a radius of 20 km.
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Figure 4.25: As in Fig. 4.24 but here the formation time is 0.883 Ma which is equivalent 
to a formation time of 0.75 Ma for an ambient temperature of 250 K.
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Figure 4.26: As in Fig. 4.24 but here the formation time is 1.792 Ma which is equivalent 
to a formation time of 1.5 Ma for an ambient temperature of 250 K.
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Figure 4.27: As in Fig. 4.24 but here R = 20 km and the formation time is 0.063 Ma 
which is equivalent to a formation time of 0.0 Ma for an ambient temperature of 250 K.
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4.6.8 Range of Planetesimal Size and Formation Time which 

Lead to Substantial M elting

So far specific exam ples of the therm al evolution of planetesim als have been illus

tra ted . T he next question th a t arises is th a t of the  general dependency of the ther

mal behaviour of planetesim als on their size and  form ation tim e. This dependency is 

shown in Fig. 4.31 which is a plot of planetesim al radius (km) versus form ation time 

(Ma) showing the  percentage volume of a  planetesim al th a t is above 1725 K when 

liquidus tem peratu res of 1850 K are reached a t its centre. 1725 K is the assumed 

tem peratu re a t which 50% of the m aterial is m olten and 50% is in crystal form.

In running th e  model to  acquire the d a ta  for Fig. 4.31 the surface tem perature 

was assum ed to  be 700 K (see §4.6.5). For an am bient tem perature of 250 K a 

correction needs to  be m ade to th e  form ation tim e shown on the lower x-axis. The 

corrected form ation tim e is shown on the upper x-axis in Fig. 4.31. The correction 

is needed to  account for the  tim e it would take the planetesim al to heat from 250 K 

to 700 K.

T he heavy curved line in Fig. 4.31 separates those planetesim als which “m elt” 

from those which do not, where the term  “m elt” implies th a t liquidus tem pera

tures are achieved in the planetesim al core. This line is referred to  here as the

melt envelope.

Theoretical M elt Timescales

The theoretical tim e taken for to ta l melting (liquidus tem peratures) to occur a t the 

centre of a  large planetesim al {R >  50 km) can be calculated by considering the 

num ber of decays required to  m elt a unit kg, Nkg. This is calculated as,

_ Lr + ATCpr

where Lr is the  la ten t heat of fusion of rock, Cpr is the specific heat capacity of rock 

and Epd is th e  energy per decay of ^®A1.
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T he tim e a t which Nkg  decays occur, tnd, can be calculated from the formula,

where A is the  decay constant, Â o is the in itia l num ber of ^®A1 atoms per kg and 

t f o r m  is the form ation time.

Eqn. 4.15 is p lo tted  for four selected com binations of am bient tem perature and 

specific heat capacity in Fig. 4.32, together w ith  d a ta  points from  the model showing 

the relationship between form ation tim e and m elting tim e. T he results from the 

model and the  results from Eqn. 4.15 can be seen to  agree well if an average Cp of 

about 1100 J kg“ ^K“  ̂ is chosen. This m atches well w ith the average value o f  Cp for 

the tem peratu re  range of 700 K to  1725 K in Fig. 4.13. The points th a t are above 

the line are for small planetesim als th a t are cooling a t the centre before ^®A1 has 

become extinct.

Fig. 4.32 shows the  tim e a t which the core reaches the liquidus as a function of 

the form ation tim e. It can be seen here th a t the curves are asym ptotes of vertical 

lines which cross the x-axis a t different formation times. In short these are the times 

at which the bodies will have to form in order for their cores to reach the liquidus. 

The effect th a t varying the input param eters has on the melt envelope is considered 

next.

F irstly  the  value of Cp will have an effect depending on the value chosen. If the 

value of Cp is decreased (e.g. considering curves (a) and (b) ) the bodies will “m elt” 

a t la ter times. This makes sense because if the am ount of energy used to change 

the tem peratu re  per degree is less then the planetesim al can atta in  the same core 

tem peratu re by accreting la ter when there is less energy available.

Secondly the  in itia l tem peratu re of the planetesim al will have an effect on the 

lim iting tim e a t which planetesim als have to  form in order for them to melt. If the 

am bient tem peratu re  is increased then  there will be less energy needed to  bring the 

core tem peratu re  up to  the liquidus. Therefore a planetesimal can form a t a  la ter 

tim e and still reach liquidus tem peratures a t its core.

A th ird  factor is the in itia l am ount of energy available. In this work a value for 

the in itia l heat generation, H q, is taken to  be 1.9 x 10 kg . As discussed in
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§ 4.3 various other values have been used. The effect of using a higher value of H q 

can also be seen in Fig. 4.32. A value of 2.7 xlO “^W kg~i is chosen (LaTourrette 

and Wasserburg, 1998) and it can be seen with this higher value a planetesimal 

which formed at ^  1.75 Ma will “melt”.
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Figure 4.31: Plot of planetesimal radius versus formation tim e showing the percentage 
volume th a t exceeds a tem perature of 1725 K when the core tem perature just reaches 
the liquidus. The heavy line delineates bodies th a t “m elt” , i.e whose cores reach the 
liquidus, from those th a t do not. 1725 K corresponds to a  state when the m aterial is 
50% melt, 50% crystals, which roughly equates w ith the transition from a cooler rigid 
state to  a ho tter cohesionless state. For this graph an ambient tem perature of 700 K is 
assumed (see § 4.6.5). O n the upper x-axis the equivalent formation time for an ambient 
tem perature of 250 K is shown. The difference in formation time is the time it would take 
a planetesim al to  heat from 250 K to  700 K. For example a  body forming in an ambient 
tem perature of 700 K would “melt” if it formed at «  1.5 Ma but it would have to  form 
at ss 1.3 Ma in an ambient tem perature of 250 K in order to “melt” . The six asterisks on 
the graph denote the position of the examples th a t were given in Figs.4.24-4.29.
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4.7 Discussion

4.7.1 Constraints on the Radius and Formation Time of 

Planetesim als that Melt

The results in Fig. 4.31 suggest th a t substantial melting of planetesimals requires 

(a) a radius greater than about 10 km, and (b) a formation time before about 1.5 mil

lion years. The limiting formation time is between 1.2 Ma and 1.8 Ma depending 

on the assumed values of the ambient tem perature, specific heat capacity and initial 

rate of heat production (see Fig. 4.32).

From a comprehensive survey of meteorites Meibom and Clark (1999) argued 

that about 135 different parent bodies are represented and th a t around 80% of 

them melted (i.e. yielded differentiated meteorites, mainly irons). If the model’s 

results (Fig. 4.31) are valid it can be concluded that the majority of parent bodies 

had accreted to sizes exceeding about 10 km within about 1.5 Ma of CAI formation. 

This is an im portant conclusion.

It adds to existing evidence for very early accretion, including the need for plan

etesimals at the time of CAI formation in order to preserve the CAIs from drifting 

into the sun (Cameron, 1995), and the recently reported Al-Mg age for a eucrite 

(Nyquist et al., 2001) which shows that basalt magma was being produced ju s t 4 

Ma after CAIs.

4.7.2 M elting Times

Fig. 4.32 shows th a t the earliest possible melting will occur at about 0.3 Ma, and 

tha t all planetesimals of a sufficently large radius which have formed before 1 Ma 

will have melted by about 2 Ma. It is also clear from Fig. 4.32 that there is abundant 

energy still available in early formed planetesimals when melting commences. Finally 

planetesimals th a t have not melted by 5 Ma will probably never melt.

These predicted melting times are of interest for two reasons. Firstly, because 

the negative anomaly in iron meteorites testifies to widespread early melting 

(e.g. Horan et al., 1998). The isotopic precision is not sufiicent to say whether 

melting occurred within the first two million years but it certainly occurred within



the first ten million years. The results of Nyquist et al. (2001) mentioned above 

imply th a t melting was sooner rather than later within this 10 Ma window.

Secondly, if chondrules were formed by the disruption of molten planetesimals, 

then it is theoretically possible for some chondrules to be as little as 0.3 Ma younger 

than CAIs. Further discussion of chondrule chronology and the model will appear 

at the end of chapter 5.

4.7.3 Fate of Planetesim al which M elt

Sizeable planetesimals th a t form before 1 Ma are shown by the model to continue 

heating up, beyond the point where the liquidus is reached (e.g. Figs. 4.24, 4.25, 

4.27, 4.28). As stated already (§ 3.2) the model is clearly inappropriate at such high 

temperatures. It assumes th a t therm al conduction through solid rock is the method 

of heat loss, yet convection and perhaps boiling are likely, and heat transfer will be 

radically different from conduction. The high temperatures are therefore deemed 

meaningless and the cooling history of the bodies is also meaningless.

In order to make the model more realistic, the possibility of heat loss by con

vection is examined in the next chapter, along with other aspects of planetesimal 

evolution, namely core separation and continued accretion during heating. However 

before tha t, one additional aspect of the early stages of heating will be considered. 

This is the possible incorporation of ice in the planetesimal.



4.8 Effects of the Presence of Ice/W ater on Plan- 

etesimals

There is much evidence for aqueous alteration in carbonaceous chondrites (Hanowski 

and Brearley, 2001). However there is debate over whether aqueous alteration oc

curred in the parent bodies of carbonaceous chondrites, or whether the alteration was 

prior to accretion (Bischoff, 1998; Sears and Akridge, 1998; Nomura and Miyamoto, 

1998; Hanowski and Brearley, 2001). If the alteration took place on the parent 

body, then the original dust may have been hydrous. Alternatively the dust may 

have included anhydrous silicate, metal, sulphide and ice grains. Assuming th a t ice 

was present, it would be of interest to look at the effect the ice may have had on a 

planetesimal’s therm al history. Ice would act as a heat sink, due to the high value of 

its latent heat capacity and also of water. Also the value of the thermal properties of 

water and ice are different from th a t of rock. This would influence the heat transfer 

in the planetesimals to some degree.

Other research has been done in this area (Coker and Cohen, 1998; Cohen and 

Coker, 1999, 2000a; Young and Ash, 2000; Coker and Cohen, 2001; Young, 2001) and 

it is found tha t there is evidence for widespread fluid movement in the parent bodies. 

This is thought to be useful in explaining oxygen isotope data for carbonaceous 

chondrites.

4.8.1 Limits on total ice content

The maximum possible mass fraction of ice initially in a planetesimal so that the ice 

melts and then vaporises, assuming ®̂A1 as the only heat source, can be estimated. 

An energy balance equation can be written to take into account the amount of energy 

used up in melting ice and vapourising water. This can be written as follows,

ATrCpr = {E2eAi)il ~  ^ i)  ~  T,{Li +  ATiCpi + L^  + AT^Cp^) (4.16)

where A T  is the change in tem perature, is the mass fraction of ice, L  is the latent 

heat, Cp is the specific heat capacity and E 2 6M is the total energy from the decay



of Al. The subscripts z, r  and w denote ice, rock and water respectively. Solving 

this for Ti

^  ^Tj-Cpr
Li + ATiCpi +  Lw + ATŷ Cpy]

A similar formula can be written to calculate the maximum possible mass fraction 

of ice present in bodies th a t reached liquidus tem peratures. Here the latent heat 

capacity of the rock, would need to be accounted for. An equation similar to 

Eqn. 4.17 can be written as follows

Lj. ATj-Cpr_________________ , ,

E 2 6 j^i ~  Lj. +  Li +  ATiCpi + Lyj + AT^Cpw

When the ice melts and the water boils the water vapour is assumed to diffuse 

outwards through the porous interior of the planetesimal. Its subsequent fate is 

unclear. A simple scenario is that it vents through fractures and is lost to space.

An alternative view is tha t water vapour pressure would have built up within the 

planetesimals (Wilson et al., 1999). This vapour would have been sealed by an outer 

impermeable layer in which the pore space is completely filled with ice. This may 

have resulted in explosive activites on the planetesimals. Modelling of this scenario 

has not been carried out here. Instead the aim is simply to set limits on the amount 

of ice tha t could have been accreted to a planetesimal tha t eventually melted.

4.8.2 Effects of Water and Ice on “Large” Planetesimals

The presence of water and ice will affect the time the liquidus is reached in large 

( i? >  50 km) planetesimals. An equation similar to Eqn. 4.14 can be derived to 

include the energy used up by the water/ice. This is as follows

(1 -  T i)jL r  +  ATCpr) +  H L ^  +  ^TiC,^ +  L^ + AT^Cp^)
pi
t^pd

Again Eqn. 4.15 can be used to calculate the time taken for this number of decays 

to occur.
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4.8.3 D ensity  and Therm al P roperites o f Water and Ice

The density of ice is taken to be 1000 kg The density of water, (kg m“^), 

is given by Grimm and McSween (1989) as

= 221 -  13.1 T  -  5.07 X 10“  ̂ +  8.49 x 10'® -  5.48 x lO'* (4.20)

where the temperature, T, is given in Kelvin.

The specific heat capacity of ice, Cpi (J kg~^ K“ ^), is calculated as follows 

(Touloukian et al., 1970; Grimm and McSween, 1989):

Cpi = 7.67 T  (4.21)

The specific heat capacity of water, Cpyj (J kg~^ K“ )̂, is given by Touloukian et al.

(1970) as

n̂p w
4200, T < 410 K

-4 .67  X 10  ̂+  333 r  -  0.731 +  5.40 x 10~  ̂ T > 410 K

The thermal conductivity of ice, Ki (W m“  ̂ K"^), is given as (Touloukian et al., 

1970; Grimm and McSween, 1989)

Ki =  0.465 +  488/ T  (4.23)

The thermal conductivity of water, Kw (W m“  ̂ K“ )̂, is given as (Touloukian et al., 

1970)

K ^ = <
-0.581 +  6.34 X 1 0 - ^  T - 7.93 X 10-® T2, T < 410 K 

-0.142 +  4.12 X 10-^ T -  5.01 x 10-*̂  T^, T > 410 K

The latent heat of fusion of ice, Li, is taken to be 3.34 x 10̂  J kg  ̂ (Young, 1992), 

and the latent heat of vaporisation of water, is taken to be 2.26 x 10 J kg  ̂

(Young, 1992). The coefficient of thermal expansion of water is taken to be 1 x 10 K 

(Young, 1992). The viscosity of water is set at 1-14 x 10  ̂ Pa s (Turcotte and
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Schubert, 1982).

When there is ice/water present in the pore space the thermal properties of the 

material will change from that of the anhydrous m aterial, (Grimm and McSween, 

1989). The values for the average thermal properties can be calculated from

y , i  KjVj
K =  ^   ̂ 4.26

where V j  and rri j are the volume and mass fractions, respectively of the compo

nent.

4.8.4 Effect of Ice/W ater on the Thermal History of Plan- 

etesimals

The maximum mass fraction of ice th a t can be melted and then evaporated can be 

calculated using Eqn. 4.17 and the values in § 4.8. Taking E 2 6 A1 = 6.40 x 10® J kg~^, 

ATr =  123 K, C p r = 837 J kg-^ U  =  0.334 x 10® J k g - \  =  23 K, C^i = 

2000 J kg-^ K ~ \  = 2.256 x 10® J k g '^  AT^ =  100 K, Cp^ =  4200 J kg"i K~^

results in a T i of 0.67. This is in good agreement with the values from the model, 

(see Fig. 4.33).

Similarly the maximum amount of ice present in planetesimals that reached 

liquidus tem peratures can be calculated using Eqn. 4.18, noting that ATr =  1600 K 

and Lr =  0.256 x 10® J kg“ ^  Solving for these values results in a mass fraction of 

ice {T ^  of 0.52.

Usually the code is run with a certain porosity. However if an initial porosity is 

included then the body will sinter and the fraction of rock, Tr-, will increase once 

sintering occurs. The fraction of rock can be kept constant by using the function 

d i f  fusiv ity_K _C p. c . c o n s ta n t . c which is included in the code, §B.3.14. Coupling 

this w ith a 0% porosity ensures th a t remains constant. Eqns. 4.17 and 4.18 would 

become invalid if =  (1 - was not constant. Also the fraction of ice/water



present is entered as a volume fraction in the code whereas in Eqns. 4.17 and 4.18 

it is a mass fraction. The initial volume fraction needed to be entered to get a 

particular mass fraction can be calculated from the formula,

-F (4.27)
P i P i ^ i  "1“ P r ^ i

Assuming pr =  3,300 kg m “  ̂ and pi =  1,000 kg m “  ̂ the values of Vi for a given Ti 

are given in Table 4.4.

The effect th a t an initial mass percent of ice in the starting  m aterial would have 

on the time at which planetesimal “melt” can be seen in Fig. 4.34. There is a 

significant difference in the time a t which planetesimals must form if they are to 

melt depending on the ice content. There is also a change in the time at which the 

planetesimals will s tart to melt.

4.8.5 D iscussion

Constraints on a P lanetesim al’s Ice Content

Since the great majority of meteorite parent bodies melted (Meibom and Clark, 

1999), the results here imply tha t the original planetesimals could not have contained 

more th a t about 50% by weight of ice at the time they formed. Had they contained 

more than  about 50% of ice, the available radiogenic heat would have been used up 

in disposing of the ice and water, leaving no energy for melting of the rock. 50% by 

weight of ice is the upper limit. Smaller planetesimals, and those accreting after 

must have contained less ice than this if they were to melt.

Im plications for CAIs

One of the outstanding problems of the early solar system is the preservation of 

CAIs, (Weidenschilling and Cuzzi, 1993; Hsu et al., 2000). It is widely assumed 

th a t CAIs became incorporated in planetesimals to prevent them drifting into the 

sun. It is proposed (LaTourrette and Wasserburg, 1998) that since CAIs cannot have 

been heated to more than 650°C, their host p l a n e t e s i m a l s  must have been small. 

The results presented here show th a t icy p l a n e t e s i m a l s  with an ice to rock mass
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ratio greater than about 2 {Ti = 0.67 ) would have stayed below 650°C irrespective 

of their size. Perhaps icy planetesimals are part of the story of CAI survival.

• ' I Vi

0.10 0.2683
0.20 0.4520
0.30 0.5858
0.40 0.6875
0.50 0.7674
0.52 0.7814
0.60 0.8319
0.67 0.8701
0.68 0.8753
0.70 0.8851

Table 4.4: Table showing the values of the volume fraction of ice, Vi, for a given mass 
fraction, J^i.
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Figure 4.33: Plot of temperature against time showing the maximum temperature reached 
in a body having various initial mass fractions of ice. The porosity is set at 0% and constant 
values for the thermal properties of rock are chosen. This means that temperature above 
the liquidus have no physical meaning. A radius of 300 km is chosen here so tha t the 
planetesimal’s interior is completely insulated. If the body was small it would start to 
cool before the heat source was gone. This would complicate the results.
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Figure 4.34: Plot showing the time at which a planetesimal’s core temperature reaches 
the liquidus against its formation time as a function of the initial ice content by weight 
percent.
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Chapter 5

M odelling o f the Therm al History  

of Early Planetesim als: 3. The 

Effect of Continued Heating  

Beyond Liquidus Temperatures

Hitherto the model has focused on the heating of planetesimals to liquidus tem pera

tures, and the results have been useful in constraining the ranges of sizes, formation 

times and ice content tha t, on the one hand, led to planetesimal melting or, on the 

other hand, prevented melting. W hat actually happens to a planetesimal as m elt

ing advances? This chapter will examine the likely effects of two possible controls, 

differentation and convection. It will also examine briefly a third factor of more gen

eral interest, namely the thermal behaviour of planetesimals that accrete gradually 

rather than  instantaneously.

5.1 Differentiation

5.1.1 Theory

At some tem perature between the solidus and liquidus the material will consist of 

olivine grains, molten silicate and droplets of FeNi metal/sulphide. It is im portant to



test if the droplets of metal and olivine sink. By considering Stokes law it is possible 

to see whether differentiation will occur. W hether the grains, remain suspended 

in the liquid depends on their size and the viscosity of the material they are in. 

However sometimes density flows may occur in which the settling particles entrain 

the fluid and so Stokes Law is not obeyed. In this work it is assumed Stokes Law 

holds.

Stokes Law states th a t the force exerted on a sphere moving through a fluid is 

proportional to its radius, r^, the viscosity of the fluid, /Lt, and velocity, v, at which 

the sphere is travelling (Young, 1992):

By using Newtons Laws of motion we can solve for the depth a sphere will fall within 

a planetesimal depending on the values of the variables. The weight of the sphere 

is ^Trr^gps and the buoyant force is ^irrlgp' where ps is the density of the sphere, p' 

is the density of the fluid and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The forces acting 

on the sphere equal the mass, m, times the acceleration, a, of the sphere.

F  =  —Gnrspv (5.1)

(5 .2 )

(5 .3)

The term inal velocity, Vt, is reached when a — 0

2r^g , .
^ V t  —  — { P ~  Ps )9/i

(5.4)

Dividing Eqn. (5.2) by dirrsP and rearranging

(5.5)
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Then using Eqn. (5.4) and rearranging

dv
V - V t

dt
m (5.6)

Integrating both sides, noting that w =  0 when t = 0

r  dv GTTTsfi f

Jo V — Vt  m  Jo
GTTTsfi /■*dt (5.7)

To integrate this we assume that vt is constant over the interval. This is not 

strictly true as Vt is a function of r as g' is a function of r. However for the values 

of the parameters being used Vt can be assumed constant over short times as the 

radial distance traversed by a sphere in a short time does not change Vt greatly. 

Thus Eqn. (5.7) integrates to

. V - V t  GTrr̂ /x 
In = ---------- 1

-Vt m
(5.8)

V _ § m ^ t1 ------ =  e
Vt

(5.9)

_ 62rrai£j
V = vt[l — e ) (5 .10)

- ^ - ^ t
V =  Ut(l — e  ̂’’s'”' ) (5.11)

Recalling Eqn. (5.4) and considering

(5.12)

where G is the gravitational constant and p is the mean density of the planetes-

imal.

(5.13)
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However the term  e  ̂ <C 0 which basically means th a t Vt is reached quickly so 

this term  can be ignored.

dt

where

dr ^
- T . ^ Q r  (5.14)

(5.15)

Integrating both sides, noting th a t r = ho when t  =  0

r depth  f n̂f' pt
=> I  — ^  Qdt  (5.16)

Jho r Vo

where Hq is the initial height.

In r i j f" -  «  Q t i  (5.17)

^  d e p t h h ( j  (5.18)

5.1.2 Results

Fig. 5.1 shows the terminal velocity of spherical grains of olivine as a function of 

radial distance from the centre of a 50 km planetesimal. The curves are for olivine

grains a t 3 selected radii of 10 mm, 1 mm and 0.1 mm. In this plot, as well as

Fig. 5.2, jj, is taken to be 13 Pa s (Huppert and Sparks, 1980). The density of

the spheres is taken to be 3400 kg m “ ,̂ the density of the surround is taken to  be

3100 kg m “ ,̂ while the bulk density of the planetesimal is taken to be 3600 kg m .

An assumption was made in integrating Eqn. (5.7) and from Fig. 5.1 we can see 

tha t th is assumption is valid. For example we can see that in 1 year a 10 mm sphere 

will have moved 1 km and Vt is approximately constant over that interval.

Fig. 5.2 shows the depth th a t the olivine spheres will sink to as a function of



time. Note that time on the x-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Near the 

surface of the planetesimal, where the force of gravity is highest, an olivine sphere 

10 mm in radius will quickly settle through the fluid relative to the time interval it 

takes the temperature to rise from 1725 K to 1850 K (Table 5.1) suggesting that if 

the olivine crystals are 10 mm in radius, they are likely to sink before they melt. 

Smaller olivine grains 0.1 mm in radius would remain suspended during this time 

interval, thus they would probably melt before settling out.

Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show similar information to Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 but with 

the olivine spheres replaced with metal spheres which have a density of 7100 kg m“ .̂ 

It is clear from comparing these graphs that the metal grains will sink about an order 

of magnitude faster than the olivine grains.

Formation R [km] Time [Ma] A t [Ma]
Time [Ma] 1725 K 1850 K

0.00 20 0.31 0.36 0.05
0.75 20 1.54 1.72 0.18
0.00 50 0.31 0.36 0.05
0.75 50 1.53 1.68 0.15

Table 5.1: Table showing the time taken to go from 1725 K to 1850 K for a variety of 
radii and formation times.

5.1.3 D iscussion

Since the time it takes metal droplets and large olivine crystals to sink (Figs. 5.4 

and 5.2) is much less than the time it takes to melt these crystals (Table 5.1), it is 

likely that gravitational separation of melt, olivine and metal will occur. Separation 

is even more likely in planetesimals which formed relatively late because in this case 

the partially molten temperature interval will last for longer. This predicts that 

metal-silicate separation will take place at about the same time in all planetesimals 

which melt. Simultaneous early segregation of metal evidently did occur in the early 

solar system judging by the uniform level of the negative anomaly in iron me- 

teoritesi (Horan et al., 1998). However, the extent of gravitational fractionation may 

have been modified by another process that could have occurred in molten planetes-
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imals, namely turbulent convection. This would have helped to keep the crystals in 

suspension. Turbulent convection, irrespective of whether or not segregation occurs 

is considered in section 5.2.

Incidentially, on a related issue of chemical differentiation, it has been claimed 

that rapid migration of basalt would have transported the ^®A1 to the surface thus 

effectively preventing further melting (Taylor et al., 1993). However the timescale 

for this to occur is of the order of 1 Ma which is long in comparision with the time 

taken for a planetesimal to be heated from the solidus to  the 50% melt temperature 

(Table 5.2). On the other hand even if melt m igratation begins, the heat production 

will increase in the region where the melt fraction goes and therefore heating to 

tem peratures above the 50% melt tem perature will happen even faster in this region. 

This will increase the likelihood of convection occuring which will act to stop the 

migration happening.

Formation R [km] Time [Ma] A t [Ma]
Time [Ma] 1425 K 1725 K

0.00 20 0.21 0.32 0.11
0.75 20 1.19 1.49 0.30
0.00 50 0.21 0.32 0.11
0.75 50 1.19 1.49 0.30
1.50 50 2.82 >50

Table 5.2: Table showing the time taken to go from 1425 K to 1725 K for a variety of 
radii and formation times.
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5.2 C onvection

5.2.1 Theory

As can be seen from Fig. 4.31 liquidus tem peratures are plausible if the planetesimals 

form quickly enough to a sizeable radius, i.e. more than  about 10 km. However 

conduction is the main form of heat transfer in this model. Once temperatures are 

reached such th a t the m aterial consists of 50% melt and 50% crystals, taken here to 

be 1725 K (McKenzie and Bickel, 1988), and where there is a tem perature gradient 

through the liquid, convection may occur depending on param eters such as viscosity 

and heat output. To see whether convection occurs or not the Rayleigh number 

needs to be calculated (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). If this is greater than the 

critical Rayleigh number, Racr, for the system convection will occur. The Rayleigh 

number for a fluid layer heated from within is

where a  is the coefficient of thermal expansion, po is the average density of the 

planetesimal, g is the acceleration due to gravity, H  is the rate of internal heat 

generation per unit mass, h is the distance over which convection occurs, K  is the 

thermal conductivity, ^  is the viscosity and k is the diffusivity.

Convection will result in a far higher rate of heat transfer. To model convection 

in a rigourous way would require solving flow equations and the conservation of 

energy in the body (Choblet and Sotin, 2000). However an approximation can be 

made by solving the heat conduction equation, using a much higher value for the 

diffusivity to simulate the increased heat tranfer due to convection. The revised 

value for the diffusivity can be estimated by calculating the Nusselt number, N u ,  of 

the system (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). N u  is a measure of the increase in heat 

flux due to convection above tha t of conduction alone.

The Nusselt number for rock, N ur,  is given by Turcotte and Schubert (1982) as

aplgHb^ (5.19)

N u r = (5.20)
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and it is assumed th a t the same equation holds for melts. In order to ensure the 

stability of the code N u r  is multiplied by a s in  function. This avoids a situation 

where k  suddenly changes by many orders of magnitude. However the net heat 

transfer out of the system will be similar, with or w ithout the s in  function.

5.2.2 Results 

W ill C onvection Occur?

In order to test whether convection occurs or not Eqn. 5.19 needs to be solved. If 

Ra is greater than  Racr then convection will occur. Typical values for the quantities 

in Eqn. 5.19 are given in Table 5.3. Inserting these values into Eqn. 5.19 results in 

B.a ^  2 x  rb^. Typical values for r  vary between 5 km-50 km while values for b 

are estim ated to be about 1 km from Fig. 4.24. The value of b is estimated by reading 

off from the upper x-axis the difference in the value of r  at the 50% melt temperature 

and the liquidus tem perature. Using all these values results in Ra  «  10*  ̂— 10̂ ' .̂ 

The critical Rayleigh number for no-slip velocity boundary conditions is 2772 and for 

free-slip conditions it is 867.8 (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). The calculated value 

for this system is well above the critical Rayleigh number and it is large enough th a t 

turbulent convection will occur.

Quantity Value Units
a 2 .0  X 10"^ K - i

Po 3 .3  X 10^ kg m“^

9 9.0  X 10“  ̂ X r m s“^
Ho 1.9 X 10"^ J s“  ̂ kg“ ^

b Varied m
K 2.1 W m-^K

A* 13 Pa s
K 7 .6  X 10'^

2 —1 s

Table 5.3: Table of the quantities used to calculate Ra using Eqn. 5.19,  ̂  ̂ (Turcotte 
and Schubert, 1982) from Table 3.1 from Table 4.2 (Huppert and Sparks, 1980)

The onset of convection is dependent on the viscosity. The viscosity is tem pera

ture dependent. It is assumed here th a t once 50% melting has occurred i.e. once the



tem perature reaches 1725 K the viscosity is assumed to be 13 Pa s and the crystals 

can move freely in suspension. This is valid considering the timesteps taken.

Effect o f Convection on the Thermal Profiles

The model, modified to include the effects of convective heat transfer, has been 

run for five selected initial conditions, namely for a 50 km radius body, formed 

at 0.0 Ma, 0.75 Ma and 1.5 Ma and for a 20 km radius body, formed at 0.0 Ma, 

0.75 Ma in an ambient nebular tem perature of 250 K. The results are shown in 

Figs. 5.5-5.13. To simplfy the model, an effective ambient tem perature of 700 K and 

a correspondingly delayed formation time (0.63 Ma, 0.883 Ma and 1.792 Ma instead 

of 0.0 Ma, 0.75 Ma and 1.5 Ma, respectively) have been used. This simplification is 

explained in section 4.6.5.

In all five cases the results are shown as temperature-time plots (Figs. 5.5, 5.7, 

5.9, 5.10, 5.12) at three radial distances from the centre i.e. at the centre, at 50% 

of the radius and at 90% of the radius, or 10% down from the surface. All but 

the 50 km body formed at 1.5 Ma reached a temperature with 50% melting, and 

therefore underwent convection. For these four cases, the results are also shown as 

temperature profiles (Figs. 5.6, 5.8, 5.11, 5.13) at different times as a function of 

(a) radial distance and (b) volume from the centre of the planetesimal. The la tter 

presentation emphasises the volume fraction of the planetesimal which is molten at 

any particular time.

The effects of convection can be best described by considering Fig. 5.6. The 

therm al profiles are the same as in the previous chapter up to a temperature of 

1725 K. Beyond this stage convection starts to occur where there is a tem perature 

gradient in the region where the temperature rises above 1725 K. Heat is transferred 

rapidly to the surface in this region and this results in the melt front advancing 

toward the surface. This thinning of the surface layer can be clearly seen for the 

profiles at 0.363 Ma and 0.463 Ma in Fig. 5.6. Temperatures continue to rise in the 

central part of the planetesimal where there is no temperature gradient. However 

the outer region, in which convection occurs, quickly expands downwards preventing 

the core tem peratures from rising significantly. Convection continues while the heat
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source is present. When the heat source is gone the body starts to cool and this can 

be clearly seen to happen a t 90% of the radial distance a t about 3 Ma for a 50 km 

body in Fig. 5.5.

5.2.3 Discussion  

Chondrule Peak Temperatures

Turbulent convection results in the peak tem perature staying close to the liquidus 

(e.g. Fig. 5.5). There is a feedback effect whereby, as the tem perature rises, so 

the effect of convection increases. The increased heat transfer results in the peak 

tem peratures being maintained close to the tem perature of 50% melting. This result 

has an im portant bearing on chondrule formation. It is generally acknowledged that 

many chondrules cooled from a peak tem perature close to the liquidus (Grossman, 

1988). Such a restriction on chondrule peak temperatures poses a very awkward 

constraint on any flash-melting hypothesis. The power must not be so low that 

no melting occurs, and must not be so high tha t the chondrule vapourises. This 

difficulty is usually ignored by those who advocate chondrule formation by flash 

heating. In the context of chondrules being formed as spray from disrupted plan- 

etesimals, however, the required near-liquidus peak temperature is seen to be an 

almost inescapable consequence of the model.

Chondrule Chem istry

Turbulent convection gives rise to widespread mixing and homogenisation of the 

melt. Thus spray from the melt will presumably have homogeneous, unfrationated 

lithophile element chemistry. This chemical signature is what one observes, in gen

eral, in chondrules (Grossman, 1988). Chondrules are not all the same. The main 

variation in chondrule chemistry is in the Mg/Si ratio which has a high value in 

olivine-rich chondrules and a much lower value in pyroxene-rich chondrules. The 

reason for the variation in Mg/Si is unknown. In the context of the model presented 

here, however, a very plausible explanation is the segregation of olivine crystals. As 

shown in section 5.1, olivine crystals will settle out quite rapidly if they are suffi

ciently large. Also, olivine is known to have sunk in the parent bodies of pallasites.
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Removal of olivine has the effect of decreasing M g/Si in the residual melt, yet this 

process will leave most other elements in the melt, including the rare earth elements, 

unfractionated relative to each other.

Tim es at which Chondrule can Form

If the therm al model is correct, it places limits on the times at which chondrules 

can form. The earliest time at which a planetesimal can become molten, and hence 

produce chondrules, is about 0.3 Ma (see § 4.7.2). The latest tim e at which chon

drules can be produced can be inferred from Figs. 5.5-5.13. One counter-intuitive 

observation is th a t molten planetesimals of a given size cool and solidify at the same 

rate and at the same time, regardless of when they first accreted. For a 50 km radius 

planetesimal, for example. Fig. 5.5 may be compared with Fig. 5.7, and Fig. 5.6 with 

Fig. 5.8. By 5 Ma the outer 5 km (about 30% of the planetesimal’s volume) will 

have solidified, and by this stage it is likely tha t only very large impacts will be ca

pable of releasing the internal melt as spray. By 10 Ma the planetesimal will be 90% 

solidified. The most prolific chondrule forming period is likely to be over by between 

2 and 3 Ma. For a 20 km radius planetesimal, the interior will be entirely solid by 

5 Ma. The outermost 5 km will be solid by 3 Ma. Chondrule production would be 

limited to a narrow time-slot between about 1.5 and 2 Ma. The short time-span 

for chondrule production predicted by the model is remarkable because it is inde

pendent of the time of planetesimal formation (accretion) and is lengthened only 

slightly with increase in planetesimal radius. It is even more remarkable because 

it is in close agreement with the ®̂A1 evidence th a t real chondrules formed mostly 

between about 1.5 Ma and 3 Ma after CAIs (e.g. K ita et al., 2000; Mostefaoui et al., 

2000). Admittedly, the Al-Mg chronometer is insensitive to the precise timing of the 

close of the chondrule-forming epoch, but I-Xe dating of individual chondrules in 

undisturbed meteorites consistently indicates formation 2 million years either side of 

the time of formation of the Shallowater standard (Whitby and Gilmour, 2001). In 

the same context it is perhaps significant that Mostefaoui et al. (2000) claim a cor

relation between chondrule age and Mg/Si ratio, with the later-formed chondrules 

being more pyroxenitic. Such a correlation is in good agreement with the idea th a t
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melt chemistry within planetesmals was evolving during this brief period in response 

to olivine segregation, as discussed in the previous section. Finally, chondrule ages 

younger than 1.5 Ma are very rare, yet the model predicts molten planetesimals 

from 0.3 Ma onwards. The near absence of chondrules with ages between 0.3 and 

1.5 Ma therefore poses a slight problem for the model. A likely explanation for the 

missing early chondrules is that they have almost all been recycled. Prior to 1.5 Ma, 

^^Al was sufficiently potent to melt planetesimals. Chondrules formed before 1.5 Ma 

would therefore have been liable to recycling through re-accretion and re-melting; 

they would have had a low preservation potential.

An alternative to this is that these chondrules which are older may not have 

been among the chondrule which have been dated at this time. If CAIs could be 

preserved then there would be no reason to expect that chondrules would not have 

been preserved also. Perhaps when more data is collected older chondrules will be 

found.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of temperature against time for a 50 km body forming at 0.063 Ma with 
To =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of temperature against (a) radial distance and (b) volume showing the 
temperature profiles at different times, which are labelled, for a 50 km body forming at 
0.063 Ma with Tq =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of temperature against (a) radial distance and (b) volume showing the 
temperature profiles at different times, which are labelled, for a 50 km body forming at 
0.883 Ma with Tq =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.9: Plot of temperature against time for a 50 km body forming at 1.792 Ma with 
To =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of temperature against time for a 20 km body forming at 0.063 Ma 
with To =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of temperature against (a) radial distance and (b) volume showing the 
temperature profiles at different times, which are labelled, for a 20 km body forming at 
0.063 Ma with To =  700 K with convection included.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of temperature against time for a 20 km body forming at 0.883 Ma 
with To =  700 K with convection included.
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temperature profiles at different times, which are labelled, for a 20 km body forming at 
0.883 Ma with Tq =  700 K with convection included.
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5.3 A ccretion

5.3.1 Theory

It is clear from chapter 2 that there is no clear answer as to how quickly meteorite 

parent bodies accreted in the early solar system. Much more work needs to be 

done, both theoretical and observational, in order to get a definitive answer as 

to how accretion progressed. Hitherto, the planetesimals are assumed to accrete 

instantaneously to a set radius and remain at this radius. It is clear that this is a 

gross simplication of the evolution of the bodies.

Gradual accretion has been incorporated into other thermal evolution models 

(Ghosh and McSween, 1996b, 1998, 2000) using various accretion rates (Wetherill, 

1990; Ghosh and McSween, 1999a). In this work two regimes of accretion are mod

elled. Fast accretion where the body is formed quickly while ®̂A1 is still potent, and 

slow accretion where the body accretes slowly over a prolonged period when ®̂A1 is 

decaying away.

The general view (Wetherill and Stewart, 1989; Wetherill and Kortenkamp, 1999; 

Richardson, 1995) is that accretion happened rapidly which is in agreement with 

the results here suggesting that bodies would have to have reached sizeable radii i.e. 

> 5 km while ®̂A1 was extant.

5.3.2 R esults  

Fast Accretion

In this case the body is assumed to grow from 5 km to 50 km in 10 equal step every 

0.01 Ma (Fig. 5.14). The body has reached its final size within 0.1 Ma. Therefore 

it would not be expected that the temperature profile would be that much different 

from a 50 km body accreting at 0.1 Ma. This can be seen to be true by comparing this 

profile with the one in Fig 5.15 which is for a 50 km body accreting instantaneously 

at 0.0 Ma.
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Slow Accretion

Two cases are considered here. In the first the body is assumed to grow from 5 km 

to 50 km in 100 equal steps every 0.01 Ma reaching a maximum radius in 1.0 Ma 

(Fig. 5.16). The second body increases in size every 0.1 Ma reaching 50 km radius 

at 5.0 Ma, Fig. 5.17.

W hen accretion occurs over a prolonged length of tim e the temperature profiles 

are quiet different. Cooler material is being added onto the surface and the amount 

of ^®A1 in it has decreased. Therefore the tem perature th a t this material reaches 

is much lower than the m aterial at a deeper level. The inner material reaches high 

tem peratures as it has accreted earlier.

5.3.3 Discussion

While convection is ongoing in the planetesimals most material that accumulates 

on the planetesimal will be sintered and melted as the heat is transferred to the 

surface. However after the ®̂A1 has decayed away and the planetesimal starts to 

cool down material accreting onto the cooling planetesimal may not be sintered. 

This would result in a porous layer blanketing the planetesimals. This would result 

in the internal tem perature of the planetesimals remaining higher than it would 

without the insulating layer. The details of how much of a layer would form on the 

surface of the planetesimals at this stage is unclear. Collisions would form a regolith 

like th a t on the Moon, but high energy impacts would cause this regolith to heat 

up and lose its porous nature. At the moment there is no clear theoretical model 

of how the regolith would evolve over time. In fact each planetesimal would have a 

different amount of regolith depending on its collision history.

The modelling of continuous accretion is at a preliminary stage. The results 

shown in Figs. 5.14-5.17 assume an ambient temperature of 700 K without correcting 

the tim e for the period needed to heat the planetesimal from 250 K. Also, the 

meaningless super-liquidus tem peratures are again presented because convection has 

not yet been included in the code. Nevertheless, the work to date is useful because 

it demonstrates the flexibility of the finite differencing scheme to deal with gradual 

accretion.
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Figure 5.14: Plot of temperature against radial distance showing the effect of accretion. 
In this case the planetesimal grows from 5 km to 50 km in 0.1 Ma.
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Figure 5.15: Plot of temperature against radial distance showing a 50 km body accreting 
instantaneously at 0.0 Ma
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Figure 5.16: Plot of temperature against radial distance showing the effect of accretion. 
In this case a 5 km body reaches 50 km in 1.0 Ma.
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Figure 5.17: Plot of temperature against radial distance showing the effect of accretion. 
In this case a 5 km body reaches 50 km in 5.0 Ma.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This short final chapter summarises the main findings of this study, and briefly 

discusses some possible developments of it that may be explored in the future.

6.1 List o f the Main Findings

1. The analytical solution of the heat equation for radioactive planetesimals gives 

the same results as the numerical solution, confirming that the latter is valid. 

(§ 3.2).

2. The surface temperature of a planetesimal can be safely assumed to be the 

same as the ambient nebular temperature (§ 4.2.1).

3. The decay of ®̂A1 dominates over the combined effect of all other radioactive 

isotopes as a heat source in early planetesimals (§ 4.4).

4. During heating, the outer dusty layer with high porosity does not act as an 

insulator because it sinters and loses its porosity as its temperature rises above 

about 700 K (§ 4.6.5).

5. Where the model assumes that heat loss is entirely by conduction, meaningless 

high temperatures are predicted (§ 3.2, § 4.6).

6. Planetesimals that had not melted by about 5 Ma would never melt (§ 4.6.8).



7. In this model, for a planetesimal core to  reach liquidus temperatures, the 

planetesimal must have formed (accreted) before about 1.5 Ma, and its radius 

must have exceeded about 10 km. Since about 80% of rneteorite parent bodies 

are known to have melted, it follows, assuming this model is correct, that 

planetesimals larger than 10 km in radius were very common in the solar 

system before 1.5 Ma (§ 4.7.1).

8. Incorporation of 60% by mass of ice in the original planetesimal would prevent 

it from melting. Such icy planetesimals may have been the carriers of CAIs 

(§ 4.8).

9. The rate of super-solidus heating exceeds the rate of upward migration of the 

first (basaltic) melt fraction, but is less than the rate of sinking of droplets of 

m etal/sulphide, and is probably less than the rate of olivine settling (depend

ing on olivine crystal size) (§ 5.1).

10. Once the planetesimal interior is sufficiently molten (e.g. 50% melt) it will lose 

heat by convection. Modelling of convective heat transfer suggests th a t the 

melt will be kept at near-liquidus temperatures, and will remain chemically 

unfractionated for between 1 and 4 million years, depending on planetesimal 

size. Such temperatures, chemistry and time span are in good agreement with 

those inferred for chondrules (§ 5.2).

11. Olivine settling will cause Mg/Si in the melt to decrease with time. This trend 

has been observed in chondrules (§ 5.2.3).

12. The gradual accretion of planetesimals is amenable to modelling, though its 

consequences have not yet been fully investigated (§ 5.3).

6.2 Future Work

There are a number of ways the code can be improved, to make it either more 

realistic or more efficient. These are discussed next.
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6.2.1 Variable Ambient Temperature

The assumption of a choice of a constant ambient tem perature has been discussed in 

§4.1. However it is clear from this discussion th a t the ambient temperature varied 

as a function of time. A time dependent ambient tem perature could be incorporated 

into the code w ithout too much difficulty. However more da ta  as to how the ambient 

tem perature varied as a function of time would be required in order to model this 

effect correctly.

6.2.2 Low Temperature Regime

This work has focused mainly on the fate of planetesimals that melted because they 

formed while ^®A1 was still very much extant. The details of the behaviour of water 

and ice have been largely overlooked. However the code has been written to account 

for the therm al properties of water and ice. This could be further developed in 

order to account for the energy released when hydrous minerals (e.g. serpentine) 

are dehydrated. Also transport of the water and vapour could be included. Some 

work on this subject has been done previously by other workers (e.g. Grimm and 

McSween, 1989).

6.2.3 Convection included during Gradual Accretion

In the previous chapter convection and accretion were treated as separate issues. 

The M akefile  (§B.3.1) could be easily altered so tha t convection was included in a 

planetesimal which was gradually increasing in size. This would have implications for 

the percentage of a body th a t was molten as material added later would presumably 

be cooler and would not heat up as much as some of the ®̂A1 would have decayed 

away. However there is no clear theory on how accretion occurred and how the 

radius of an “average” planetesimal varied with time. Indeed perhaps the concept 

of an “average” planetesimal is misleading.
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6.2.4 Convection Versus Fractionation

It has been assumed here th a t convection will occur prior to fractionation. No details 

of the phase chemistry have been modelled. Modelling of this situation has been 

carried out with regard to magma chambers on the E arth  (Huppert and Sparks, 

1980) but the problem is significantly different in the scenario of planetesimals in 

the early solar system. Obviously there is evidence for fractionation in the early 

solar system (e.g. pallasites and iron meteorites) but this perhaps occurred after 

the planetesimal started  to cool down. A detailed knowledge of the chemistry of the 

starting m aterial would need to be known as well as details of the phase diagrams 

in order to successfully model convection and fractionation simultaneously.

6.2.5 Improvements in Efficiency

It was mentioned in § 4.6.4 tha t a high resolution was needed to model the thin 

surface layer th a t developed after sintering occurred. Currently the grid spacing is 

fixed a t a constant value. This means that even in the center where there is often no 

tem perature gradient many unnecessary calculations are being carried out because 

the grid spacing is small. Prior to the error being found in the calculation of the 

diffusivity (§ 4.6.3) a low resolution grid seemed sufficent to get sensible results. 

A brief attem pt was made to model the planetesimals with a high resolution grid 

at the surface and a low resolution grid towards the centre. This initial a ttem pt 

was unsuccessful. It should be possible to incorporate a variable grid into the code 

which would allow for the code to run much faster. In essence the grid spacing would 

depend on the tem perature gradient in the region being computed.
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Appendix A 

User Manual

A .l Introduction

The computer code in Appendix B was written on the Unix platform, (specifically 
Linux RedHat). The GNU compiler g++ is used to compile the code. There is a 
M akefile associated with each of the four programs in Appendix B. An overview of 
the files is given here for each of the programs explaining what the purpose of each 
file is. The plotting program gnuplo t was used to present the data. In all cases 
the results of the simulation are saved to a subdirectory named ou tput to avoid the 
directory with the code in it being filled up with data. It is trivial to adjust this 
tha t different quantities e.g. the temperature or diffusivity are saved in further sub 
directories such as o u tp u t/te m p e ra tu re / if alot of data is outputted.

A number of useful shell scripts are given in § A. 1.5. These are useful in pro
cessing the data and automating a number of otherwise tedious tasks.

A. 1.1 Analytical Solution to the Heat Equation
The code in this section is used to find the solution to Eqn 3.2 which is the analytical 
solution to the heat equation Eqn 3.1. The files associated with this code are listed 
and explained in Table A.I. Typing make at the command prompt will compile the 
code and create the executable exe .a in a ly tica l. Table A.2 list the command line 
arguments required to execute the code.

Filename Description
M akefile Used to compile the code.
setup_ana.h Sets constant values and includes other files required.
e x e .a n a ly t ic a l The executable which is created.
a n a ly t ic a l.c The main code which calculates the solution.
p r in t f i le - t im e . c Outputs the data to a file as a function of time.
save_temp_time. c Sets a suitable filename and then calls p r in tf ile .t im e .c

Table A .l: List of files used in solving the heat equation analytically.
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Description
The radius of the planetesimal
The time of formation relative to CAI formation (to)
The end time of the simulation
The ambient nebular temperature

Table A .2: List of the  com m and hne argum ents th a t  exe . a n a l y t i c a l  requires and 
w hat they  represent.

A. 1.2 Explicit Solution to the Heat Equation with a Radi
ation Boundary Condition

The code in th is section is used to  find the solution to  the  heat equation Eqn 3.1 
when a rad ia tion  boundary condition is used. T he files associated with this code 
are listed and described in Table A .3. The M ak efile  options and resultant files 
produced are listed in Table A .4. Table A.5 lists the command line argum ents tha t 
are required to  pass to  the  executables created.

Filename Description
M akefile Used to compile the code.
d e c la re .h Declares the variables required.
g e t_arg .h Retrives and assigns the command line arguments.
i n i t i a l i s e . h Initialises the values.
s e tu p .h Sets defined values and includes other files required.
te s t jra d ia tio n _ c o n d . c The main code which calculates the solution.
gnuplot jf  ilenam e. c Writes gnuplot code to present data.
i to a .c Generic function used to convert an in te g e r  to a s t r in g .
memoryId.c Function used to allocate memory to variables.
p r i n t f i l e . c Outputs the data to a file.
r a d io a c t iv e . c Calculates the energy at each timestep and the resultant

temperature change.
r e v e r s e . c Generic function used by i to a .c .
save_data .c Sets a suitable filename and then calls p r in t f  i l e .  c
toraas. c Solves a set of tridiagonal equations.

Table A .3: List of files used in solving the heat equation when a radiation boundary 
condition is included.

A. 1.3 Crank-Nicolson Solution to the Heat Equation
The code in th is section is used to  find the solution to the heat equation Eqn 3.1 
when variable param eters are used. The files associated with this code are listed 
and described in Table A .6. The M ak efile  options and resultant files produced are 
listed in Table A .7. Table A .8 lists the  command line arguments th a t are required 
to  pass to  the executables created.

Number Prompt
1 <radius [km]>
2 <formation_time>
3 <final time>
4 <am bT>



Option Description______________
radcn Creates object files in which the RADCN flag has been set.
allrad Creates all other object files and e x e . rad cn  executable.
iioradcn Creates object files in which the NORADCN flag has been set.
allnorad Creates all other object files and ex e .n o rad  executable.
clean Removes various files that may have been created during compilation or

execution of the code.

Table A.4: List of the M akefile arguments.

Number Prompt Description
1 <no_grid_pts> The number of gridpoints for the simulation
2 <m axt> The end time of the simulation
3 <acc_time> The time of formation relative to CAI formation (^o)
4 < radius> The radius of the planetesimal
5 < d t> The timestep
6 <am bT> The ambient nebular temperature
7 < no-data_dumps > The number of data files saved

Table A .5: List of the command line arguments that the executables in Table A.4 
require and what they represent.

A .1.4 Fractionation
The code in this section is used to find the depth and velocity of solid spheres in 
a melt. The files associated with this code are listed and explained in Table A.9. 
Typing make at the command prompt will compile the code and create the executable 
exe.depth.



Filename Description
M akefile Used to compile the code.
allocate_m em ory. h Allocates memory to the variables.
d e c la re .h Declares the variables required.
g e t-a rgum en ts. h Retrives and assigns the command line arguments.
i n i t i a l i s e _ v a r i a b l e s . h Initialises the variables.
se tu p -v a r .h Sets defined values and includes other files required.
so u rc e s .e n e rg y .h Initialises the energy sources and their values.
vd_ lat_acc .c The main code which calls the other in the correct order.
a_b_c. c Simultaneous equation solver.
acc_rad_code.c Code used in getting radius against formation time graph.
convection_rock . c Calculates “diffusivity” when convection of melt occurs.
convection_w ater. c Calculates “diffusivity” when convection of water occurs.
d iffu s iv ity J (_ C p . c This is a copy of one of the next two files.
d if  f  usivity_K_Cp. c . co n s teo it. c Returns constant values of Cp, k and K .
d if  f  usivity-K _C p. c . v a r i a b l e . c Calculates Cp, k and K  (Yomogida and Matsui, 1984).
d r i v e r . c Used to  run multiple instances of the code with varying 

formation time and radii to calculate “melt envelope”.
en e rg y . c Calculates T  based on the radioactive decay energy.
flu id _ ch e ck . c Check if there is a fluid component.
gnup lo t J i le n c u n e . c Writes gnuplot code to present data.
gnup lo t jf  ilenam e_tim e. c Writes gnuplot code to present data when data 

is a function of time.
in c re a se  jra d iu s -s im p le . c Increase the radius of the planetesimal.
i t o a .c Generic function used to convert an in te g e r  to a s t r in g .
l a t e n t . c Account for the latent heat of rock, water and ice.
memoryId.c Function used to allocate memory to 1-D double variables.
memory ld _ in t . c Function used to allocate memory to 1-D in te g e r  variables.
memory2d. c Function used to allocate memory to 2-D double variables.
new_grid. c Increase the radius of the planetesimal to simulate accretion.
new_temp.c Calculates the new temperature.
p o r o s i ty . c Calculates the porosity as a function of temperature.
p r i n t f i l e . c Outputs the data to a file.
p r in t f i l e _ t im e . c Outputs the data to a file as a function of time.
r a d io a c t iv e . c Calculates the energy produced at each timestep
r e v e r s e . c Generic function used by i t o a . c.
rho_bulk . c Calculates the density as a function of the porosity
s a v e jn e l t . c Saves what percent of a body melts when a certain core 

temperature is reached
save_not_m elt. c Saves peak temperature of bodies that do not melt
save_peak-temp. c Saves time at which peak temperatures are reached
save_tem p_diff. c Sets a suitable filename and calls p r in t f  i l e .  c to save data
save_temp_time. c Sets a suitable filename and calls p r in t f  i l e . c to save d ata  

when its a function of time.

Table A .6: List of files used in solving the heat equation when variable parameters 
are used.



Option Description -----------------------
Creates object files in which the ACCRETE flag has -------------------
Creates ail other object files and acc_vd_lat.exe executable.
This executable is used to include accretion in the simulation 
Creates object files in which the ACCVRAD flag has been set.
Creates all other object files and acc_rad.exe executable.
This executable is used for calculating the “melt” envelope.
Creates object files in which the CONVECTION flag has been set.
Creates all other object files and convect.exe executable.
This executable is used to include convection in the simulation 
Creates object files in which the TVT flag has been set.
Creates all other object files and t v t . exe executable.
This executable is used to output the results as a function of time.
Creates object flies in which the TVR flag has been set.
Creates all other object flies and t v r . exe executable.
This executable is used to output the results as a function of radial distance. 
Creates object files in which the BOTH flag has been set.
Creates all other object files and bothexe executable.
This executable is used to output the results as a function of radial distance 
and time.
Removes various files that may have been created during compilation or 
execution of the code.

Table A .7; List of the M akefile  argum ents and their effects.

Number Prompt Description
1 <no_grid_pts> The initial number of gridpoints for the simulation.
2 <tot_no-grid-pts> The total number of gridpoints for the simulation.
3 <m axt> The end time of the simulation.
4 < formation_time> The time of formation relative to CAI formation (^o).
5 < radius> The initial radius of the planetesimal (before accretion).
6 <flnal_radius> The radius of the planetesimal (after accretion).
7 < d t> The timestep.
8 <initT > The initial temperature of the body.
9 <initial-porosity> The initial porosity.
10 <no_data_dumps> The number of data flies saved.
11 <amt Jhc> The value of the latent heat of fusion of rock.
12 < ice/water by vol> The ice/water content by volume fraction.
13 <no-lhcJevels> The number of intervals over which the latent heat of

fusion of rock is taken up.
14 < no_accretions > The number of intervals over which accretion occurs.

Table A .8: List of the com m and line arguments that the executables in Table A .7 
require and w hat they represent.

acc
accexe

accrad
accradexe

con
conexe

tvt
tvtexe

tvr
tvrexe

both
bothexe

clean
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Filename Description
M akefile 
d e c la re .h  
i n i t i a l i s e  
se tu p .h  
ex e .d ep th

dep th .c  
i to a .c  
r e v e r s e . c

Table A .9:

Used to compile the code.
Declares the variables required.

. h Initialises the values.
Sets constant values and includes other files required.
The executable which is created.
One command line argument i.e. the radius of the planetesimal is required 
The main code which calculates the depth and velocity and then outputs the data. 
Generic function used to convert an in te g e r  to a s tr in g .
Generic function used by itoa .c^__________________________________

List of files used to find the velocity and depth of a sphere in a “m elt” .
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A .1.5 Shell Scripts for Data Processing
These shell scripts are used to make multiple changes to many files. The alternative 
is to edit the files by hand which tends to be time consuming.

com ma2plot .sh

#!/bin/sh
# This shell scripts substitutes the term ’p lo t  [ : ] [ : ] ’ for the first
# comma in files ending with a .plot suffix. It will substitute this
# in all files in the current directory

INPUT_FILES=‘ls *.plot‘

for FILE in $INPUT_FILES 
do

sed - e  ’ I s / , / p l o t  [ : ] [ : ] / g ’ <  SFILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE

done

fn_rad.sh

#!/bin/sh
# This substitute ’2 :3 ’ with ’1 :3 ’ in all files in the current directory
# that have a .plot suffix. In essence this plot the data as a function
# of radial distance rather than volume i.e. columns 1 and 3 in the output
# files.

INPUT_FILES=‘ls *.plot‘

for FILE in $INPUT_FILES 
do

sed —e ’s /2 :3 / l : 3 /g ’ < SFILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE

done

fn_vol.sh

#!/bin/sh
# This substitute ’1 :3 ’ with ’2 :3 ’ in all files in the current directory
# that have a .plot suffix. In essence this plot the data as a function
# of volume rather than radial distance i.e. columns 2 and 3 in the output
# files.

INPUT_FILES='ls *.plof

for FILE in SINPUT.FILES 
do

sed - e  ’ s / l : 3 /2 : 3 /g ’ <  SFILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE
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done

radacc.sh

#!/bin/sh
# This script is used to make the raw plot file for the melt
# envelope figure more gnuplot friendly.

INPUT-FILES='ls *.plot‘

for FILE in $INPUT_FILES 
do

sed - e  's / r a d / ,  " ra d /g ' <  $FILE >  $FILE.new 
mv SFILE.new $FILE 
sed - e  > s /d a t/d a t"  u 2 :4  w p \ \ /g >  <  $FILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE

done

w_l.sh

#!/bin/sh
# This substitute the ’w p ’ with ’w 1’ in all files in the current directory
# that have a .plot suffix. In essence this plot the data as a lines
# rather than points.

INPUT_FILES='ls *.plot'

for FILE in SINPUT.FILES 
do

sed —e ’ s/w p/w 1 /g ’ <  SFILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE

done

w JJt.sh

#!/bin/sh
# This substitute ’ w 1 ’ with ’ w 1 I t  1 ’ in all files in the current directory
# that have a .plot suffix. In essence this makes all the lines the same type.

INPUT_FILES=‘ls t  ; Is *.plot‘

for FILE in $INPUT_FILES 
do

sed —e ’ s/w 1/w 1 I t  1 /g ’ <  SFILE >  SFILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SFILE

done
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w_p.sh

# !/b in /sh
# This substitute the ’ w 1> w ith  ’ w p ’ in  all files in  the current directory 
it tha t have a .p lot suffix. In  essence this p lo t the data as points 
it rather than lines.

IN P U T _ F ILE S = ‘ls *.p lo t'

fo r F IL E  in  $INPUT_FILES 
do

sed - e  ’ s/w 1/w  p /g ’ <  $FILE >  $FILE.new 
mv SFILE.new SPILE

done
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Appendix B 

Computer Code

B .l Analytical Solution 

B . l . l  Makefile

#Source code lists and executable names here
SEQ_SOURCE.CODE = analytical.c save_temp_time.c printfile_time.c 
SEQ_EXECS =  exe.analytical

#StufF required for any compilation 
CC = /usr/bin/g+4-
CLINKER = $(CC)

### End User configurable options ###
CFLAGS = $(OPTFLAGS)
SEQ.OBJS = $(SEQ-SOURCE_CODE:.c=.o)

default:$(SEQ-OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(CFLAGS) - o  $(SEQ_EXECS) $(SEQ.OBJS) -Im

clean:
/bin/rm  —f *.o *.core *.bak exe.*

B .l .  2 analytical.c

V

This code is used to get a analytical solution to the heat 
equation.
Constant values fo r  diffusivity have to be used.
The solution is T  =  T -0  + A * B  + C * sum  D * E  
Equation is taken from  (LaTourrette and Wasserburg, 1998) 
Which is taken from  (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959)

#include "setup_ana.h"

void main ( in t argc, char *argv[])
{
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double A,
B[NO_GRID_PTS],
C[NO-GRID_PTS],
D,
E[NO_GRID_PTS],
F[NO_GRID_FTS],
A_0,

H_0,

amt_Al,
ratio,
amt_A126,
wgt_per,
decay_energy,
Nzero,

decay _cons,

one_second, 
no_decays_kg_init,

T_0,
T[NO-GRID_PTS],

R ,

R_squ,
r[NO_GRID_PTS],

dr,
time,
form_time,
final-time,
density,
Cp,

diffusivity,
conductivity,
sq_dc__diff;

Temporary values 
Used to make the 
equation more 
manageable

Initial heating rate per 
unit volume[ w /  m"3 ]
Initial heating rate per 
unit kg [ W /  kg ]
Number of atoms of A1 per kg 
ratio of AL26 : AL27 
Amount of AL26 
Weight percent [1  /  kg ] 
Decay energy of AL26 [ J  ] 
Initial amount of AL26 
[ 1 /  kg ]
Decay constant of AL26 
[ 1 / s  ]
Needed for unit consistency 
Number of decays per kg 
initially
Initial temperature 
Temperature as a function of 
radius [ K ]
Radius of body 
Radius of body squared 
radial distance from 
center [m]
Distance between grid points 
time in s
Formation time of body 
End time of the calculation 
[ kg /  m*3 ]
Heat Capaicity of liquid 
[ J /  Kg K ]
I m‘2 / s ]
[ J /  m s K ]
Square root of the 
decay constant/diffusivity

in t i,
n,
n_squ; 

if  { argc != 5 )
{

printf("P lease run w ith  4 arguments\n");
p r in tf(" \n e x e .a n a ly t ic a l <radius [km]> 

<formation_tiroe>  
< f in a l  time> 
<ambT>\n\n");

exit(O);
}

R = atof(argv[l])*1000;



form_time =  atof(argv[2])*YEAR*le6;
final_time =  atof(argv[3])*YEAR*le6:
T_0 =  atof(argv[4]);
R_squ =  R*R;
amt_Al =  6.022e26/26.982;
ratio =  5e—5;
wgt_per =  .009;

amt_A126 =  amt_Al*ratio*wgt_per;

decay_energy =  6.4e—19*le6;
Nzero =  amt_A126;

decay_cons =  3.O le -14; 
one-second =  1.0;

Cp =  837; 
conductivity =  2.1; 
density =  3300;
difFusivity =  conductivity /  ( Cp * density ); 

no_decays_kg_init =  Nzero*decay_cons*one_second;
H_0 =  no_decays_kg_init * decay_energy * exp (—decay_cons*form_time); 
A_0 =  H_0 * density;

sq_dc__difF =  sqrt(decay_cons/diffusivity); 
dr =  R /( NO-GRID_PTS -1 .0  ); 
fo r ( time =  0.0; time < finaLtime;

tim e+=  (final_time—form_time)/100.0 )
{

dr =  R /( NO_GRID_PTS -1 .0  );
for ( i =  0 ; i < NO_GRID_PTS ; iH—I- )
{

r[i] =  i * dr;
T[i] =  0.0;
B[i] =  0.0;
C[i] =  0.0;
E[i] =  0.0;
F[i] =  0.0;

}

A =  ( ( diffusivity * A_0 ) /
( conductivity * decay.cons ) )

* exp(—decay-cons * time); 
fo r ( i =  1 ; i < NO-GRID_PTS ; i+ +  )

 ̂ B[i] =  ( R * sin( r[i] * sq_dc__difr) ) /
( r[i] * sin( R  * sq-dc._diff) ) -  1.0;

C[i] =  ( 2.0 * powf(R, 3.0) * A_0 ) /
( r[i] * PLCU B ♦ conductivity );

}

fo r ( n =  1 ; n < 40 ; n + +  )
{

n_squ =  n*n;
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D = pow f(- 1.0,n) /
( n * ( n_squ -

( decay_cons*R_squ /
 ̂ (diffusivity * PLSQU ) ) )

for ( i =  1 ; i < NO-GRID_PTS ; i+ +  )

E[i] =  sin ( n * PI * r[i] /  R ) * 
exp( — diffusivity * n_squ *

PI_SQU * time/R_squ);
F[i] + =  D * E[i];

}
}

for ( i =  1 ; 1 < NO_GRID_PTS ; i+ +  )
{
 ̂ T[i] =  T_0 + A * B[i] + C[i] * F[i];

save_data_time(argv,argc,T,"temp"
,r. (time+form_time)/(YEAR*le6) ,NO_GRID_PTS);

}
}

B.1.3 setup_ana.h

#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<string.h>
#include < math .h >
#include<iostream.h>

#define NO-GRID-PTS 1000 
#define PI 3.14159265358979323846 
#define PLSQU P P P I 
#define PI_CUB PI*PI*PI 
#define TO_RAD PI/180 
#define YEAR 60*60*24*365.25

void printfile_time{ double *r,
double *U, 
chcu: *filename, 
float time, 
in t n);

void save_data_time( char *ar[],
in t argc,
double *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
double *r, 
float t  , 
in t n );
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B.1.4 printfile_time.c

#include " setup_euia. h "

void printfile_time( d o u b le  *r, 
d o u b le  *U, 
ch a r *filename, 
float time, 
in t n )

{
in t  i;
FILE *fp;

if( { fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

prin tf("\nC annot open f i l e  ’/.sNn" , filename); 
exit(O);

}

fprintf(fp,"# r /R  = 0 .00  : 0 .50 : 0.90 : tim e\n");
fprin tf(fp ,-/.8 .41f 7.8.41f 7.8.41f 7.f\n"

, U[l], U[{int)(n*0.50)],U[(int)(n*0.9)],time);
fclose(fp);

B.1.5 save_temp_time.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ an a . h"

void  save_data_time( ch ar *ar[], 
in t argc,
doub le  *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
d oub le  *r, 
float time, 
in t n)

in t  i;
chsir filename[256],char_time[10];
FILE *fp;

strcpy (filename, "ou tpu t /  "); 
strcat(filename,data_name); 
strcat(filename," _ "); 
fo r ( i =  1 ; i <  argc ; i+ +  )
{

strcat (filename,ar[i]); 
strcat (filename," _ ");

}
strcat (filename," t  im e. d a t "); 

printfile_time(r,data_value,filename,time,n);



}

B.2 Explicit Solution
This code test the radiation condition using an explicit method. The main file is 
test_radiation_cond.c. This file has the following files associated with it.

B.2.1 Makefile
#Source code lists and executable names here
SEQ_SOURCE_CODE =  test_radiation_cond.c memoryld.c printfile.c \ 

radioactive.c tomas.c save_data.c \  
gnuplot-filename.c reverse.c itoa.c 

RADCN.EXECS = exe.radcn 
NORADCN_EXECS = exe.norad

#Stuff required for any compilation 
CC = /usr/b in /g+ +
CLINKER = $(CC)
OPTFLAGS =  - 0 3
RADCNOPTFLAGS = - 0 3  -DRADCN - g  
NORADCNOPTFLAGS = - 0 3  -DNORADCN

### End User configurable options ### 
CFLAGS = $(OPTFLAGS)
RADCN = ${RADCNOPTFLAGS) 
NORADCN = $(NORADCNOPTFLAGS) 
SEQ_OBJS =  $(SEQ_SOURCE_CODE;.c=.o)

allnorad :$(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) -o  $(NORADCN_EXECS) $(SEQ.OB.IS) -Im

allrad :$(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(RADCN_EXECS) $(SEQ_OBJS) -Im

radcn: test_radiation_cond.c save_data.c gnuplot_filename.c
$(CLINKER) $(RADCNOPTFLAGS) - c  test_radiation_cond.c \ 
save_data.c gnuplot-filename.c

noradcn:test_radiation_cond.c save_data.c gnuplot-filename.c
$(CLINKER) $(NORADCNOPTFLAGS) - c  test.radiation.cond.c \  
save_data.c gnuplot-filename.c

clean:
/bin/rm  —f *.o *.core *.bak exe.*
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B.2.2 test_radiation_cond.c
/ *  Program to use the Thomas algorithm to solve
the Heat equation in 1-D . This can be compiled with or without
a radiation condition included.

V
# in c lu d e " se tu p . h"

in t m ain(int argc ,char *argv[])
{

# in c lu d e " d e c la re .h"
# in c lu d e"g e t_ c irg . h"

//memory(&a,i'b,<&'C,Sid,&U,i:br,&r_p_half,&r_in_half,&rec_sq_r,&r,atoi(argv[l]) );
m em oryld(a,atoi(argv[l]));
m em oryld(b,atoi(argv[l]));
mem oryld(c,atoi(argv[l]));
mem oryld(d,atoi(argv[l]));
m em oryld(U,atoi(argv[l]));
m em oryld(br,atoi(argv[l]));
memoryld(r_p_half,atoi(argv[l]));
memory 1 d (r _m_half ,atoi (argv [1]));
memory 1 d (rec_sq_r, atoi(argv[l]));
m em oryld(r,atoi(argv[l]));

# in c lu d e " in i t i a l i s e .h "

start =  acc_time/dt;
step-size =  (no_time_steps—start)/no_data_dumps; 
finish =  start+step-size;

fo r ( dummy =  0.0 ; dummy < no.data-dum ps ; dummy+ +  )
{

fo r (t =  start ; t  < =  finish ; t+ +  )
{

# ifdef RADCN
U_surface_plus_one =  U[no_grid_pts—2]

-  2*dr* ( emmisivity^boltz /  K )
* ( pow(U[no-grid_pts-l],4) -  ambT4 );

Ustar =  2.0 * a[no_grid_pts-l] * U[no_grid_pts-2]
+ ( 1.0 -  2.0 * ( a[no-grid_pts-l] + c.no_grid_pts_ml ) )
* U[no_grid_pts-l] +  2.0 * c_no_grid-pts.ml * U-surface.plus_one;

d[no_grid_pts—1] =  a[no_grid_pts—l]*U[no_grid_pts—2]
+  br[no_grid_pts-l]*U[no-grid.pts-l]
+  c_no_grid_pts_ml * ( U-Surface.plus-one +  Ustar ) ; 

if  ( d[no_grid_pts—1] > 10.0*ambT )

 ̂ printf(" D iverged : P lease  use a sh orter tim estep  \n");
exit(O);

}
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#end if

#ifdef NORADCN 

#endif

thomas(no_grid_pts+l,a,b.c,d,U):

}
exit(O);

thomas(no_grid_pts,a,b,c,d,U):

for( i =  1 ; i < no_grid_pts—1 ; i+ +  )

 ̂ d[i] =  a[i]*U[i-l] +  br[i]*U[i] +  c[i]*U[i+l];

radioactive(Cp,t,dt,&dT);
for( i =  1 ; i < no_grid_pts ; i+ +  )
{

d[i] + =  dT;
}

}
time =  t *dt;
U[0] =  U[l];
save_data(argv,argc,U, "temp",r,time,K_rho_Cp,no_grid_pts);

start =  finish ;
finish =  start +  step.size;

B.2.3 setup.h

#include<stdio .h>  
# include<stdlib .h>  
# include < string, h > 
# include< m ath .h>

#define pi 3.141592

void printfile(

void  thomas(

void  radioactive(

void  memoryld(

d oub le *r,
double  *U,
char *filename.
in t n);

in t n,
d o u b le *a,
d o u b le *b.
d o u b le *c.
d o u b le *d.
d o u b le *U);

d oub le Cp,
d oub le t.
doub le dt,
d oub le *ddd );

doub le *(&u).
in t n );



void save_data{ char *ar[], 
in t argc,
double *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
double *r, 
float time, 
double diffusivity, 
int n);

void gnuplot_filename( char *filename, 
char *argv[], 
in t argc,
char *diffusivity );

void itoa( int n,
char s[]);

void reverse( char *s);

B.2.4 declare.h

in t i,j,k,n;

double *a,*b,*c,*d,*U;
double *br, *r_p_half, *r_m_half, *rec_sq_r,*r;
double beta,ambT,factor;
double dr,dT,t , d t dr_sqr;
double radius:
double K,rho_bulk,Cp,K__rho_Cp ;

#ifdef RADCN
double boltz,ambT4,Ustar,U_surfaice-plus-one,c_no_grid_pts_ml;

#endif

float start,finish,step_size,no-data_dumps,dummy; 
float acc_time , time, emmisivity =  1.0 ; 
float maxt , dt; 
in t no_time_steps , no_grid_pts;

/ /c h a r  filename[256],diffusivity[10];

B .2.5 get_arg.h

if ( argc != 8 )
{

printf("Please run w ith  7 argumentsXn"); 
printf("\nradcn <no_grid_pts>

<maxt>
<acc_tim e>
<radius>
<dt>
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<ambT>
<no_data_dumps>\n\n");

exit(O);
}

no_grid_pts =  atoi(argv[l]); 
maxt =  atof(argv[2]);
acc_time =  atof(argv[3]);
radius =  atof(argv[4]);
dt =  atof(argv[5]);
ambT =  atof(argv[6]);
no_data_dumps =  atof(argv[7]);

B.2.6 initialise.h

factor =  1.0; 
rho-bulk =  3300.0* le9;
Cp =  837.0;
K =  2.1*factor*3.1536e7*le6*le3; / *  output in M yr’s */
I I  factor used to make K X times smaller to see effect of lower diifusivity.

K rho-Cp =  K/(rho_bulk*Cp);

no_time_steps =  (in t)(m axt/d t);

dr =  radius/(no_grid_pts—1); 
d t-d r - s q r  =  dt /  (dr*dr);

#ifdef RADCN
boltz= 5.6705e-8*3.1536e7*le6*le6; 
ambT4 =  pow(ambT,4);

#endif

for(i 
{

}

a[l] =  0.0;
b[l] =  1.0 +  c[l];
br[l] =  1.0 -  c[l];

#ifdef NORADCN
b[no_grid_pts—1] =  l+a[no_grid_pts—1];

#endif 
#ifdef RADCN

=  1 ; i < no_grid_pts ; i+ +  )

r_p_half[i] =  pow((i+.5)*dr,2); 
r_m_half[i] =  pow((i-.5)*dr,2); 
rec_sq_r[i] =  l/pow(i*dr,2);
a[i] =  0.5 * { K__rho_Cp * r_m.half[i] ♦ rec.sq-r[i] * dt__dr_sqr );
c[i] =  0.5 ♦ ( K__rho_Cp * r_p_half[i] * rec_sq_r[i] * dt_-dr_sqr );
b[i] =  1.0 +  a[i] +  c[i]; 
br[i] =  1.0 — a[i] — c[i]; 
d[i] =  ambT;
U[i] =  ambT; 
r[i] =  i*dr;
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c_no_grid_pts_ml =  c[no_grid.pts-l]; 
c[no-grid_pts—1] =  0.0;

# en d if

B.2.7 gnuplot_filename.c

# in c lu d e " se tu p . h"

#define NO_G_PTS 1 
#define TIME 2 
#deflne ACC.TIM E 3 
#define RADIUS 4 
#define AMB_TEMP 6

void gnuplot_filename( ch a r *filename, 
ch a r *argv[], 
in t argc,
ch a r *diffusivity )

in t  i;
FILE *fp,*tex; 
c h a r file[128];

strcpy (file," o u tpu t /  "); 
fo r ( i =  1 ; i <  5 ; i+ +  )
{

strcat(file,argv[i]);
strcat(file,"_");

}
st rcat (file ,argv [AMB _TEMP]) ; 
strcat(file,"_"); 
strcat(file,diffusivity); 
strcat(file," .p lo t" ) ;

# ifdef RADCN
if( ( tex =  ( fopen("output/tex_code" , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

{
printf("\nCeoinot open f i l e  tex_code\n" ); 
exit(O);

}

fprintf (tex," W epsf ig{file=Figures/7,s_y,s_*/,s_‘/.s_*/,s_y,s. e p s i ,  angle=270}\n 
argv[NO_G_PTS],argv[TIME],argv[ACC-TIME],argv[RADIUS] 
,argv[AMB_TEMP],diffusivity );

#en d if

if(  ( fp =  ( fopen(file , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )
{

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  7,s\n" ,file ); 
exit(O);

}
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#ifdef RADCN
fp rin tf(fp ," se t n o la b e l \n " ) ;  
fp rin tf(fp ," se t te rm  p o s t \n " ) ;
fp r in tf (fp ," se t o u tp u t  \"PS/*/is_y.s_‘/.s_*/.s_y.s_'/,s .p s \ "  \n " ,  

argv[NO-G_PTS],argv[flME].argv[ACC.TIME] 
,argv[RADIUS],argv[AMB_TEMP],diffusivity ); 

fp r in tf(fp ," se t k ey \n "); 
fp r in tf(fp ," se t x la b e l  \"R ad iu s  (k m )\" \n " ); 
fp r in tf (fp ," se t y la b e l  \"T e m p e ra tu re  (K )\" \n " ) ;
fprintf(fp, s e t  l a b e l  \"A m bient Temp. = Xs K \" a t  g ra p h  0 .0 5  , .2 0 \n "  

,argv[AMB_TEMP] ); 
fp r in tf(fp ," se t l a b e l  \"E nd  Time = */,s Ma \ "  a t  g rap h  0 .0 5  , . 15\n"

,argv[TIME] );
fp r in tf(fp ," se t l a b e l  V 'F o rm ation  Time = 7,s Ma \ "  a t  g rap h  0 .0 5  , .1 0 \n "  

,argv[ACC-TIME] );
fp r in tf(fp ," se t l a b e l  \ " D i f f u s i v i t y  = ’/.s  km~2 /  Ma \ "  a t  g raph  0 .0 5  , .0 5 \n "  

.diffusivity );

fp r in tf(fp ,"p lo t [ : ]  [0 :6000] \ \ \ n " ) ;
fprin tf(fp ," , \ " .  . /y .s \"  t i t l e  \"W ith  R a d ia t io n  BC\" w 1 , \ \ \ n " ,  filename );

#endif 
#ifdef NORADCN

fprin tf(fp ," , \ " .  . / y , s \ "  t i t l e  \"W ith o u t R a d ia tio n  BC\" w 1 I t  5 \ \ \ n " ,  fiJename );
#endif

fclose(fp);
}

B .2.8 itoa.c

# in c lu d e  ' ' s e tu p .h "

v o id  i to a ( in t n , c h a r  *s ){

in t i :

1 — 

d o {
s[i+ +] =  n % 10 +  ’O’;

} w h ile  ( (n /= :10)>0);
s[i] =  ’ \ 0 ’ ;
reverse(s);

}

B .2.9 m em oryld .c

# in c lu d e "  s t d l i b . h" 
# in c lu d e "  io s t r e a m . h"
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void memory Id  ( d o u b le  *(&u) , in t n )
{

u =  new ( d o u b le  ) [n];
}

B.2.10 printfile.c

#include<std io .h>
#include<std lib .h>

void printfile(double *r,double *U, ch a r *filename. in t n ) 
{ .  

in t i;
FILE *fp;

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "w+") ) ) = =  NULL )
{

printf("\nC annot open f i l e  */,s\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}
fo r ( i =  0 ; i < n ; i+ +  )
{

fprintf(fp,"*/,lf */.8.41f\n", r[i] , U[i] );
}
fclose(fp);

B.2.11 radioactive.c

#include<stdio .h>
#include<stdlib .h>
#include< m ath .h>

void  radioactive(double Cp, double t, doub le  dt , d o u b le  *ddd )

{
d o u b le  amt_Al , ratio , amt_A126 , wgt_per; 
d o u b le  decay-energy , no_decays , Nzero , decay_cons;

wgt_per =  .009;
amt_Al =  6.022e26/26.982; /*  [1/Kg] * /
ratio =  5e—5;

amt_A126 =  amt_Al*ratio*wgt_per; / *  [1/Kg] */ 
decay_cons =  9.50e—7*le6; / *  [Myr] * /
decay-energy =  6.4e—19*le6; / *  [J] * /

Nzero =  amt_A126;

no_decays =  Nzero*exp(-decay_cons*t*dt) * ( 1 -  e x p ( -decay_cons*dt) ), 
*ddd =  no_decays*decay-energy/Cp;

}
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B .2.12 reverse.c

#include"setup .h" 

void reverse( char *s )
{

in t c , i , j;

for ( i =  0 . j =  strlen(s) -  1 ; i <  j ; i+ +  , j —  )
{

c =  s[i]; 
s[i] =  s[i];
s[i] =  c;

}
}

B .2.13 save_data.c

#include"se tup . h"

void save_data( char *ar[], 
in t argc,
double *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
double *r, 
float time, 
double K—rho_Cp, 
int n)

char filename[256],diffusivity[10], chsur_time[10]; 
in t i;

gcvt(K__rho_Cp,8,difFusivity); 
#ifdef RADCN

strcpy (filename," output / r  ad");
#endif

#ifdef NORADCN
strcpy (filename." output /  norad");

#endif
for ( i =  1 ; i < argc ; i+ +  )
{

strcat(filename," _ "); 
strcat (filencime,ar[i]);

}
strcat(filen£ime," _ "): 
time =  time * 1000; 
strcat(filename, "Time_=_ "); 
itoa((int)time,char-time); 
if ( time < 1000 )
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strcat(filename," 0 "); 
if ( time < 10000 )

strcat(filename,"0"); 
strcat(filename,char-time); 
strcat(filename," Kyr ");

strcat (filename," _ "); 
strcat(filename,diffusivity); 
strcat (filename," _ out"); 
gnuplot_filename(filename,ar,argc,diffusivity); 
printfile(r,data_ value,filename,n); 
printf("File w ritten  to  ’/.s \n\n", filename );

B.2.14 tom as.c

v o id  th o m as(in t n, d o u b le  * a ,d o u b le  *b, d o u b le  *c, d o u b le  * d ,d o u b le  *U) 
{_ 

in t  i;
d o u b le  e[n],f[n]; 
d o u b le  factor;

e[0] =  0.0; 
f[0] =  0.0;

fo r( i =  1 ; i <  n —1 ; i+ +  )
{

factor =  1.0/(b[i] -  a [i]*e[i-l]);
e[i] =  c[i] * factor;
f[i] =  (d[i] +  a[i]*f(i-l])*factor;

}

fo r( i =  n —2 ; i >  0 ; i—  )
{

U[i] =  f[i] +  U[i+1] * e[i];

}
}

B.3 M ain program  

B.3.1 Makefile
#Source code lists and  executable names here
SE Q -SO U R C E .C O D E  =  m em oryld.c m em ory ldJn t.c  memory2d.c gnuplot.filenam e-tim e.c \  

gnuplot-filenam e.c printfile.tim e.c printfile.c radioactive.c \  
a_b_c.c diffusivity_K_Cp.c new.grid.c new.temp.c porosity.c \  
rho-bulk.c vd_lat_acc.c itoa.c reverse.c save.temp-time.c \  
save_temp-diff_etc.c increcise_radius_simple.c latent.c energy.c \  
fluid-check.c convection_water.c convection_rock.c save_melt.c \  
save_not_melt.c save_peak_temp.c



SEQ-EXECS = vd_lat.exe 
ACCRETE_EXECS =  acc_vd_lat.exe 
ACCRAD_EXECS =  acc_rad.exe 
TVT_EXECS = tvt.exe 
TVR-EXECS = tvr.exe 
BOTH_EXECS = both.exe 
CONVECT_EXECS = convect.exe

#Stuff required for any compilation 
CC =  /usr/b in /g+ +
CLINKER = $(CC)
OPTFLAGS = - 0 3  
ACCRETEFLAGS= -D  ACCRETE 
ACCRADFLAGS= -DACCVRAD 
TVTFLAGS= -D T V T  - 0 3  
TVRFLAGS= -D TV R
BOTHFLAGS= -D TV T -D TV R  -DACCVRAD 
CONVECTFLAGS= -DCONVECTION

### End User configurable options ###
CFLAGS = $(OPTFLAGS)
CFLAGSMPI = $(OPTFLAGS) - I  /usr/local/m pi/include 
CFLAGSMPE = - I  $(MPE.DIR) $(MPE_GRAPH)
SEQ_OBJS = $(SEQ_SOURCE-CODE;.c=.o)
ACCRETE = $(ACCRETEFLAGS)

default:$(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(CFLAGS) - o  $(SEQ_EXECS) $(SEQ_OBJS) -Im

acc:vd_lat_acc.c
$(CLINKER) $(ACCRETEFLAGS) - c  vd.lat.acc.c 

accrad:vd_lat_acc.c
$(CLINKER) $(ACCRADFLAGS) - c  vd-lat_acc.c 

con:vd_lat_acc.c
$ (CLINKER) $(CONVECTFLAGS) - c  vdJat.acc.c 

tvt:vd_lat_acc.c
$(CLINKER) $(TVTFLAGS) - c  vd_lat_acc.c 

tvr:vd_lat_acc.c
$(CLINKER) ${TVRFLAGS) - c  vd_lat_acc.c 

both:vd_lat_acc.c
$(CLINKER) $(BOTHFLAGS) - c  vd_lat_acc.c

# Executable created

accexe; $(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) -o  $(ACCRETE_EXECS) $(SEQ.OBJS) -Im

conexe: $(SEQ_OBJS) /-.mox
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(CONVECT-EXECS) $(SEQ_OBJS) -Im

tvtexe: $(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(TVT.EXECS) $(SEQ-OBJS) -Im

tvrexe; $(SEQ_OBJS) i
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(TVR_EXECS) $(SEQ.OBJS) -Im
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bothexe;$(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(BOTH_EXECS) ${SEQ_OBJS) -Im

accradexe:$(SEQ_OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(OPTFLAGS) - o  $(ACCRAD_EXECS) $(SEQ_OBJS) -Im

clean:
/b in /rm  - f  *.o *.core *.bak

B.3.2 allocate_memory.h

memory Id  (a,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memory Id  (b,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memory Id  (c,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memory Id  (d,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (U,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memory Id  (dT,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (br,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (r_p_half,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memory Id  (r_m_half,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (rec_sq_r,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (r,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (r_old,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (rho_bulk_old,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (porosity,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (delta_porosity,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (G_r_sqr.tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (norm_radius_sqrd,tot_no-grid_pts); 
memoryld (diffusivity,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (energy,tot_no_grid_pts); 
memoryld (no_decays,tot_no_grid_pts); 
mem oryld (mass_per_rock,tot_no_grid_pts); 
mem oryld (T_melt,3+no_lhc_levels);
mem oryld (amount.of-radioactive-element.no.oLradionuclides); 
mem oryld (no_decays_in_time_dt,no_of_radionuclides); 
m em oryld (number_per_kg,no_of_radionuclides); 
m em oryld (wgt_per_element,no_of_radionuclides); 
m em oryld (ratio_unstable2stable,no_of_radionuclides); 
m eraoryld (energy_per-decay,no_of_radionuclides); 
m em oryld (decay_cons,no_of_radionuclides);

/ /  2D arrays allocations
memory2d (latent_heat,3+no_lhc_levels,tot_no_grid_pts);
memory2d (voLper,4,tot_no_grid_pts);
memory2d (mass,4,tot_no_grid_pts);
memory2d (rho_bulk,4,tot_no_grid_pts);
memory2d (K,5,tot_no_grid_pts);
memory2d (Cp,5,tot_no_grid_pts);



B .3.3 declare.h

int g, 
i,
j.
k.
n;

doub le  *a,
*b.
*c,
*d,
*U,
♦dT,
*T,
*br,
*r_p_half,
*r_m_half,
*rec_sq_r,
*r,
*r_old,
*rho_bulk_old,
*delta_porosity,
*porosity,
*G_r_sqr,
* nor m _r adius _sqrd,
*T_melt,
*diffusivity,
♦energy,
*no_decays,
*mass_per_rock,
*wgt_per_heatsource,
* amount _of_radioactive_element, 
*no_decays_in_time_dt, 
*energy_per_decay,
*decay_cons,
*wgt_per_element,
*number_per_kg,
*ratio_unstable2stable,
**latent_heat,
**vol_per,
**mass,
**K,
**rho_bulk,
**Cp,
beta,
initT,
initT_sqrd,
initT-cubed,
initT_quad,

/ /  dold, 
dr,
acc_dr,
dt,
radius,
finaLradius,



difF_temp,
totaLmass-temp,
maxt;

float print_out_step, 
start, 
finish, 
step_size, 
formation_time, 
t,
temp_cor_old,
temp_cor_new,
amt_lhc,
amt_lhc_per_level, 
porosity-zero, 
fr action_ice_water, 
time,
unit_conver;

int zpb,
no_time_steps,
no_grid_pts,
zero_porosity_boundary,
int-time,
no_lhc_leveis,
no_data_dumps,
solid_melt_radius,
delta_no_grid_pts,
no.accretions,
r_fluid_bdy[4],
CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_ROCK, 
CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_ WATER, 
FLAGMELT, 
tot_no_grid_pts;

char fi]ename[256], 
ascii_time[10];

B .3.4  get-argum ents, h

if { argc != 15 )
{

printf("Please run with 14 arguments\n”); 
p rin tf(" \n v a r_ d iff_ la ten t 

<no_grid_pts>
<tot_no_grid_pts>
<maxt>
<f ormat ion_t ime>
<radius>
<final_radius>
<dt>
<initT>
< in itia l porosity>
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<no_data_duinps>
<amt_lhc>
<no_lhc_levels>
< ice/w ater by vol>
<no_accretions>\n\n");

exit(O);
}

no_grid_pts 
tot_no_grid_pts 
iiiaxt
formation_time 
radius 
finaLradius 
dt
initT
porosity _zero 
no_data_dumps 
amt_lhc 
no_lhc_levels
/ /  Has to be > 1 ( division by no_lhc_leveIs—1 in program ) 
fractionJce.water =  atof(argv[PER_H_TW0_0]); 
no.accretions =  atoi(argv[NO-ACCS]);

if  { no_lhc_levels < 2 )
{
printf(" no_lhc_levels must be g rea te r  than 1 "); 
exit(O);
}

#ifdef ACCRETE 
if ( no_data_dumps < no_accretions )

{
printf("\nno_data_dumps < no_accretions so th a t  

a l l  the m ateria l can a c c re te .\n");
exit(O);
}

#endif

B .3.5 initialise_variables.h

/*
Units K  [ W  /  m  K  ] [  J  /  km Myr K  1

c [ J  /  kg K  ] [ J  /  kg K  ]
rho [ k g  /  m~3 J [ kg /  k m '3  ]
diffusivity [ m~2 /  s ] [ k m '2  /  Myr ] year*10~6 /  10~6
latent heat [ J  /  Kg ]  [ J  /  kg ]

V

zero-porosity .boundary =  1;
delta_no_grid_pts =  (int) ( (tot_no_grid_pts—no_grid_pts)/no-accretions ); 
dr =  radius/(no_grid_pts—1);
acc_dr =  (final_radius—radius)/(tot_no_grid_pts—no_grid_pts); 
initT_sqrd = pow(initT,2.0); 
initT_cubed = pow(initT,3.0); 
initT.quad = pow(initT,4.0);

=  atoi(argv[NO_GRID_PTS]);
=  atoi(argv[TOT.NO_GRID-PTS]); 
=  atof(argv[FINAL_TIME]);
=  atof(argv[FORM_TIME]);
=  atof(argv[RADIUS]);
=  atof(argv[FINAL_RADIUS]);
= atof(argv[DT]);
=  atof(argv[INIT_TEMP]);
=  atof(argv[PORO-INIT]);
=  atoi(argv[NO_DATA,DUMPS]);
=  atof(argv[AMT_LHC]);
=  atoi(argv[NO_LHC_LEVELSl);



anit_lhc_per_level =  amt_lhc/no_lhc_levels;

/ *  The 2D arrays hold information on the values of certain properties 
of the ice , water , steam and rock. 
value[ICE][i] is the value for ice 
value[WATER][i] is the value for water
value[STEAM][i] is the value for steam
value[ROCK][i] is the value for rock

for ( i == 0 ; i < tot_no_grid_pts ; i+ +  )
{

if  ( initT <  273 )
{

voLper[ICE][i] =  fraction_ice_water; 
voLper[WATER][i] =  0.0; 
voLper[STEAM][i] =  0.0; 
vol_per[ROCK][i] =  1.0-fraction_ice_water;

}
i f  ( initT > 273 && initT  < 373 )
{

vol_per[ICE][i] =  0.0; 
vol_per [WATER] [i] =  fraction_ice_water; 
voLper[STEAM][i] =  0.0; 
voLper[ROCK][i] =  1.0—fractionJce.water;

}
if  ( initT >  373 )
{

voLper[ICE][i] =  0.0; 
voLper[WATER][i] =  0.0; 
vol_per[STEAM][i] =  0.0; 
voI_per[ROCK][i] =  1.0;

}

rho_bulk[ICE][i] =  1000 ♦ le9;
rho_bulk[WATER][i] =  ( -221 + 13.1 ♦ initT -  5.07e-2 ♦ initT.sqrd

+ 8.49e-5 *initT_cubed -  5.48e-8 ♦ initT .quad ) * le9;
rho_bulk[STEAM][i] =  0.0;
rho_buIk[ROCK][i] =  ( 1.0 -  porosity .zero) ♦ rho.zero;

Cp[ICE][i] =  7.67 *initT;

if  ( initT <  410 )
Cp[WATER][i] =  4200;

else
Cp[WATER][i] =  -4.67e4 +  333*initT -  0.731*initT_sqrd 

+  5.40e-4*initT.cubed;
Cp[STEAM][i] =  1680 +  0.552*initT;
Cp[ROCK][i] =  800.0 +  .25*initT -  1 .5 e7 /initT.sqrd;

K[ICE][i] =  (0.465 +  488.0/initT ) *year*le6*le3;
if  ( initT <  410 ) . , .

K[WATER][i] =  ( -0.581 +  6.34e-3*initT -7.93e-6 initT_sqrd )
*year*le6*le3; / /  output in Myr
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else

K [STEAM] [i] 

K[ROCK][i]

K[WATER][i] =  ( -0.142 + 4.12e-3*initT -  5.01e-6*initT_sqrd ) 
*year*le6*le3; / /  output in Myr 

=  ( —1.43e—2 + 1.02e—4*initT ) *year*le6*le3;
/ /  output in Myr

=  0.00343452*year*le6*le3; / /  output in Myr

diff_temp =  ( (riio_bulk[ICE][i]*Cp[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i]) +
(riio_bulk[WATER] [i] *Cp[WATER] [i] *voLper [WATER] [i]) + 
(riio_bulk[STEAM][i]*Cp[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i]) + 
(rho_bulk[ROCK][i]*Cp[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i]) );

diffusivity[i] =  ( (K[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i]) +
(K [WATER] [i] *voLper[WATER][i]) + 
(K[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i]) +  
(K[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i]) )

/  diff_temp;

mass[ICE][i] =  rho_bulk[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i]; 
mass[WATER][i] = rho_bulk[WATER][i]*voLper[WATER][i]; 
mass[STEAM][i] = rho_bulk[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][ij; 
mass[ROCK][i] = rho_bulk[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i];

totaLmass-temp = mass[ICE][i] + mass[WATER][i] + 
mass [STEAM] [i] +  mass[ROCK][i];

mass_per_rock[i] = ma5s[ROCK][i]/total_mass_temp; 
porosityfi] = porosity .zero;

latent_heat[ICE][i] =  3.34e5*(1.0-mass_per_rock[i]); 
latent_heat[WATER][i] = 2.26e6*(1.0-mass_per.rock[i]); 
latent_heat[STEAM][i] =  0.0;
for { j = 0 ; j < noJhc-levels ; j+ +  ) / /  Initialises j+3 value

latent_heat|j+3][i] = amt_lhc_per_level;
}

T_melt[ICE] = 273.16;
T_melt[WATER] = 373.16;
T_melt[STEAM] = 0.0;

j! *++*♦ Energy Sources ******* in a separate file called energy.sources.h
#include"sources_energy.h"

for ( j =  0 ; j < no_lhc_levels ; j++  )
T_melt|j+3] =  initial_melt_temp +

j * (finaLmelt.temp -  initiaLmelt.temp ) /  (no.lhc_levels-l);

for ( i =  0 ; i < no_grid_pts ; i+ +  ) 
r[i] =  i*dr;

no_time_steps =  (int)(maxt/dt);
beta =  dt*.5 /  (dr*dr);
for(i = 1 ; i < no_grid_pts ; i+ +  )
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{
r_p_half[i] =  pow((i+.5)*dr,2.0); 
r_m_half[i] =  pow((i-.5)*dr,2.0); 
rec_sq_r[i] =  1.0/pow(i*dr,2.0);
a[i] =  r_m_half[i] * beta * difFusivity[i-l] * rec_sq_r[i]; 
c[i] =  r_p_half[i] * beta * diffusivity[i] * rec_sq_r[i]:
b[i] =  1.0 +  a[i] +  c[i];
br[i] =  1.0 -  a[i] -  c[i];

}
for(i =  1 ; i < tot_no_grid_pts ; i+ +  )
{

d[i] =  initT;
U[i] =  initT;

}

b[l] =  1.0 +  c[l]; 
br[l] =  1.0 — c[l];
FLAGMELT =  0;

B.3.6 setup_var.h

#include< std io .h>
#include< std lib .h>
#include< string .h>
#include< m ath .h>
#include<iostream .h>

#define pi 3.14159265358979323846
#deflne one_over_pi 0.31830988618379069122
#define A 6 .5e-4*100/le-15
#define B -85/1 .9862e-3
#define year 3600*24*365.25
#define two_thirds 0.66666667
#define three_divfour_pi 3.0/(4.0*pi)
#define four_pi_div_three (4.0*pi)/3.0 
#define sqrt_two_pi sqrt(2.0)/pi
#define rho_zero 3300.0*le9 /*  Units kg /  km 3 * /
#define K_zero 2.1*year*le6*le3 /*  Units J  /  km Myr K  */
#define initiaLmelt_temp 1425
#define finaLmelt_temp 1850
#define ICE 0
#define WATER 1
#define STEAM 2
#define ROCK 3
#define AVERAGE 4
#define cut_ofF_radius_percent .75
#define G 6.67e—Il*year*year*10el2/10e9
#define thermaLexpansion_water le —3
#define thermal_expansion_rock 2e—5
#define permeability 5e—14*le—6 / /  [km~2]
#define viscosity_water 1.14e—3*year*le6*le3 
#define viscosity_rock 10*year*le6*le3 
#define Ra_cr_water 4*pi*pi 
#define LIQUID.TEM P 1725
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#define  no_of_radionuclides 8
#define  AL26 0
#define  K_40 1
#deflne  Ca_41 2
#define  Mn_53 3
#define  Fe_60 4
#define  U_235 5
#define  U_238 6
#define  Th_232 7

#define  N O .G R ID _PT S 1 
#define  TO T_N O _G RID _PTS 2 
#deflne  F IN A L .T IM E  3 
#deflne  FO RM _TIM E 4 
#define  RADIUS 5 
#define  FINAL_RADIUS 6 
#define  D T 7
#define  IN IT .T E M P  8 
#define  P O R O .IN IT  9 
# d efin e  NO_DATA_DUMPS 10 
# d efin e  A M T-LH C  11 
# d efin e  N O -LH C -LEV ELS 12 
# d efin e  P E R -H .T W O -O  13 
# d efin e  N O-ACCS 14

# d efln e  RO 0.00
# d efin e  R1 0.50
# d efin e  R2 0.90

v o id  gnuplot_filename_time( ch?ir *filename,
c h a r  *argv[], 
in t  argc);

v o id  gnuplot_filename( c h a r  *filename,
c h a r  *argv[], 
in t argc);

v o id  calculate_a_b-c( d o u b le  *diffusivity ,
d o u b le  *r , 
d o u b le  dt , 
d o u b le  *a . 
d o u b le  *b , 
d o u b le  *br , 
d o u b le  *c , 
in t  n);

v o id  caIculate-diffusivity_K -Cp(
d o u b le *porosity,
d o u b le *T,
d o u b le ♦diffusivity,
d o u b le **K,
d o u b le ♦*Cp,
d o u b le **rho_bulk,
d o u b le **vol-per,
d o u b le **mass,
d o u b le *mass-per_rock,
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void calculate_new_grid(

in t calculate_porosity(

void calculate_rho_bulk(

void  lat_heat (

vo id  increase_radius_simple(

void  increase_radius(

void  increase_temp(

void  itoa(

d o u b le  *G_r_sqr . 
d o u b le  *norm_radius_sqrd, 
float porosity_zero, 
in t n);

d o u b le  *r_old, 
d o u b le  *r, 
d oub le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  *rho_bulk_old, 
in t zero_porosity_boundary, 
in t n);

d o u b le  *porosity, 
d o u b le  *delta_porosity, 
d o u b le  *T, 
d o u b le  dt,
in t zero_porosity_boundary, 
in t n);

d o u b le  *porosity, 
d o u b le  *rho_bulk_old, 
d o u b le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  *T,
in t zero_porosity_boundary, 
in t n);

d o u b le  **latent_heat, 
d o u b le  *d, 
d o u b le  **Cp, 
d o u b le  *energy, 
d o u b le  *T_melt, 
d o u b le  **rho_bulk, 
doub le  **voLper, 
float amt_lhc_per_level, 
in t no-lhc-levels, 
in t no-grid_pts);

double *r, 
float dr, 
double *U, 
in t d_ngp, 
in t *ngp);

d oub le  *r, 
d oub le  **rho_bulk, 
d oub le  *U, 
float time, 
in t d.ngp, 
in t *ngp);

d o u b le  *d, 
d o u b le  *T_melt, 
d o u b le  **Cp, 
in t no_grid_pts);

in t n.
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chEir s[]);

void reverse( 

void new_temp(

void printfile(

void printfile_time(

void radioactive(

void save_data(

void save_data_time(

char *s);

int n, 
double *a, 
double *b, 
double *c, 
double *d, 
double *U);

double *r, 
double *U, 
float totaLr, 
float unit-conver, 
char *filename, 
int n);

double *r, 
double *U, 
char *filename, 
float time, 
int n);

double dt,
double *amount_of_radioactive_element,
double *decay_cons,
double *energy_per_decay,
double *energy,
double *no_decays,
double *mass_per.rock,
int n);

chcir *ar[], 
int surge,
double *data_value, 
char *data_n£ime, 
double *r, 
float unit-conver, 
float t , 
int n );

char *ar[], 
int argc,
double *data_value, 
cheir *data_name, 
double *r, 
float t , 
int n );

void save_data_melted( char *ar[],
int argc, 
double *r, 
double *U, 
int n.
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float time,
in t solid_melt_radius );

void save_data_not_melted( char *ar[],
int argc,

void save_peak_temp(

void memoryld ( 

void m em oryldJnt ( 

void memory2d (

void check_for_fluids(

void convection_water(

void convection_rock(

double *r, 
double *U, 
int n, 
float time,
in t solid_melt_radius );

char *ar[], 
in t argc, 
double *r, 
double *U, 
in t n, 
float time, 
in t no_grid_ptd);

double *(&u), 
int n );

in t *(&u), 
int n );

double **(&u), 
int m, 
in t n);

double *d, 
double **vol_per, 
int *r_fluid_bdy,
int &CONVECTION-POSSIBLE.ROCK. 
int &CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_WATER, 
int no_grid_pts);

double *r, 
double **rho_bulk, 
double **voLper, 
double **Cp, 
double **K, 
double *U, 
double *energy, 
double dt, 
double *diffusivity, 
in t *r_fluid_bdy, 
in t no_grid_pts );

double *r, 
double **rho_bulk, 
double **voLper, 
double **Cp, 
double **K, 
double *U, 
double *energy, 
double dt.
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d o u b le  *diffusivity, 
in t *r.fluid_bdy. 
in t no-grid-pts );

B.3.7 sources_energy.h

H  Energy Sources **++**+

wgt_per_element[AL26] =  0.009; 
wgt_per_eIement[K_40] =  6.6e-7; 
wgt_per_element[Ca_41] =  0.009; 
wgt_per_element[Mn_53] =  0.002; 
wgt_per_element[Fe_60] =  0.170; 
wgt_per_element[U_235] =  8.6e-9; 
wgt_per_element[U_238] =  2.6e~8;
wgt_per_eIement[Th_232] =  l.O e-7; / *  The Solid Earth : Th/U  = 4 * /

number_per_kg[AL26] =  6.022e26/26,982; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[K_40] =  6.022e26/39.096; / *  [1/Kg] * /
number_per_kg[Ca_41] =  6.022e26/40.080; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[Mn_53] =  6.022e26/54.930; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[Fe_60] =  6.022e26/55.850; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[U_235] =  6.022e26/235.04; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[U_238] =  6.022e26/238.05; / *  [1/Kg] */
number_per_kg[Th_232] =  6.022e26/232.03; / *  [1/Kg] */

ratio_unstable2stable[AL26] =  5.0e—5; 
ratio_unstable2stable[K_40] =  1.0; 
ratio_unstable2stable[Ca_41] =  1.5e-8; 
ratio-unstable2stable[Mn_53] =  4.4e—5; 
ratio_unstable2stable[Fe_60] =  1.6e—6; 
ratio_unstable2stable[U_235] =  1.0; 
ratio_unstable2stable[U_238] =  1.0; 
ratio_unstable2stable[Th_232] =  1.0;

decay_cons[AJ_26] =  9.50e—07*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[K_40] =  5.50e—10*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[Ca_41] =  4.62e—06*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[Mn_53] =  1.87e—07*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[Fe_60] =  4.62e—07*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[U_235] =  9.85e-10*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[U_238] =  1.55e—10*le6; / /  [Myr] 
decay_cons[Th_232] =  4 .9 5 e-ll* le6 ; / /  [Myr]

energy_per_decay[AL26] =  6.4e-19*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[K_40] =  2.1e-19*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[Ca_41] =  6.7e-20*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[Mn_53] =  9.6e-20*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[Fe_60] =  4.9e-19*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[U_235] =  7.5e-19*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[U_238] =  6.6e-19*le6; / /  [J] 
energy_per_decay[Th_232] =  6.6e-19*le6; / /  [J]
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for ( j =  1 ; j <  no-oLradionuclides ; j+ +  ) 
energy _per_decay[i] =  0.0; 

11 The above hne can be uncommented in order to  have 26*A1 alone as a source 

for ( j =  0 : j < no_of_radionuclides ; j+ +  )
{

amount_of_radioactive_elementp] =  ( wgt_per_elementp] *
number_per_kgp] * 
ratio_unstable2stable[i] * 
exp(-decay_consp]*atof(argv[4]))
):

}

B.3.8 vd_lat_acc.c

/ *  Program  to use the Thom as algorithm  to solve
the H eat equation in 1-D  using variable diffusion coefficient

W ritten  1 /7 /9 8
V
# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v ar.h "

in t m ain(in t argc ,char **argv)
{

# in c lu d e " d e c la re .h"
# include"get_argum en ts. h"
#include"allocate_m em ory.h"
# in c lu d e " in i t i a l i s e .v a r i a b le s . h"

#ifdef CONVECTION
cout < <  "Compiled with convection  inc luded \n";

#en d if
# ifdef ACCRETE

cout < <  "Compiled with a c c re tio n  inc luded \n";
# en d if
# ifdef ACCVRAD  ̂ „

cout «  "Compiled fo r p lo ts  of form ation  tim e versus r a d iu s \n  ;
# en d if 
# ifdef TVR

cout «  "Compiled fo r  p lo ts  of tem perature versus rad x u s\n  ;
# en d if
# ifdef TVT .

cout < <  "Compiled fo r  p lo ts  of tem perature versus tim e \n  ,
# en d if
# ifdef BOTH _

cout «  "Compiled fo r  p lo ts  of tem perature versus ra d iu s  
and tem p era tu re  V tim e\n";

# en d if

j  j  Save initial values **********
# ifdef CONVECTION ,

save_data(argv,argc,U,"tem perature",r,1.0,formation- . _g -P ).



/ /  save_data-time(argv,argc,U,"X_time_temp",r,formation_time,no_grid_pts):
#endif
#ifdef ACCRETE

save_data(argv,argc,U, "tem perature",r,1.0,formation_time,no_grid-pts);
#endif 
#ifdef BOTH

save_data(argv,argc,U, "temperature".r,1.0,formation_time,no_grid_pts); 
save_data_time(axgv,argc,U,"X_time_temperature",r 

,formation_time,no_grid_pts);
#endif 
#ifdef TVR

save_data(argv,argc,U," temperature",r,1.0,formation_time,no_grid_pts);
#endif 
#ifdef TVT

save_data_time(argv,argc,U, "Time_temper a tu re  " ,r ,formation_time,no_grid_pts);
#endif
I j  /Save initial values *********************

/ *  The temperature only starts to change after accretion and 
when there is a heat source due to radioactive decay * /

start =  formation_time/dt;
step_size =  (no_time_steps—start)/no_data_dumps; 
finish =  start+step-size;

for ( print-out-step =  0.0 ; print_out_step < no.data.dumps ; print_out_step++ ) 
{

for (t =  start ; t < =  finish ; t+ +  )
{

#ifdef ACCVRAD
#include"acc_rad_code.c "

#endif
new_temp(no_grid_pts,a,b,c.d,U);

zero_porosity_boundary = 
calculate.porosity(porosity,delta.porosity,U

,dt,zero_porosity_boundary, no.grid.pts); 
calculate_rho_bulk(porosity,rho_bulk_old,rho_bulk.U

,zero_porosity .boundary,no_grid_pts); 
cadculate.new_grid{r_old,r,rho.bulk.rho.bulk.old

.zero.porosity-boundary,no_grid_pts): 
calculate_diffusivity-K.Cp(porosity.U.diffusivity,K,Cp

,rho.bulk,voLper.mass.mass_per_rock,G_r_sqr
,norm_radius_sqrd.poro8ity-zero,no-grid_pts);

#ifdef CONVECTION 
check_for_fluids(U,voLper,r_fluid_bdy,CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_ROCK 

,CONVECTION.POSSIBLE-WATER,no-grid-pt8); 
if  (CONVECTION.POSSIBLE.WATER)

convection_water(r,rho_bulk,vol-per,Cp,K,U,energy,dt 
,diffusivity,r-fluid.bdy .no.grid.pts);

i f  (CONVECTION.POSSIBLE-ROCK)
convection_rock(r,rho_bulk,voLper.Cp,K,U,energy ,dt 

,diffusivity,r_fluid.bdy,no.grid.pts);
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#endif

calculate_a_b_c( diffusivity, r ,dt ,a ,b ,br ,c ,no_grid_pts);

for( i =  1 ; i < no_grid_pts-l ; i+ +  )
d[i] =  a[i]*U[i-l] +  br[i]*U[i] +  c[i]*U[i+l];

radioactive(dt,amount_of_radioactive_element,decay _cons 
,energy _per .decay,energy,no-decays 
,mass_per_rock,no_grid_pts); 

increase_temp(d,energy,Cp,no_grid_pts);

lat_heat(latent_heat,d,Cp,energy,T_melt,rho_bulk,voLper 
,amt_lhc_per_level,no_lhc_levels,no_grid_pts);

time =  t  *dt;
}

#ifdef ACCRETE
if  ( print_out_step < no.accretions )
{

increase.radius.simple(r,acc.dr,U,delta_no_grid_pts,&no.grid.pts); 
Ccdculate.a.b.c(difFusivity,r,dt,a,b,br,c,no_grid.pts); 
save_data(argv,axgc,U, "temperature",r, 1.0, time,no.grid.pts);

}
if  ( (int)(print_out_step)%(int)(no.data.dumps/100) = =  9 )
#endif
{

#ifdef TVR
save_data(argv,argc,U, "temperature",r, 1.0, time,no.grid.pts);
#endif 
#ifdef TVT
save.data.time(argv.argc,U,"Time_temperature",r,time,no.grid-pts):
#endif
#ifdef BOTH
save.data(au-gv,argc,U,"temperature",r.l.O,time,no.grid_pts);
save.data.time(argv,argc,U."X_time_temperature",r,time,no^rid_pts):
#endif
#ifdef ACCRETE
save_data(argv,argc,U,"temperature",r,1.0.time,no.grid.pt8);
#endif
#ifdef CONVECTION
//save_data.time{argv,argc.U."X.time_temperature",r,time,no^rid-pts): 
save.data(£irgv,8irgc,U,"temperature",r. 1.0, time.no.grid_pts);
#endif

}
start =  finish ;
finish =  sta rt +  step.size;

}
exit(O);

}



#endif

calculate_a_b_c( difFusivity, r ,dt ,a ,b ,br ,c ,no_grid_pts);

for( i =  1 ; i < no_grid_pts—1 ; i+ +  )
d[i] = a[i]*U[i-l] + br[i]*U[i] +  c[i]*U[i+l];

radioactive(dt,amount_of_radioactive_element,decay _cons 
,energy _per-decay,energy,no-decays 
,mass_per_rock,no_grid_pts); 

increase_temp(d,energy,Cp,no_grid_pts);

lat_heat(latent_heat,d,Cp,energy,T_melt,rho_bulk,voLper 
,amt_lhc_per-level,no_lhc_levels,no_grid_pts);

time =  t *dt;
}

#ifdef ACCRETE
if  ( print_out_step < no_accretions )
{

increase_radius-simple(r,acc_dr,U,delta_no_grid_pts,&no-grid-pts); 
calculate-a-b_c(diffusivity,r,dt,a,b,br,c,no_grid-pts); 
save_data(argv,argc,U, "temperature",r, 1.0, time,no-grid_pts);

if  ( (int)(print_out_step)%(int)(no_data_dumps/100) = =  9 )
#endif
{

#ifdef TVR
save-data(argv,argc,U , "tem perature",r, 1.0, tim e,no-grid-pts);
#endif 
#ifdef TVT
save-data-tim e(argv,argc,U ,"Tim e_tem perature",r,tim e,no^rid-pt8);
#endif
#ifdef BOTH
save-data(argv,argc,U ,"tem perature" ,r,1 .0 ,tim e,no^rid .pts);
save_data.tim e(argv,argc,U ,"X _tim e_tem perature",r,tim e,no.grid_pts):
#endif
#ifdef ACCRETE
save-data(argv,argc,U ,"tem perature",r.l.O ,tim e,no-grid.pts);

#endif
#ifdef CONVECTION
//save-data-tim e(argv,argc,U ,"X _tim e_tem perature",r,tim e,no^rid_pts);
save-d ata (argv ,argc,U ," tem p eratu re" ,r ,1 .0 ,tim e,n o_grid -p ts):

#endif
}
start =  finish ;
finish =  start +  step-size;

}
exit(O);

}



B.3.9 a_b_c.c
# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v ar. h"

void calculate_a_b_c( d o u b le  *diffusivity , 
d o u b le  *r , 
d o u b le  dt , 
d o u b le  *a , 
d o u b le  *b , 
d o u b le  *br , 
d o u b le  *c , 
in t n)

{
in t i;

for( i =  1 ; i < n -1  ; i+ +  )
{

a[i] =  pow( (r[i-l]+r[i])* .5  , 2 ) *
(diffusivity[i—1] +  diffusivity[i])*.5 * dt /

( (r[i] -  r [ i- l] )  * ( ( r [ i+ l] - r [ i- l] )  ) * pow( r[i] , 2) ); 
c[i] =  pow( (r[i]+r[i+l])*.5 , 2 ) *

( diffusivity[i+l] +  diffusivity[i] )*.5 * dt /
( (r[i] -  r [ i- l] )  * ( ( r [ i+ l] - r [ i- l] )  ) * pow( r[i] , 2) ); 

b[i] =  1 +  a[i] +  c[i]: 
br[i] =  1 — a[i] — c[i];

}
b[l] =  1.0 +  c[l];
br[l] =  1.0 -  c[l]:

/ *  The coefficients a , b , c required for the Tomas algorithm 
are calculated as follows,

a[i] = D .-l/2[i] * dt * r[i-.5j '  2

2 * d(r[i]:r[i-lj * r(i]‘2 * d(rfi+.5}:r[i-.5]) 

c[i] = D.+l/2[i] * dt * r[i+.5} ~ 2

2 * d(r[i+l]:r[i] * r[i]~2 * d(r[i+.5]:r[i-.5]) 

d(r[i+.5]:r[i-.5j) = (r[i+lj+r[i])/2 - ( r[i]+r[i-IJ)/2 

= ( r[i+l] - r[i-l] j /2  

= >  2 cancel.

A t r = 0 :

There is a singularity => T[0] = T[l]

Tnew[j] - Told[j] = a[i] * ( Told[j] - Told[j-l] ) (i)
+ c(i] * (Told[j+l] - Toldfj] ) (ii)
+ “/»/ * (  Tnew[j] - Tnew[j-1] ) (Hi) 
+ c[i] * (Tnew[j+1] - Tnew[j] ) (iv)



but T[0] = T[l]

=> (i) and (Hi) cancel

=> ( 1 + ) Tnew[l] - c[l] Tnew[l+lJ =
( 1 - c[l] ) Told[l] + c[l] Told[l+l]

V

}

B.3.10 acc_rad_code.c

/ / i f  ( U[l] > fincil_melt_temp+3.0 ) 
if ( U[l] > 700 )
{

time =  t*dt; 
g =  1;
do { g++; }
while ( U[g] > LIQUID_TEMP-1.0 );
/ /  The —1.0 is to take into account numericcil errors.
/ / i f  the liquid-temp is used this may lead to discrepancy 
/ /  i.e. if  U =  1600.00000000212 or 1599.9999999999999 etc. 
sohd_melt_radius =  g;

/ /  save_data_melted(argv,argc,r,U,no_grid_pts,time,solid_melt_radius);
cout < <  "Melted\n";
save_data{argv,argc,U,"temp/temperature_end",r,1.0,time,no_grid_pts);
exit(O);

}
/*
if ( U[l] > finaLmelt-temp+S )

 ̂ / /  This is used to get a graph of the melting envelope
/ /  time = t*dt; 
solid-melt-radius = n-1;
save-data-melted( argv,argc,r, U,no-grid-pts,time,solid-inelt-radius); 
cout << “Melted\n”;/ /  save.data(argv,argc, U, “temp/teTnperature.end”,r, 1.0,tim e,no.grid.pts); 
exit(0);

}
V
temp_cor_old =  temp_cor_new; 
temp_cor_new = U[l];
//cou t <<  " Temp " < <  temp_cor_new << "\n"; 
if ( temp_cor_new < temp_cor_old )

/ /  This is used to get a graph of the melting envelope 
/ /  Setting U[l] =  0 ensures all the data gets plotted into 
/ /  one file which defines the envelope.
/ /  U[l] = 0; 
time =  t*dt;
save_data_not_melted{argv,argc,r,U,no-grid_pts,time,no-grid_pt8);

/  /  save_pe8ik_temp(argv,argc,r,U,no_grid_pts,time,no_grid_pts);
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printf("Cooling down, tim e = */,f\n",time);
11 save_data(argv,argc,U,"temp/temperature",r.1.0,time,no^rid.pts):
exit(O);

}

B.3.11 convection_rock.c
#include " se tu p _ v ar.h "
void convection_rock( d o u b le  *r,

d o u b le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  **voLper, 
d o u b le  **Cp, 
d o u b le  **K, 
d o u b le  *U, 
d o u b le  *energy, 
d o u b le  dt, 
d o u b le  *diffusivity, 
in t  *r_fluid_bdy, 
in t no_grid_pts )

{

in t i, r_average_rock, midpoint;
float Ra_rock, g, average.density, dr.rock ;
float Nusselt_rock, heat.generation;

midpoint =  (int){no_grid_pts/2.0);

average.density =  rho_bulk[ROCK] [midpoint] *voLper[ROCK][midpoint];

r_averageJock =  (in t)( {r_fluid_bdy(3]+r_fluid-bdy[2]) /  2.0 );

g =  G * average.density * four_pi_div_three * r[r.average j-ock];

dr.rock =  r[r_fluid.bdy[2)j -  r[r.fluid.bdy[3]];

Ra_rock =  ( rho_bulk[ROCK][r.averagej-ock] * g * thermal .expansion .rock *
( U[r_fluid.bdy[3j] -  U[r_fluid.bdy[2j] ) * pow(dr.rock.S.O) )

( viscosity .rock * diffusivity[r.averagejrock] );
Nusselt.rock =  0.12 *  pow(Ra.rock,0.3);

for ( i =  r_fiuid.bdy[3]+l ; i < r.fluid.bdy|2] ; i+ +  )

 ̂ diffusivity[i] =  difFusivity[(r.fluid.bdy[2])| + diffusivity[(r.fluid.bdy[2j)]
* Nusselt.rock * sin( pi * ( (r[r.fluid.bdy[2]] -  r[i])

/(r[rJluid.bdy[2jj -  r(r.fluid.bdy(3]] ) )

//diffusivity[i] =  difFusivity[r_fluid.bdy[2j] * Nusselt.rock,



B.3.12 convection_water.c
^include "setup_var.h"
void convection_water( double *r,

double **rho_bulk. 
double **voLper, 
double **Cp, 
double **K, 
double *U, 
double *energy, 
double dt, 
double *difFusivity, 
int *r_fluid_bdy, 
int no_grid_pts )

{

int i, r_average_water,midpoint:
float T_one_T_zero ;
float Ra_water, g, average.density, dr.water ;
float Nusselt, Ra.water.primed, heat .generation;

midpoint =  (int)(no.grid.pts/2.0);

average.density =  rho.bulk[ROCK][midpoint]*vol_per[ROCK][midpoint]
+ rho.bulk[ICE][midpoint]*voLper[ICE][midpoint]
+ rho.bulk[WATER][midpoint]*vol.per[WATER][midpoint];

r.average.water =  (int){ (r_fluid.bdy[l]+r.fluid.bdy(0]) /  2.0 );

g =  G * average.density * four.pi.div.three * r[r_average.water];

/ /  Convection for water

T.one.T.zero =  U[r.fluid.bdy[l]] -  U[r.fluid.bdy(0]];

dr.water =  r[r.fluid_bdy[0]] -  r[r_fluid-bdy(l]]:

Ra.water = thermal .expansion .water * g *
pow {rho.bulk[WATER] [r.average.water] ,2.0 )  *
Cp[WATER][r.average.water) * permeability * 
dr.water * T.one.T.zero
/  ( viscosity-water * K[AVERAGE][r.average.water]);

Ra_water_primed =  Ra. water/Ra.cr.water;

if ( Ra.water.primed > 1.0 )
if ( Ra.water.primed < 2.0 )

Nusselt =  pow(Ra.water.primed,1.3); 
if ( Ra.water_primed > =  2.0 )

Nusselt =  1 .6  * p o w ( R a .w a t e r .p r i m e d .0 .6 ) ;

for ( i =  r.fiuid_bdy[l] ; i < r.fiuid.bdyfO] ; i++ ) 
difFusivity[i] *= (Nusselt/1.0) ;

}



B.3.13 diffusivity _K_Cp.c

# in clu d e"se tu p _ v ax . h"

void calculate_diffusivity_K_Cp(
d oub le  *porosity, 
d o u b le  *T, 
d oub le  *diffusivity, 
d o u b le  **K, 
d oub le  **Cp, 
d o u b le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  **voLper, 
d o u b le  **mciss, 
d o u b le  *mass_per_rock, 
d o u b le  *G_r_sqr , 
d o u b le  *norm_radius_sqrd, 
float porosity .zero, 
in t n)

{
in t i,radiation_stress,stress_consolidated,steam_radiation,water_steam,ice.water;
d o u b le  factor,total-mass;

factor =  1;

/ /  factor as a variable introduced to allow changes in diffusivity to test whether
/ /  different values have a marked difference on the results.

for( i =  1 ; i <  n : i+ +  )

total-mass =  rho_bulk[ICE][i]*vol_per[ICE][i) +
rho_bulk[WATER][i]*voLper[WATER](i] + 
rho.bulk[STEAM](i]*voLper(STEAM|(i] + 
rho.bulk[ROCK][i)*voLper(ROCK](i) ;

mass[ICE][i] =  rho_bulk[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i];
mass[WATER][i] =  rho.bulk[WATER][i)*voLper(WATER]Ii]; 
mass[STEAM][i] =  rho_bulk[STEAM](i]*voLper(STEAM](i); 
mass[ROCK][i] =  rho_bulk[ROCK](i]*vol.per(ROCK](i];
mass-per_rock[i] =  rho-bulk[ROCK][i]*voLper(ROCK](i]/total-mass;

Cp[ICE][i] =  7.67 * T[i];
if  { T[i] < 410 )

Cp[WATER][i] =  4200;
6 ls 6

Cp[WATER][i] =  -  4.67e4 + 333*T(i] -  0.731*pow(T[i].2)
+  5.40e-4*pow(T[i].3);

Cp[STEAM][i] =  1680 +  0.552*T[i];
Cp[ROCK][i] =  800.0 +  0.25*T[i] -  1.5e7/(T(i]*T(ij);

Cp[AVERAGE][i] =  { Cp[ICE][i]*mass[ICE](il + 
Cp[WATER][i]*mass[WATER)lil + 
Cp[STEAM][i]*mass[STEAM][i] + 
Cp[ROCK][i]*mass[ROCK](i] ) /  total-mass:

}
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/ *  These while loops check where the boundaries between the 
three regimes are i.e. radiation, stress , consolidated 
material properties

V
i =  n; 
do  {

radiation_stress =  i; 
i — ;

} w hile( porosity[i] > .35 && i > 0 );

i =  n; 
do  {

stress-consolidated =  i; 
i — :

} while{ porosity[i] > .20 i iL  i > 0 );

/ *  Starting from the center working out the diffusivity is calculated
from diffusivity = K/Cp*rho-bulk. This works as at the center the material 
will be consolidated as the highest temperatures are reached there.
Even at the start when the porosity is ~40% everywhere, the radiation.stress 
boundary is at 0 i.e. the center and the following for loops get by-passed.

V
for(i =  1 ; i < stress-Consolidated ; i+ + )
{
/ /  p rin tf("in  cons re g io n  %d \n" , i);

diffusivity[i] =  factor*year*{ 6 e-7  +  2.6e—4/T[i] )
* ( 1 -  1.13*cbrt(porosity(i]) );

}

for(i =  stress-consolidated ; i < radiation_stress ; i+ +  )

/ /  p rin tf("in  s t r  reg io n  */.d \n " . i);

G_r_sqr[i] =  1 -  pow( (1-porosity_zero)/(l-porosity(i]) .two.thirds); 
norm-radius_sqrd[i] =  pow( {three.divfour.pi)

{ 2*( 2+ G.r.sqr(i) ) * sqrt( 1 -  G-r_8qr(i])
-  3 ),two.thirds);

K[ROCK][i] =  K-zero ♦ one.over.pi ♦
(
2.0*sqrt(3.0) *

4.0*sqrt(3.0)* pow ( l-porosity(i] . two.thirds ) * 
norm_reulius_sqrd[i] — 1.0 )

diffusivity[i] =  factor * K[ROCK][i] /  ( rho-bulk(ROCK][i] ♦ Cp(ROCK](i]);

}

for(i =  radiation.stress ; i < n ; i+ +  )
{

/ /  printf{"in rad  re g io n  */,d \n", i):
K[ICE][i] =  (0.465 +  488.0/T[i] ) *year*le6*le3;
if  ( T[i] < 410 )
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else

K[WATER][i] =  ( -0.581 +  6.34e-3*T[i] -7 .93e-6*T ril*T m  1 
*year*le6*le3;

K[WATER][i] =  ( -0.142 +  4.12e-3*T[i] -  5.01e-6*T[il*Tfil  ̂
*year*le6*le3;

}

K[STEAM][i] =  ( - l .4 3 e -2  +  L02e-4*T[i] ) *yearne6ne3- 
K[ROCK][i] =  ( ( 7.46 -  17,7*porosity[i] 4- H.2*pow(porosity[i],2) ) * le -3  

+( 1.93 -  5.18*porosity[i] +  3.81*pow(porosity[i],2) ) * le-10  
* pow(T[i],3) ) *year*le6*le3;

K[AVERAGE][i] =  K[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i]
+  K[WATER][i]*voLper[WATER][i]
+  K[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i]
+  K[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i]:

/ *  Units J  /  (  Myr km * K  )  * /

diffusivityfi] =  factor * ( K[AVERAGE][i])

( rho_bulk[ICE][i]*Cp[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i] +  
rho_bulk[WATER][i]*Cp[WATER][i]*voLper[WATER][iJ + 
rho.bulk[STEAM][i]*Cp[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i] + 
rho-bulk[ROCK] [i]*Cp[ROCK] [i] *voLper[ROCK] [i] );

diffusivity[0] =  diffusivity[l] 

Units:

( difFusivity[2] -  difFusivity[l] );

Regime 1: diffusivity ; m~2 /  5 -> (km~2 /  10~6) /  ( Myr /  10~6 * yr )
Regime 2: diffusivity : K  [ J  /  Myr km K  J

rho.bulk [kg  /  km~3 J 
Cp f J / k g K J

= km ~2 /  Myr 
Regime 3: diffusivity : K  [ J  /  s m K  ]

rho.bulk [ kg /  km ‘3 ]
Cp f J / k g K J

=> J  /  (  ( M yr/ 10-6 * yr ) * km /  lO 'S  * K )
= >

V
* year * le9

‘ S

B .3.14 diffusivity _K_Cp.c.constant.c

#include"setup_veir .h"

void  calculate_diffusivity_K_Cp(
d o u b le  *porosity, 
d o u b le  *T, 
d o u b le  *difFusivity, 
d o u b le  **K, 
d o u b le  **Cp, 
d o u b le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  **voLper, 
d o u b le  ♦’"mass,
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double *mass_per_rock, 
double *G_r_sqr , 
double *norm_radius_sqrd, 
float porosity_zero, 
int n)

int iiradiation_stress,stress_consolidated,steam-radiation.water-Steam,ice water-
double factor,total_mass; 

for ( i =  1 ; i < n ; i+ +  )

/*  totaLmass = rho.bulk[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i] +
rho.bulk[WA TBRj[i]*voLper[WA TERjfiJ + 
rho.bulk[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i] + 
rho.bulk[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][%] ;

mass[ICE][i] = rho.bulk[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][iJ; 
mass[WATER][i] = rho.bulk[WATERJfi]*voLperfWATERJfiJ; 
mass[STEAM][i] = rho.bulk[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAMJfij; 
mass[ROCK][i] = rho.bulk[ROCKJ[iJ*voLper[ROCKJ[iJ; 
masa.per.rock[i] = rhoMk[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCKJ[iJ/totaLmass;V
/ / I n  order for this to agree with the F_i equation in the chapter 
/ / o n  the effects of ice, the above lines need to be commented out.
/ /  This is because if they are not then the amount of rock present 
/ /  goes to 100% so therefore there is an increase in the heat budget 
/ /  and therefore the equation for the F_i doesn’t  hold.
// Also the porosity needs to be set to zero to get it to work out.
//No sintering will occur then which is not included in the euialytical 
// calculation of F_i.

K[AVERAGE][i] = K.zero;
Cp[AVERAGE] [i] = 837;
diffusivity[i] = K[AVERAGE][i]/ ( Cp[AVERAGE][i] ♦ rho.bulk[ROCK][i]) ;

}
}

B .3.15 diffusivity_K_Cp.c.variable.c

#include"setup_veir .h"

void calculate_diffusivity_K_Cp(
double *porosity, 
double *T, 
double *difFusivity, 
double **K, 
double **Cp, 
double **rho_bulk, 
double **voLper, 
double **mass, 
double *mass-per_rock, 
double *G_r_sqr , 
double *norm_raidius_sqrd, 
float porosity_zero,
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int n)

int i,rcidiation_stress,stress_consolidated,steam_radiation,water .steam,ice_water;
double factor,totaJ_mass; 

factor =  1;

/ /  factor as a variable introduced to allow changes in diffusivity to test whether
/ /  different vcJues have a marked difference on the results.

for( i =  1 ; i < n ; i+ +  )
{

total.mass =  rho_bulk[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i] +
rho_bulk[WATER] [i]* vol_per[WATER] [i] + 
rho_bulk[STE AM] [i]*voLper[STE AM] [i] + 
rho-bulk[ROCK][i]*vol_per[ROCK][i] ;

mass[ICE][i] =  rho_bulk[ICE][i]*vol_per[ICE][i]; 
mass[WATER][i] =  rho_bulk[WATER][i]*voLper[WATER][i]; 
mass[STEAM][i] =  rho_bulk[STEAM][i]*voLper[STEAM][i]; 
mass[ROCK][i] =  rho_bulk[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i]; 
ma£s_per_rock[i] =  rho_bulk[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i]/totaLmass;

Cp[ICE][i] =  7.67 * T[i]: 
if ( T[i] < 410 )

Cp[WATER][i] =  4200;
0 ls 0

Cp[WATER][i] =  -  4.67e4 +  333*T[i] -  0.731*pow(T[i],2)
+ 5.40e-4*pow(T(i],3):

Cp[STEAM][i] =  1680 + 0.552*T(i];
Cp[ROCK][i] =  800.0 + 0.25*T[i] -  1.5e7/(T(iJ*T(i]);

Cp[AVERAGE][i] =  ( Cp[ICE][i]*mass(ICE]{i] + 
Cp[WATER][i]*mass[WATER][i] 4- 
Cp[STEAM][i]*mass(STEAM](i] + 
Cp[ROCK][i]*mass(ROCK](i] ) /  total.mass;

}

/ *  These while loops check where the boundaries between the 
three regimes are i.e. radiation, stress , consolidated 
m aterial properties

V
i =  n; 
do {

radiation-Stress =  i;
i— ;

} w hile( porosity[i] > .35 i > 0 );

i =  n; 
do {

stress-consolidated =  i;
i— :

} w hile( porosity[i] > .20 && i > 0 ):
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/*  Starting from the center working out the diffusivity is calculated
from diffusivity = K/Cp*rho.bulk. This works as at the center the material 
will be consolidated as the highest temperatures are reached there.
Even at the start when the porosity is '40% everywhere, the radiationstress 
boundary is at 0 i.e. the center and the following for loops get by-passed

V
for(i =  1 ; i < stress-consolidated ; i+-|-)
{
/ /  printf("in cons region */,d \n" , i);

diffusivity[i] =  factor*yeaj*( 6e-7 +  2.6e-4/T[i] )
* ( 1 -  1.13*cbrt(porosity[i]) );

}

for{i =  stress-consolidated ; i < radiation.stress ; i+ +  )
{
/ /  printf("in s t r  region  */,d \n", i);

G_r_sqr[i] =  1 — pow( (1—porosity_zero)/(l—porosity[i]) ,two_thirds); 
norm_radius_sqrd[i] =  pow( (three_divfour_pi)

/
( 2*{ 2+ G_r_sqr[i] ) * sqrt( 1 -  G_r_sqr[i])
— 3 ),two_thirds);

K[ROCK][i] =  K_zero * one_over_pi *
(
2.0*sqrt(3.0) *

(4.0*sqrt(3.0)* pow ( 1—porosity[i] , two.thirds ) * 
norm_radius_sqrd[i] — 1.0 )

diffusivity[i] =  factor * K[ROCK]|i] /  ( rho.bulk(ROCK][i] Cp(ROCK][i]);

}

for(i =  radiation-stress ; i < n ; i++  )
{

II  printf("in rad region '/,d \n", i);
K[ICE][i] =  (0.465 + 488.0/T[i] ) ♦year*le6*le3;
if ( T[i] < 410 )

K[WATER][i] =  ( -0.581 + 6.34€-3*T(i] -7.93e-6*T[i]*T(i) ) 
*year*le6*le3;

0 ls 6
K[WATER][i] = ( -0.142 + 4.12e-3*T[i] -  5.01e-6*T[i]*T(i] ) 

*year*le6*le3;
K[STEAM][i] =  ( -1.43e-2 + 1.02e-4*T(i] ) *year*le6*le3; 
K[ROCK][i] =  ( ( 7.46 -  17.7*porosity(i] + 11.2*pow{poroaity[i],2) ) * le -3  

+( 1.93 -  5.18*porosity[i] + 3.81*pow(porosity[il.2) ) *16-10 
* pow(T[i],3) ) *year*le6*le3;

K[AVERAGE][i] =  K[ICE][i]*voLper[ICEHi]
+ K[WATER][i]*voLper[\VATER][i]
+ K[STEAM][i]*vol-per{STEAMl[i)
+ K[ROCK][i]*vol-per[ROCK][i];

/*  Units J  /  ( Myr km * K ) */

diffusivity[i] =  factor * ( K[AVERAGE][i])
/
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( rho_bulk[ICE][i]*Cp[ICE][i]*voLper[ICE][i] +
rho_bulk[WATER][i]*Cp[WATER][i]‘*'voLper[WATER]fi] + 
rho-bulk[STEAM] [i] *Cp[STEAM] [i] * voLper[STE AMUil +

 ̂ rho_bulk[ROCK][i]*Cp[ROCK][i]*voLper[ROCK][i] );

difFusivity[0] =  diffusivity[l] — ( difFusivity[2] — diffusivity[l] );

/ *  Units:

Regime 1: diffusivity : m ‘2 /  s -> (km~2 /  10~6) /  (  Myr /  10~6 * yr )
Regime 2: diffusivity : K  [ J  /  Myr km K  ]

rho.bulk [ kg /  km~3 ]
Cp [ J  / k g  K  ]

= km~2 /  Myr 
Regime 3: diffusivity : K  [ J  /  s m K  ]

rho^bulk [k g  /  km~3 ]
Cp [ J  /  kg K  J  

=> J  /  ( (  M y r / 10~6 * yr )  * km /  10 '3  * K  ) 
=> * year * le9

V

}

B .3.16 driver.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

void main(int argc ,char **argv)
{

int radius;
float acc-time;
char command[255].value[10];

if ( argc != 11 )
{

prin tf("P lease run w ith 10 argumentsXn"); 
p rin tf(" \n  <prograin name>

<lower_radiu8>
<upper_radiu8>
<delta_radiu8>
<lower_acc_time>
<upper_acc_time>
<delta_acc_tim e>
<end_time>
<delta_tim e>
<"/.water/ice>\n");

exit(O):
}

for ( radius =  atoi(argv[2]) ; radius <= atoi(argv[3]) ; radius+=atoi{argv[4)) ) 
for ( acc-time = atof(argv[5]);
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ax;c-time < =  atof(axgv[6]);
acc_tim e+=atof(argv[7]) )

/ /  strcpy(com m and,"n ice -1 0
strcpy (com m and,". /" ) ; 
strcat(com m and,argv[l]);
strcat(com m and," 1000"); / /  Initial num ber of grid points 
strcat(com m and," 1001 "); / /  F inal num ber of grid points 
strcat(com m and,argv[8]); / /  Final tim e of simulation in Myr 
strcat(com m and," ");
sprintf(value,"*/,l .2f",acc_tim e): / /  In itial accretion time 
strcat(com m and, value); 
strcat(com m and," ");
sprintf(value,"'/.d",radius); / /  Radius of paren t body 
strcat(com m and.value); 
s trcat(com m and ," ");
sprintf(value,"*/.d",radius); / /  Radius of parent body 
strcat(com m and,value); 
strcat(com m and," "); 
strcat(com m and,argv[9]): / /  de lta .tim e 
strcat(com m and," 250 "); / /  Initial Tem perature 
strcat(com m and," 0 .0 0  "); / /  Initial Porosity 
strcat(com m and," 100"); / /  Number of print out/accretions 
strcat(com m and," 256e3"); / /  Total am ount of latent heat capacity 
strcat(com m and," 5 "); / /  Number of melting points 
strcat(com m and,argv[10]); / /  FVaction of ice/w ater 
strcat(com m and," 5 "); / /  Number of Accretions 
p rin tf(" '/,s \n " , command):
!system(command);

}
}

B.3.17 energy.c

# in c lu d e " s e tu p .v a r .h"

void  increase-temp( d oub le  *d,
d oub le  *energy, 
d oub le  **Cp. 
in t no_grid-pts)

in t j;

for ( j =  1 ; j <  no_grid_pts ; j+ +  )
{

d[j] + =  energy[j]/Cp[AVERAGE][j];
}

/ *  The energy production is given per kg, however we need it per
m~3 to solve the equation. So we should multiply it by the density. 
However to get the change in temperature we need to divide by 
rho-Cp so we can just divide by Cp and the rhos cancel out.



V

B.3.18 fluid_check.c
#include"setup_vax.h"

void check_for_fluids( double *d,
double **voLper, 
in t *r_fluid_bdy,
in t &CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_ROCK, 
in t &CONVECTION_POSSIBLE_WATER. 
in t no_grid_pts)

{
int j;

j =  no_grid_pts-l;

while ( d[j] < 273.16 && j > 0 )
j — ;

r_fluid_bdy[0] =  j;

while ( dti] < 373.16 && j > 0 && voLper[WATER][j] != 0.0 )
j— ;

r_fluid_bdy[l] =  j;

while { d[j] < LIQUID_TEMP && j > 1)
j — :

r_fluid_bdy[2] =  j;

while { (dOl != d[l] ) && j > 1 && d[il > LIQUID.TEMP )
j — :

r_fluid_bdy[3] =  j;

if  ( r-fluid_bdy(Oj != r_fluid_bdy{l] )
CONVECTION-POSSIBLE. WATER = 1; 

else CONVECTION-POSSIBLE.WATER = 0;
if ( r_fluid_bdy[2] > 1 && r-fluid_bdy(3j > =  1 S iL  r-fluid.bdy(2] != r.fluid.bdy(3) 

CONVECTION-POSSIBLE-ROCK = 1; 
else CONVECTION-POSSIBLE.ROCK = 0;

}

B.3.19 gnuplot_filename.c

#include"setup_var.h"

void gnuplot_filename( char *filencime, 
char ’"argv[], 
int argc)

{
int i;
FILE ♦fp;



ch ar file[128];

strcpy(file, " o u tp u t /”);
for ( i =  1 ; i <  axgc-1 ; i+ +  )

strcat(file,argv[i]); 
strcat(file," ");

}
strcat (file, argv [a rg c -1]); 
strcat(file," .p lo t" ) ;

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(file , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCaim ot open f i l e  ‘/.sNn" .file ); 
exit(O);

}

fprintf(fp," , \ " .  ./y ,s \"  u 1:3 w 1 \ \ \ n " ,  filename); 
fclose(fp);

}

B.3.20 gnuplot_fiIename_time.c

#include" s e tu p ,  vaur. h"

void gnuplot_filencime-time( ch a r *filename,
ch ar *argv[], 
in t argc)

{
in t i;
FILE *fp; 
ch ar file[128];

strcpy (file," o u tp u t /t  ime_ "); 
for ( i =  1 ; i < argc-1  ; i+ +  ) 
{

strcat(file.argv[i]);
strcat(file."_");

}
strcat(file,argv[argc—1]); 
strcat(file," .p lo t" ) ;

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(file , "w+") ) ) = — NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  */,s\n" ,file ); 
exit(O);

}

//fp rin tf(fp ,"se t t i t l e  \"R ad ius = %s km\" \n",argv(RADlUS]), 
fprin tf(fp ,"set x la b e l \"Time (Myr)\" \n"): 
fprin tf(fp ,"set y la b e l \"Tem perature (K )\" \n");
fprin tf(fp ,"plot [0:*/.s]\". ./*/,s\" u 4:1 t i t l e  \ "  r/R  = /.4 .2 f\ w 1 \ \ \ n  ,
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argv[FINAL_TIME], filename,RO); 
fprintf(fp,", \ " .  ./7 ,s \"  u 4 :2  t i t l e  \ "  r /R  = */.4.2f\" w 1 \ \ W ,  filename,Rl); 
fprintf(fp,", \ " .  ./y .s \"  u 4 :3  t i t l e  \"  r /R  = */.4.2f\" w 1 \ \ \n " ,  filename,R2); 
fclose(fp):

}

B.3.21 increase_radius_simple.c

/*  This code is used to increase the size of the body.
acc-dr is the amount by which the grid is increased 
per gridpoint. The material being accreted is assumed 
to have a sinusoidal temperature distributation.

The initial and final radius is given in the command 
line arguments. The <no-data-dumps> and <no-acc> is 
also given in the command line arguments. The time at 
which accretion has finished is used to calculate 
<no.acc> as follows:

no-acc = (end-acc-time/maxt) * no-data-dumps

The need for this is due to the way the code is written 
using the two for loops.

V
# in c lu d e " s e tu p .v a r . h"

void  increase_radius_simple{ d o u b le  *r,
float acc-dr, 
doub le  *U, 
in t d.ngp, 
in t *ngp )

{
in t new_ngp,i;

new_ngp =  *ngp +  d_ngp;

for ( i =  *ngp ; i < new.ngp ; i+ +  )

 ̂ r[i] =  r [ i - l ]  + acc.dr;

for ( i =  *ngp+l : i < new .ngp-1 ; »++ )

 ̂ U[i] =  U[*ngp] +  sin( (i -  *ngp+l )*pi/(fl-ngp+l) )
* 100*new_ngp/1000;

}
*ngp =  new.ngp;



#include "setup_var.h"

void itoa( int n,
char *s )

{
int i; 

i = 0; 

do {
s[i++] = n % 10 + 'O';

} while ((n/=10)>0); 
s[i] == ' \ 0 ';  
reverse(s);

B.3.23 latent.c

#include"setup var.h"/.
This part takes into account the latent heat of fusion of the solids.
Energy is required to convert a mass X  of material from the solid to a liquid state.
The latent heat of vaporisation of water is also accounted for here.
V
void lat_heat( double **latent_heat, 

double *d. 
double **Cp, 
double *energy,
double *T_melt, (
double **rho_bulk,
double **voI-per,
float amt-lhc_per_level,
int no-lhc_leveIs,
int no_grid_pts)

{

int i,j;

for ( i = 0 ; i < 2 ; i++ )
{ . , 
for ( j = 1 ; j < no-grid-pts; j++ )

 ̂ if ( d[j] > T-melt[i] && latent-heat(i][jl > 0.0 L S t  voLper(i)lj) != 0 )

 ̂ latent_heat[i][i] - =  (^Dl "  T-melt[i] ) * Cp(AVERAGE]ljl ;

d[j] = T_melt[i];
if ( latent_heat[i][j] <= 0 0 )
{



d[j] - =  latent_heat[i]lj] /  Cp[AVERAGE][j]; 
latent_heat[i][j] =  0.0; 
i f  ( i = =  0 )
{

voLper[i+l][j] =  voLper[i][j]
* (rho_bulk[i][j]/rho.bulk[i+l][j]); 

voLper[i][j] =  0.0;
}
i f  ( i = =  1 )
{

voLper[ROCK][j] =  1.0; 
vol_per[i][j] =  0.0;

}

}
}

fo r  ( i =  3 ; i <  3+no_lhc_levels ; + + i  )
{
fo r ( j =  1 : j <  no_grid_pts; + + j  )
{

i f  ( d[j] >  T_melt(i] && latent_heat[i]|j] >  0.0 )
{

/ /  cout «  Cp[AVERAGE][j] «  " \n " ;
latent_heat[i][j] —=  (d[j] — T.meltfi] ) * Cp[AVERAGE][j] ;
d[j] =  T_melt[i];
i f  ( latent_heat[i][j] <  0.0 )

d[j] - =  latent.heat[i]p] /  Cp(AVERAGEJlj]; 
latent_heat[i][j] =  0.0;

}
}

}
}

fo r  ( i =  3 ; i <  no_lhcJevels+3; 1++ )

fo r ( j =  1 ; j <  no-grid-pts; + + j )

i f  ( d[j] <  T.melt[i] && latent-heat[i]p] <  am t-lhc-per.level )

/ /  L u t  «  d[999l «  " " «  latent.heat(ij[999] < <  "\n
latent.heat[i][j] - =  (d[j) -  T-melt(i) ) * Cp{AVERAGE][j) ; 
d[j] =  T-melt[i];
i f  ( latent-heat(i][jl >  am t.lhc-per.level )

 ̂ dij] - =  ( latent-heat(i][i] -  am t_lhc-per-level )
/  CplAVERAGE](jl; 

latent_heat[i]li] =  am t.lhc.per.level:

}
}

}
}
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B .3.24 m em oryld .c

# in c lu d e " s td l ib . h" 
# in c lu d e" io s tream .h"

void m em oryld( d o u b le  *(&u), 
in t  n )

{
u =  new ( d o u b le  ) [n];

}

B .3.25 m em ory Id J n t.c

#include" s t d l i b . h" 
# include" io s tre a m . h"

void memory Id-in t ( in t *(&u), 
in t n )

{
u =  new ( in t ) [n];

}

B .3.26 m em ory2d.c

#include"setup_vaur.h"

void  memory2d( d oub le  
in t m, 
in t n )

{
in t 1;

u =  new ( double * ) [m];

for( i =  0 ; i < m ; i+ +  )
u[i] = new ( double ) [n];

}

B .3.27 new_grid.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v ar.h "

void  calculate_new_grid(

{

double *r_old, 
double * T ,  
d oub le  ♦♦rho-bulk. 
d o u b le  ♦rho.bulk-old. 
in t zero-porosity .boundary, 
in t n)
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in t i;

for( i =  1 ; i <  n ; i+ +  ) 
r_old[i] =  r[i]; 

for( i =  1 ; i <  n ; i+ +  )
r[i] =  cbrt{rho_bulk_old[i]/rho_bulk[ROCK][i]) * (r_old[i] -  r_old[i-l]) +  r[ i- l] ;

/ *  Units

r [  km ]
V
}

B.3.28 new_temp.c

void  new_temp( in t n 
d o u b le  *a, 
d o u b le  *b, 
d o u b le  *c, 
d o u b le  *d, 
d o u b le  *U)

in t i; 
d o u b le  e[n],f[n]; 
d o u b le  factor;

Initially there is a matrix as follows

)  T[l] ( d[l]
)  T[2] ( d[2]
)  (
)  (
)  (
)  (
)  ( 

aln-2] b[n-2] c ) T[n-2J( dn-2 ) 
T[n-1]

b[l] c[lj 
a[2) b[2] c[2)

this is reduced to a matrix of the form 

1 e[l] ) T[l] ( f l l j )  
) T[2J ( f [ 2 j )  
) (
)  (
)  (
)  (
)  (

0 1 e[n-2]) Tn-2 ( fn-2 
Tn-l

so T[n-1] is known and so T[n-2j can be found from the 
equation T[n-2] = f[n’2] + T[n-1] * etc - . .

So we just need a[l] to br[n-2] to solve the equation.
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V
e[0] =  0.0; 
f[0] =  0.0;

for( i =  1 ; i < n -1  ; i+ +  )
{

factor =  1.0/(b[i] -  a[i]*e(i-l]);
e[i] =  c[i] * factor;
f[*] =  (d[i] +  a[i]*f[i-l])*factor;

}

for( i =  n - 2  ; i > 0 ; i—  )
{

U[i] =  f[i] +  U[i+1] * e[i];
}

B.3.29 porosity.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v a r.h"

in t calculate_porosity( d o u b le  *porosity,
d o u b le  *delta_porosity, 
d o u b le  *T, 
d o u b le  dt,
in t zero_porosity_boundary, 
in t n)

{
in t i;

/ /  for( i =  zero-porosity-boundary ; i < n ; i+ +  ) 
for( i =  1 ; i <  n ; i+ +  )

 ̂ delta-porosity[i] =  year*( 1 -  exp( A*exp (B/T(i]) ) ); 
porosity[i] + =  dt*le6*delta_porosity(i];
//co u t «  T[i] «  " " «  porosityfij «  " " «  i «  "\n";

if  (porosity [i] < 0.0 )

zero_porosity_boundary =  i+1:
porosity[i] = 0.0;

}
}

/ *  the delto-porosity is multiplied by a million as the timestep is 
entered in millions of years.

Units: dt ■
delta.porosity : /y r

1 yr = 1/10~6 Myr
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d/d t In [ 1 • porosity ] = exp [ Aexp[-B/T] ] 

r e tu r n  zero_porosity_boundary

B .3.30 printfile.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v a r. h"

void printfile( d o u b le  *x, 
d o u b le  *y, 
float totaLr, 
float unit-Conver, 
ch a r *filename, 
in t n )

in t i;
FILE *fp;

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(fiIename , "w+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCEmnot open f i l e  7,s\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}

for ( i =  1 ; i <  n ; i+ +  )

 ̂ fprintf(fp."y.8.41f y.8.41f X8.41f V.dNn"
, x[i] . (powf(x[i],3.0)/powf(total_r.3.0))*100, y(i]*unit-conver.i);

}
fclose(fp);

B .3.31 printfile-tim e.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v a r.h"

void  printfile_time( d oub le  *r, 
doub le  *U, 
ch ar ^filename, 
float time, 
in t n )

in t i;
FILE *fp;

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) 
{

= =  N U L L )
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printf("\nCannot open f i l e  '/,s\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}

fprintf(fp,"# r/R  = y.4.2f ; */.4.2f : •/,4.2f : time\n",R0,Rl,R2); 
fprintf(fp."*/.8.41f */.8.41f */.8.41f y.f\n". U[l], U[(int)(n*Rl)],U[(int)(n*R2)l,time); 
fclose(fp);

B .3.32 radioactive.c

#include " se tup , vax. h"

void radioactive( double dt,
double *amount_of_radioactive_element,
double *decay_cons,
double *energy_per_decay,
double *energy,
double *no_decays,
double *mass_per_rock,
int n)

{
int ij;

for ( i = 1 ; 1 < n : i++) 
energy[i] = 0.0;

for ( j =  0 ; j < no_of_radionuclides : j+ +  )

 ̂ no_decays[j] = decay.cons[j]*amount_of_radioactive.element[j]*dt; / /  (l/Kg)

H  dN/dt = -  lambda * N => dN = -  lambda * N * dt
amount_of_radioactive_element[j) - =  no.decays[j);

for ( i = 1 ; i < n : i++)
energyfi] +=  mass_per.rock[i] * no-decay8[j)*energy_per-decaylj];

B .3.33 reverse.c

#includ e" setu p .var.h" 

void reverse( char *s )

int c , i , j;

for ( i =  0 , j =  strlen(s) -  1 ; i < j  ̂ *++ ■ j )
{

c =  s{i]; 
s[i] =  s[j];
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s|j] =  c:
}

}

B.3.34 rho_bulk.c
# in c lu d e"s e tu p .v a r .h"

void calculate_rho_bulk( d o u b le  *porosity,
d oub le  *rho_bulk_old, 
doub le  **rho_bulk, 
d o u b le  *T,
in t zero_porosity_boundary, 
in t n)

{
in t i;

/ *  This calculates the density at each grid point */

for( 1 =  1 : i <  n : i+ +  )
rho_bulk_old[i] =  rho_bulk[ROCK][i]; 

for( 1 =  1 ; i < n ; i+ +  )

 ̂ rho-bulk[WATER][i] =  ( -221 +  13.1 * T(i] -  5.07e-2 * pow(T[i],2)
+  8.49e-5 * pow(T[i],3)
-  5.48e-8 ♦ pow(T[i],4) ) * le9 ; 

//rho_bulk[STEAM][i] =  .001e9; 
rho-bulk[ROCK][i] =  (1.0 -  porosity[i] ) ♦ rho.zero;

}

/ *  Units:

rho.bulk [ kg /  km~S ]
V
}

B .3 .3 5  sa v e_ m elt.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v a r. h"

void  save_data_melted( char *ar[],
in t zu-gc,
double *r,
double *U,
in t n,
float time,
in t solid_melt.radiiis)

{

char filencune[256];
FILE *fp;
in t i;
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char int_percent_solid[8]; 
float percent_solid;

percent-solid =  ( (1.0 — powf(r[solid_melt_rjidius]/r[n—1].3.0)) * lOO ); 

strcpy(filenanie,"output/radius_acc_time_melted_");
itoa( ((int) ( (percent_solid /lO.O )) * 10) ,int_percent_solid); 
strcat(filename,int_percent_solid);
strcat (filename
strcat(filename,ar[PER-H_TW0-0]); 
strcat(filename," .dat");

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  */.s\n" . filename); 
exit(O);

}
fprintf(fp,"#");
for ( i =  0 ; i < argc ; i++ )

fprintf(fp," y.s", ar[i]); 
fprintf(fp,"\n");
fprintf(fp,"y.8.41f y .8.41f y ,8 .41f */i8.41f y.8.41f y,f\n"

, atof(ar[FINAL_TIME]), atof(ar[FORM_TIMEJ), percent-solid , 
r[solid_melt_radius] , r[n—1] , time ); 

fclose(fp):
prin tf("F ile saved to  : y,s\n", filename );

B.3.36 save_not_meIt.c
#include"setup_var.h"

void save_data_not_melted( char *ar[],
int argc, 
double *r, 
double *U, 
int n, 
float time, 
int no_grid_ptd)

{

char filename[256],max_temp(8):
FILE *fp; 
int i;

strcpy (fileneime," o u t p u t /radius_acc_t ime.not _melted_ "); 
itoa ( 300 * ( (int) (U[l]/300) ) . max.temp ); 
strcat(filename,max_temp ); 
strcat(filename," _ "); 
strcat(filen£ime,cir[PER-H_TW0-0]);
/*
strcat(filename,
strcat(filename,ar[TOT-NO.GRID-PTS]); 
strcat (filename,
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strcat(JUename, arfRADIUS]);
V
strcat(filename,". d a t");

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  '/.s\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}
fprintf(fp,"#");
for ( i =  0 ; i < argc ; i++)

fprintf(fp," '/.s", ar[i]); 
fprintf(fp,"\n");
fprintf(fp,"7.8.41f ‘/.8.41f */.8.41f •/.8.41f y.f\n",

atof(ar[FINAL-TIME]). atof(ar[FORM.TIME]). U[l] . r [n -l]  , time ); 
fclose(fp);
prin tf("\nF ile  saved to  : */,s\n ", filename );

}

B.3.37 save_peak_temp.c

#include" s e tu p ,  vzo:. h"

void  save_peak_temp( ch ar *ar[J,
in t argc, 
d oub le  *r, 
d oub le  *U, 
in t n, 
float time, 
in t no.grid.ptd)

{

char filename(256j.time_file[256j.max.temp(8).time.inc{8j;
FILE *fp,*fp-time; 
in t i;

strcpy(filenam e,"output/radiu8_acc.p«ak_tea>p."):
itoa { 500 * ( (int) (U(l)/500) ) . max.temp ):
strcat(filename,mE0c_temp ); 
strcat(filename.” .dat"):

strcpy(tim e_file,"output/radiuB_acc_peak_ti»e_");
/ *  Can be used to get a finer grid of when meUing occurred 
if ( time < 10 )

{ . . .  itoa ( (  (int) (time* 10) ) , time-tnc );
strcat(time.fUe,time-inc );
strcat(time-fUe, “OOKyr-dat”);

}
else
V
{  . ,  

itoa ( ( (int) (time) ) , time.inc ),
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strcat(time_file,time_inc ); 
strcat(time_file. "Myr. d a t");

if( ( fp_time =  ( fopen(time.file , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  */,s\n" , time.file); 
exit(O);

}
fprintf (fp_time, ;
for ( i =  0 ; i < argc ; i++)

fprintf(fp.time," •/.s". ar[i]); 
fprintf (fp_time." \n " );
fprintf(fp_time,"*/.8.41f •/.8.41f */.8.41f y.fXn",

atof(ar[FORM_TIME]), atof(ar[RADIUS]), r [n - l]  , time );

fclose(fp_time):

( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  */.s\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}

fprintf(fp,"#");
for ( i =  0 : i < argc ; i++)

fprintf(fp," '/.s", ar[i]): 
fprintf(fp,’’\n");
fprintf(fp."y.8.41f y.8.41f y.8.41f y.8.41f \n",

atof(ar[FORM_TIME]). atof(ar[RADIUS)), U(l] . r [n -lj );

fclose{fp):
//p rin tf(" \nF ile  saved to  : y,s\n ", filename ):

}

B .3 .38  save_temp_diff_etc.c

#include"setup_var.h"

void save_data( char *ar[), 
int argc,
double *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
double *r, 
float unit.conver, 
float time, 
in t n)

{

int i;
char filename(256],char_time[10];
FILE *fp;



strcpy(filename." output /  ") ;
strcat(fi]ename,data_name);
strcat(filename," _ "
for ( i =  1 ; i < argc ; i+ +  )

strcat(filename,ar[i]); 
strcat(filename," ");

}
time =  time * 1000; 
strcat(filename."Time_=_"); 
itoa((int )time,char_time); 
if ( time < 10 )

strcat(filename, "0 "); 
if ( time <  100 )

strcat(filename, "0 "); 
if ( time < 1000 )

strcat(filename,"0"); 
if  ( time < 10000 )

strcat(filename, "0 "); 
strcat(filename,char_time); 
strcat(filename,"Kyr");

totaLr =  atof(ar[FINAL.RADIUS]);

gnupIot_fileneune(filen£ime,aT,argc); 
printfile(r,data_vcdue,totaLr,unit-conver,filename,n); 
prin tf("F ile saved to  */,s \n" , filename);

B.3.39 save_temp_time.c

# in c lu d e"se tu p _ v ar.h "

void  save_data_time( ch ar *ar(], 
in t argc,
d oub le  *data_value, 
char *data_name, 
double *r, 
float time, 
in t n)

in t i;
ch ar filencime[256],char_time{10);
FILE *fp;

strcpy(filename, "o u tp u t/");
strcat(filename,data_n£une);
strcat(filename,"_");
for ( i =  1 ; i < axgc ; i+ +  )
{

strcat(filename,ar[i]); 
strcat{filename," _");

}



strcat(filename," t  ime. d a t");

gnuplot -filericime _time (filename, ax, argc); 
printfile_time(r,data, value,filename,time,n);
printf("y.3.0f\n"

,(time-atof{ar [FORM-TIME]))
/(atof(ar[FINAL_TIME])-atof(ar[FORM-TIME]))*100 ),

}

B.4 Fractionation
This code is used to see if fractionation is possible or not The main file is depth.c. 
This file has the following files associated with it.

B.4.1 Makefile

#S()urce code lists and executable names here 
SEQ-SOURCE-CODE = itoa.c reverse.c depth.c 
SEQ_EXECS = exe.depth

#StufF required for any compilation 
CC = /usr/b in /g+ +
CLINKER = $(CC)
OPTFLAGS = -L /usr/hom e/C /include - 0 3

### End User configurable options ###
CFLAGS = $(OPTFLAGS)
SEQ-OBJS =  ${SEQ-SOURCE_CODE;.c=.o)

default:$(SEQ-OBJS)
$(CLINKER) $(CFLAGS) - o  $(SEQ.EXECS) $(SEQ.OBJS) -Im

$(CLINKER) $(CFLAGS) - o  $(SEQ.EXECS) $(SEQ.OBJS) -Im

clean:
/bin/rm  - f  *.o *.core exe.*

B .4 .2 depth.c
/♦  This prvgmm prints out the velocity as a function of r ^ tm  and 

viscosity for a spherical mineral settling thwugh a medium of 
different density. The depth the sphere wUl reach as a functum 
of time is also calculated.

The equations are derived from examples in (Young, 1992)



#include"setup.h" 

void main (int argc , char **argv )
{

#include"declaure .h"
# in c lu d e " in i t i a l i s e .h "

for ( i =  0 : i < numberOfViscosities ; i+ +  )
{

for ( j =  0 : j < numberOfMineralRadii : j+ +  )
{

itoa( (int)viscosity[i],char_nOV): 
itoa(j ,char_nOMR);
itoa((int)radiusOfPlanetesimal,char-radius); 
strcpy (filename," output /  "); 
strcat(filename,char_nOMR); 
strcat(filename," _ "); 
strcat(filename,char_nOV): 
strcat (filename,"_"); 
strcat(filename.char_radius):

if( ( fp =  ( fopen(filename , "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

printf("\nCannot open f i l e  Xs\n" , filename); 
exit(O);

}
•S.-

A = (TWO-NINTHS*powf(radiu80fMineral[j).2.0))/vi8co8ity(il; ^

K = FOUR-THIRDS-PI • bullcDensity * G 
* ( densityOfSurround — densityOfMineral );

for ( r =  radiusOfPlaneteaimal: r > =  0 : r-= 1 0  )

velocity =  K * A • r :
fprintf(fp."r X8.2f v«l rad X8.2f v ise  X8.41f\n", 
r/1000.0, -  velocity *le3*YEAR. 
radiusOfMinerallj) * 1000, viscosity (i) );
/ /  r is in km ; velocity is in km/Myr ;
/ /  Radius is in mm = >  * le3 
/ /  There is a -  in front of the velocity as in the 
/ /  derivation down is in the negative direction,

}
fclose(fp):
strcat(filename." .depth");
if( ( ^  = ( fopen(filename . "a+") ) ) = =  NULL )

 ̂ printf("\nCannot open f i l e  %s\n" , filename):
exit(O);

for ( time = YEAR : time < endTime; time*=l.l )

 ̂ depth = radiusOfPlanetesimal * exp( K * A * time);
fprintf(fp,"depth X8,2f time y.e rad %8.2f v ise  %8.41f\n".
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}
fclose(fp);

depth/1000.0. time/(le6*YEAR)
, radiusOfMineral[jJ * 1000, viscosity [i] ),

}
}

B.4.3 setup.h

#include<std io .h>
#include<std lib .h>
# include< m ath .h>
#include<iostream .h>
#include< string .h>

#define PI 3.14159265358979323846
#define FO U R .TH IR D S.PI 4.0/3.0*PI
Odefine TWO-NINTHS 2.0/9.0
#define G 6 .67259e-ll
#define numberOfMineralRadii 3
#define numberOfViscosities 2
#define YEAR 3600*24*365.25
#define ONE.OVER.YEAR 1.0/(3600*24*365.25)

void  itoa(int n , ch ar s[]);

void  reverse( ch a r *s);

B.4.4 declare.h

in t ij.k.t.exponent;

float viscositylnumberOrViscositieaJ. / /  (N « /  m*2 ]
velocity, / /  (™/®l
radiusOfMineral(niimbprOfMineralRadii), / /  (tn) 
densityOfMineral. / /  [ ^ %  /  ^  3 1
densityOfSurround. I I  I  1
bulkDensity,
A,
K,

/ /  I kg /  m‘ 3 )
I I

r.
time,
endTime,
depth,
radiusOfPlanetesimal;

11 H  
11 H

ch a r filpname[90].
charjiOM R(10l, 
char-nOV(lO), 
rhar j ’adius[20]:



FILE *fp;

B.4.5 initialise.h
/ /  Initicdise values

if ( argc != 2 )
{

prin tf("P lease  run w ith  1 argum ents\n"); 
p rin tf(" \n ex e .d ep th  < rad ius [m]> \n \n "); 
exit(O);

}

for ( i =  0 ; i <  numberOfViscosities ; i+H- )
viscosity[i] =  10 +  i*3 ; / /  [ N s /  m"2 ]
/ /  These values are got from (Huppert and Sparks, 1980) 

for ( i =  0 ; i <  numberOfMineralRadii ; i+ +  )
{

radiusOfMinerjd[i] =  powf(10,—4+i);
/ /  cout < <  "Radius = " < <  radiusOfMineralfi] < <  "\n";

}

bulkDensity =  3600;
densityOfMineral =  3400; / /  For olivine spheres

/ /  densityOfMineral =  7100; / /  For metal spheres 
densityOfSurround =  3100;

radiusOfPlanetesimal =  atof(argv[l]);

endTime =  le6*YEAR;

B.4.6 itoa.c
# in c lu d e"se tu p .h "  

vo id  itoa(int n , char *s )
{

in t i ; 

i =  0; 

do

s[i++] =  n % 10 + ’O’: 
} w hile ((n/=10)>0): 
s[i] =  ’ \ 0 ’ ; 
reverse(s);

}
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#in clu d e" setu p .h '

void reverse( char *s )

for ( i =  0 , j =  strlen(s) -  1 ; i < j ; i+ +  . j —  )



Appendix C 

List o f Symbols

Sym bol Quantity
a neck size of overlapping region between spheres
a acceleration of a sphere
>lo initial power per unit volume
b d istance over which convection occurs
Cp specific heat capacity
Cpi specific heat capacity of ice
Cpr specific heat capacity of rock
Cpw specific heat capacity of water
Epd energy per decay of a nuclide
E 2 6 AI to ta l energy due to decay of A1
T  mass fraction of ice
g acceleration due to gravity
G  gravitational constant
G  grain radius
ho initial height
H  heat generation per unit mass
Ho initial heat generation per unit mass
A' therm al conductivity
A', therm al conductivity of ice
AV therm al conductivity in radiation regime
A'^ therm al conductivity in water
Li la ten t heat of fusion of ice
Lr la ten t heat of fusion of rock

la ten t heat of vaporisation of w ater 
m  mass of sphere
iV, num ber of atom s per kg of element i
No in itial num ber of atoms per kg of “ A1
yVjtj num ber of decays required to m elt a  kg of material
A^Ur Nusselt num ber for rock
r  radial distance from centre of object
r„ normalised radius
r ,  radius of a  sphere
/? radius of planetesim al

Units
cm 
m s~^
W m-3 
kni
J  k g - ‘ K - ‘ 
J k g -i K-* 
J k g -i K - ‘ 
J  k g - ‘ K - ‘ 
J 
J

m 8“*
N rn^ kg"^
cm
km
VV kg->
VV k g - '
W m - ‘ K - ‘ 
W m - ‘ K“ ‘ 
W m - ' K - ' 
W m - ' K - ' 
J k g -‘ K - ' 
.1 k g - ' K-* 
.1 k g - ' K - ' 
kg 
k g - ' 
k g - '

km

mm
km
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Symbol
R
Ra
R cI ct

n
11 

2

0̂
i f o r m

n̂d
To

V

Vi

Vt
wgti
ct
(
SNo
K
A

d>
<l>0
p
fhy
Pi
Ps
Pw

P'
a
(̂ 0
<T.i6

Quantity
gas constant 
Rayleigh number
critical Rayleigh number at which convection starts 
atom fraction of i  nuclide that are unstable 
half life
time at which CAIs formed 
time at which planetesimal forms 
time at which N^g decays occur 
ambient nebular temperature 
surface temperature 
temperature at planetesimal core 
temperature 
velocity of sphere 
initial volume fraction of ice 
terminal velocity of sphere 
weight fraction of nuclide i  

coefficient of thermal expansion 
emissivity
number of decays per unit time per unit mass
diffusivity
decay constant
viscosity
porosity
initial porosity
density
density at zero porosity 
density of ice 
density of a sphere 
density of water
density of fluid sphere travels through 
effective stress between grains in contact 
applied stress on grains 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
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Ma
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K
K
K
K
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%
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